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If a house is planned along Southern Colonial lines, an effective treatment for the pillared end is to adapt it to the uses shown here: a sleeping porch above and 

an outdoor living-room below. The outside fireplace is always a pleasing and useful adjunct to these porch living-rooms. Aymar Embury II, architect 
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From the rear of the house are two parallel pergolas covering brick walks and framing an exquisite garden vista. The columns are of concrete, with a double 
wood railing at the top, bearing traceries of clinging vines, ivy, wild fig and barren grape 

THE DOUBLE PERGOLA IN THE GARDEN OF MRS. J. N. BURNS AT PASADENA, CALIFORNIA—ADAPTING 

ITALIAN SETTINGS TO AN AMERICAN ATMOSPHERE- SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CITY YARDS 

CHARLES ALMA BYERS 

Phot graphs by 

r seems hardly fair that all of us cannot walk occasionally in 
Paradise—or a beautiful garden, which perhaps is the nearest 

thing thereto that earth affords. I first was impressed seriously 

with this thought several years ago—one summer evening. It 

was while I was strolling in my own garden. My garden is not 
large nor elegant, but I often find it a great solace, especially 

after laboring all day in the noisy, bustling city. In fact, it is 
extremely simple, quite commonplace, but nevertheless it gives 

me great joy to stroll along its graveled paths and admire the 

Lenwood Abbott 

fragrant flowers in it. My own flowers—my own garden! 

Not far away rumbles the elevated, bearing to and fro its loads 
of human freight, and not much farther lie the tenements, with 

their somber fronts and loathsome alleys. I remember once, when 
my morbid curiosity caused me to wander into the district, I saw 

a lone geranium struggling for existence in an old rusty can sit- 

ting on a fire-escape. That was probably somebody's garden. 
But I have somewhat divressed. I had started to say that | 

was strolling in my garden one evening, admiring the humble 
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with a neutral-tone« paper th 

T he hreplace side of the dining room is paneled in dark wood, the remaining walls being covered 

at makes an excellent background for the mahogany furniture 

“Betty, thath muth be 

Par’dise.”’ 

‘’Spect ‘tis, Billy. Wish 

we could get in.” 

[ have since seen many 

gardens that reminded me of 

the of those 

children—that 

ruch the 

remarks two 

tenement 1m- 

pressed me in very 

same way as mine did them. 

\lthough used to my own 

little garden, these more 

elaborate creations have 

seemed like a picture of Pa- 

radise. Here is one of them 

the three-acre grounds of 

Mrs. J. N. Burns at Pasa 

dena, California. 

But if one has studied gar- 

dens from a_ constructive 

point of view, he instead will 
probably be reminded by the 

accompanying pictures of 
some grand old garden of 
Italy —so'ie romantic giar- 

True, it 

modern and better kept, for 

dino. seems more 

the elegant gardens of Italy 

are all old—many, even, all 
but forsaken. There, too, 

The house stands back from the street behind a hedge of roses and across a close-cropped lawn. Its walls are of white stucco will be a suggestion of the 

ver metal lath and the roofing is of shingles stained soft green gardens of Spain's \nda 

lusia, with their classic col 

esult ng for something grander, when, umns and semi-tropical flowers and vines. But still there is 

ha e street, | beheld two small dirty much that belongs to neither Italy nor Spain—an influence that 

race f f é iwwainst the openings in the iron fence is still more modern. Cherefore, let us describe the whole as 

" enement urchins, the faces just Californian 

ver Al ent admiration. Long and \merica, and especially California, is particularly favored in 
cage thy inned the interior, and finally the climate and in many other ways for the creation of beautiful 

na eI the boy, whispered to his com gardens, and it is indeed regretable that the opportunities are 

pa rhe eht erase the picture not more often made use of. The benefits to mind and body 

The Italian motif has been carried out in the interior architectural 

details, as shown here in the high carved mantel and its decorations 
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derived from living as much 

as possible in the pure, fresh 

air of the great outdoors are 

quite generally recognized, 

but still we seem extremely 

slow to avail ourselves of 

those benefits. In the Begin- 

ning of Things, a certain 

garden iden — was con- 

sidered quite sufficient for 

the abode of man, but Sin 

drove him forth. Since then 

he has dwelt in caves, hovels, 

tenements, cottages, palaces, 

but litthe in gardens—far 

too little. Truly, he is long in 

getting back—even back to 

a commendable medium. The 

indoors, while quite neces- 
sary in its way, has cast a 

speil that seems difficult to 

overcome. Sometimes, of 

course—sad thought! it is 

all that is possible, but often 

it has produced just a habit. 
Too often the garden is not 

appreciated ntil it is im- 

possible, or is longed-for 
only by those to whom it has 

never been possible. 

When one sees a garden, 

however, like the one here 

shown he must surely be 

There are queer transitions in this garden: you pass from jungle to lawn plot, beyond the pergolas are masses of trees and 

shrubbery, sinuous gravel paths and now and then a bordered pool 

awakened to an appreciation of garden beauty and attractiveness. are vine-draped pergolas, sheltered seats and cool piazzas in 
\ realization that the outdoors is the more healthful seems not which to while one’s leisure time. There are trees and shrub- 

sufficient in itself to draw us forth into the open as much as we __bery, flowers and vines, in graceful profusion, to bewitch the eye. 

should be. There must be something—and certainly nothing is Here and there are plots of close-cropped lawn, and now and 
more potent than a beautiful garden—-to lure, invite, or subtly then one comes suddenly upon a mirroring pool of water. Sun- 
coax us hence. light and shadow play everywhere, dappling the walks and piazza 

Covering a plot of quite ample extent, this California garden flooring, and adding the finishing touches to a picture that is truly 

is endowed with many retreats that are indeed alluring. There one of Nature’s and the gardener’s masterpieces. 

The vista from the balcony down the avenue of pergolas includes 

the old oak trees that have been preserved in this new arrangement 

There is spaciousness in the living-room, its high ceilings and many French doors, bringing into the 

house some of the openness of out-of-doors and creating a charming atmosphere 
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The garden floor is terraced here and there with low concrete walls and broad brick steps, creating little more than mere imaginary divisions and yet producing 

nooks that seem quite secluded and cosy. By temporarily furnishing them with wicker, they are excellent places for tea or an afternoon's reading 

| oak stands between the pergolas, near the house, its irregular 
branches spreading a sun-flecked mantle of shade over a con- 
siderable portion of the surrounding piazza. 

[here is much of this piazza space—all with a flooring of blue 
brick, but for the most part with no covering save that provided 
by the foliage of trees and vines. It is terraced here and there 

with low concrete walls and broad brick steps, creating little 
more than mere imaginary divisions, and yet producing nooks 

that seem quite secluded and cozy. By temporarily furnishing 
them with a table and chairs, preferably of wicker or something 

similar, these places become excellent for serving afternoon tea; 
and under a balcony in the rear of the house, adjoining this 

piazza, is a small roofed retreat that may be used even while rain 
outside patters on the brick pavement and trickles from the foliage. 

\ll in all, this portion of the grounds is most ideal for either 
a garden party, or merely as a place for quiet outdoor lounging. 

The old oak is surrounded by a small plot of ground planted 
to ferns and springarei, and around the base of the pergola pillars 

are grown vines and delicate flowers. The marble-like pillars 

afford a charming background for the variegated decorations, 

and the paths which they enclose, almost losing themselves in 

the farther end ot the garden, are indeed enticing. 

The pergolas are linked together at their garden terminus by 

a sort of resting place, also floored with brick, and containing 
a small concrete bench. This retreat is walled in on three sides 

by vines, and before the remaining side, which the seat faces, 

(Continued on page 364) 
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The beds should be narrow enough to make every rose bush in the bed accessible from a path—four feet is a good width for a double row of plants, or twenty inches for 

a single row. 

= 
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Rectangular beds are probably the most convenient to work in 

The Culture of Roses 
THE PROPER PLACE FOR THE ROSE BED AND HOW TO PREPARE IT 

GRAFTING FOR AMATEURS 

H. W. 

OTHING is more beautiful than a 
i rose, and no garden is complete 

without at few of them. 

This seemed to me especially true, 
when one glorious morning last 

June I discovered that a particular 
bud I had been carefully watching 
had burst into bloom over night. 

And I think most garden lovers 

feel the same way about roses. 

There seems to be a feeling, 
however, amateurs that 

only professionals can grow roses 
And 

while, of course, experience counts 

least a 

among 

with any degree of success. 

a great deal in rose-growing, as in 
all other gardening, by carefully following a few general rules 

anyone should meet with at least a fair degree of success. 
The first essential is situation. Choose an airy, yet sheltered, 

spot where the bushes will get plenty of sun—preferably on a 

southern slope, as it is imperative that the rose garden be protected 

from north winds. However, if this is not possible—and a great 
many of us will not be able to find ideal spots—either a house or 

a garden wall makes an excellent protection. Do not use trees 
as a shelter, for the root system of the tree near which the bush 
is would rob it of its food supply. Having found a suitable 

location, the other essentials—drainage and 

easily obtainable. 
good soil—are more 

QUALITY VERSUS QUANTITY IN BLOSSOMS 

FIGHTING PESTS 

BEST VARIETIES 

DUNHAM 

[t is well to avoid choosing low ground for the roses, as this is 
not so well drained. Late spring frosts present an added danger, 

since they are felt more keenly in low situations. 
There is only a word to say in regard to the size and shape 

the beds shall be. It is advisable to have them narrow enough to 

make every rosebush in the bed accessible from a path—four feet 
is a good width for a double row of plants, or twenty inches for 

a single row. Rectangular beds are probably the most convenient 
to work in. 

Next comes the preparation of the bed itself. 
good, rich soil is most desirable. 

\s stated above, 
After marking out the space 

the bed is to occupy, dig the soil out to a depth of about two feet. ’ 
Keep the sod, top soil and sub-soil in separate piles as they are 
taken out. Loosen the floor of the bed with a pick, and if the 

ground needs draining, put a layer of stones or cinders on this. 
After thoroughly mixing the best of the sub-soil with a generous 

dressing of well-rotted manure, place it on the cinders or stones. 
The sod comes next, well broken up and mixed with the top soil, 
which has just enough manure to enrich it slightly. Finally, fill 

in the bed with the best of the top soil, unmanured, to bring it 
about three inches above the level of the ground. When the sur- 

face of the bed has settled properly it should be about an inch 
below that of the adjoining sod, as it will thus retain the moisture 

from rain better. This preparation of beds should take place 

about three weeks before planting time. 
When making your bed, compose the soil to suit the kind of 

rose you are planning to grow. Hybrid Perpetuals require a 
heavy soil containing some clay. Teas and Hybrid Teas do better 
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surface. After a hard rain loosen the soil as soon as it is drv 
' 10] COURT to work, or the sun will draw up the moisture very rapidly. 

\lmost equally important with the preparation of the soil and 
+1 ] 

planting of the bushes is the care and cultivation of them. 

\t the time of planting all roses should be cut back—unless you 
buy stock that has been pruned before it left the nursery. In 
this case your dealer will so inform you. If the bushes are alread\ 
established they should be pruned during the first spring month. 
Cut out weak and decayed parts and such growth as crowds the 

plant and prevents light and air from having free access. A safe 
ile is to prune weak-growing, delicate plants severely, and to 
Scenes’ 6Se : . 7 . hi shorten the branches of strong plants but little, but thin them 

ut well. Prune for shapeliness of plant and promotion of 
bloom buds 

lf one is pruning Hybrid Perpetual roses in spring, cut the 
canes back to fresh wood, leaving perhaps four or five good buds 

n each cane. From these buds the flowering canes of the vear 

are to come. If fewer and larger flowers are desired. fewer canes 
may be left and only two or three new shoots be allowed to spring 
from each one the next spring 

bed does not « \lways prune a cane about a quarter of an inch above an out- 

tain any recent ide bud, unless the cane is very far from vertical, when an inside 

Mary Lovell, ene of the now varistice of white cables lel nanure ne should be left for the terminal shoot. It is quite important 

roses, is a sturdy plant, with a profusion of bloom ipt to burl to have sharp pruning shears for the operation, to prevent the 

e ro f me tearing and bruising of the wood. 

om Immediately after the June bloom of Hybrid 
elect ' ' fers o Perpetuals is past, cut back all very vigorous 

doz. the il price canes perhaps one-half their length, in order to 

ed . ; , ne Good rose produce new, strong shoots for fall flowering, 

, ‘ ire not wort and also to make good bottoms for the next vear’s 

the ne sper en he import bloom. Too severe summer pruning, however, 
oat Gra - . overestimated is likely to produce too much leafy growth. 

Phere ’ ca ’ ion as to The pruning of Hybrid Teas and Teas had 

ethe ose est m their own roots better be postponed until the first signs of life 

r when grow1 turcier stock. such as Manetti appear. The bark becomes greener and the dor- 

for Hybrid Perpetuals and brier for Hybrid Teas mant buds begin to swell. Dead or dying wood 

While there to be said on b sides, as will then readily be noticeable and, it may be, re- 

1 general tl eir own roots will moved. These two latter classes do not need such 

ve more tor e general run of severe pruning as do the Hybrid Perpetuals. 

planter , le On own-rooted Some pruning during the summer is also useful 
tock the ers | from below the sur in encouraging growth and flowers. The stronger 

face of the bye ' sine id. whereas branches that have flowered may be cut back one- 

‘th huddle es there inger of the stock half or more. 

tartit wth not bein discovered. Stir the soil 

outgrowing the b taking poss¢ n and finally OO ROTTEN ONT ERE about the roots 

killin out the weaker still. if the plant The budding point, as indicated of the roses fre- 
above, should be set exactly two 

re set aeep ¢ gh to prevent adventitious bud inches below the surface quently, and do 
of the k from sta ind the growth ts not plant annuals 

ilert, t difficulty reduced to a minimum, There is no ques among them. To do their best, 

tion but that fin iy be grown from plants on their own the plants should have all the 

root vithstandin e heat of the American summer, if the nourishment the soil can furnish. 

grower takes the proper precauti \void an excessive blooming dur- 

Hetore sett t the plants examine each caretully an ut ing the first year of the plant; 

ff the broke is W 1 sharp knife, as well as all eyes that rather let them take strength into 

may appear on the root in order to forestall suckers. It the root and stem for the second 

ig not possible to set the plants permanently as soon as they are season, when results will be much 

received from the nurset in: heel them in to prevent drying out more satisfactory. During the 

If they seem ct t may be well to puddle the roots in thin, rich summer make an application of a 

nud before ttit Make the hole large enough to accom light straw manure. This will 

ite a e pl ts without crowding, when setting out prevent the soil from drying out 

rose é nib b ed stock is used—to put the too rapidly, and at the same time 

budding point not le re than two inches below the surface. the rains will wash its nutriment 

Spread the root early horizontally, but see that they inclin« to the roots of the plants. 

downward towards their ends without crossing one another. See \ll roses, whenever planted, will 

that the plants are firmly set in ing the balls of the feet to have grown greatly by fall. When =A cluster of buds will result in a 

accomplish thi Then loosen the soil by raking over the whole’ the leaves have finally gone and cluster of enol Sawer 
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the plant is unquestionably dormant and asleep for the winter, 
cut back this growth to about three feet. Then draw the earth 

up around each plant in hills, and fill all the space between these 

hills with manure. Bend the plants down and cover the entire bed, 
plants and all, with straw or loose leaves, covering last of all 
with some branches to anchor these. It is an excellent plan to 
put the straw on somewhat in the form of a thatch to shed water. 

Do not apply any of this protective material, however, until 

actually cold, freezing weather has arrived. 
The old saying, that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound 

And if they are kept 

in a healthy, growing condition, they are not likely to be attacked 

by insects, or if attacked, not easily injured. If insects appear, 
apply the proper remedies promptly and vigorously and keep the 

of cure, is quite true in the case of roses. 

ground stirred about the bushes. As a rule, a strong stream of 
water from a hose applied morning and evening will keep the 
roses free from insects. But if this is not effective insecticides 

must be resorted to. 
The rose bug is at times very troublesome as well as destructive 

to the buds. It can be effectively disposed of by a kerosene 
emulsion made and applied as follows: Shave up one-quarter 
pound of hard laundry soap and dissolve in two quarts of boiling 
water; add one pint of kerosene oil and stir 
briskly for four or five minutes until thoroughly | 

Dilute to twice its bulk with water and 

sprinkle it on the bushes with a spraying syringe 
mixed. 

or a whisk broom. Repeat as often as required 

to keep the plants clear of the bugs. 
\bout the time the leaves are fairly well de- 

veloped there usually appears the rose caterpillar. 
It glues the leaves together to form a shelter and 

its presence cannot be mistaken. The only effec- 
tive remedy is to go over the bushes and remove 

and destroy the leaves inhabited, thereby destroy- 

ing the pests. 

Saw-fly larve and other insects appear at a 
later season than do caterpillars, unless prevented 
by an occasional spraying. If they should, how- 
ever, make their appearance, destroy and dis- 
pose of them by sprinkling the plants lavishly tk * 
with powdered white hellebore. It is well to Ae ta. 

moisten the 

bushes before ap- root stock and 

plying the helle- moved 
bore, as the moisture will cause 

it to stick to the foliage. 
Mildew on the plants is best 

cured by an application of sulphur, 
or by spraying with a solution of 

potassium sulphide, 1 ounce to 3 
gallons water. Spray or dust with 
the sulphur two or three times 
at intervals of a week or ten days. 
As with the application of helle- 
bore, the bushes should be first 

sprinkled with water if sulphur is 

used. 
There are three classes of gar- 

den roses—Hybrid  Perpetuals, 
Hybrid and This 
does not, of course, include mis- 

Teas Teas. 

cellaneous and climbing roses, of 

which | will speak later. 
Hybrid Perpetuals are 

strong of growth, flowering freely 

June. Hybrid Teas bloom 

very 

If all but one are pinched off, that 

one will grow to appreciable size in 

; —— 

The shoot at the side springs from 

| 333 | 

al- 

not so 

all summer; 

though 
hardy as Hybrid 

Perpetuals. 
are much more 

delicate than the 

former 

classes, but 

more exquisite, 
both as to frag- 
rance, and 

form, and should 

not be 

from the 

Teas 

two 

also 

color 

certainly 
omitted 

garden. 

The most in- 
teresting part of 
planning a_ rose 

garden is the se- 
lection of varie- ) 
ti . And in e The White Shawyer is a free bloomer, much clearer 

es. AAn¢ since r , 
and better than the White Killarney 

roses are such a 

matter of personal taste, the best way is to make 

your selection from a reliable rose grower’s cata 

‘logue. I am giving here, under their different 

classifications, a tried and true 

of the newer varieties you will 
few favorites 

as well as some 
want to include. 

Hybrid Perpetuals : Maman Cochet in crimson, 
red, pink, white and vellow; Frau Karl Druschki 

probably the best-known white rose we have: 
General Jacqueminot, dark, velvety rose—an old 

favorite; Margaret Dickson, a_ lovely, 
white; Paul Neyron, a bright, shining pink. 

Hybrid Teas: \ugusta Victoria 

white, very fragrant and continuous flowerer 
should not be omitted; Etoile de France, velvet) 

crimson; Lady Ashtown, very much like Madame 

Caroline but 

WaXr\ 

Kaiserin 

Testout, salmon 

more freely. 
Teas: 

pink, blooming 

Marie Van Houtte, exquisite vellow, 
shading to rose; Wm. R. Smith, ivory white, with 

should be re- a trace of pink; Papa Gontier, dark crimson; 
Lady Hillingdon, delicate apricot yellow. 

While climbing roses do not properly belong in the classifica- 
tion of garden roses, still there are so many ways in which they 
help to beautify the grounds that it is hardly fair to leave them 
out. The great beauty about them is that they are very free 
flowering, hardy, and will grow in any kind of soil and with 
no care. 

In considering rambler roses, it is important to note that they 
demand very little in the way of care and pruning. The reason 
for this is that this class of roses flower on old wood, most freely 

on wood one season old. Therefore spring pruning should be 
confined to cutting back branches that may be broken or in the 
way. The regular pruning should be given just after the flower 

ing season, and at this time the oldest wood should be cut out to 

clear the ground. The other canes need only be headed back 

and trained into position. 

Among the best climbing roses are: Tausendschoén, all colors: 

Dorothy Perkins, pink; Philadelphia Crimson Rambler; and the 

climbing varieties of some of the best garden sorts, such as 

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria and White Maman Cochet 

The hybrid 
another 

sweet briers, a 

They 

(Continued on page 305) 

semi-climbing rose—belong to 

class. are especially useful as a tall, informal 
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SWAGGERING DAYS OF THE REGENCY 

A Good Do 
Wilh a 

BULL TERRIER—BORN IN THE 

ore ind from which he was bred, and equally apt for, 
( at and much more active in airy kind of mischief, 

te hi as has been well expressed. The true bull 
ey thi terrier is but a dull companion, and the terrier 

1 does not flash much size, nor is he sufficiently 

, ‘4 ( smart and cocking. The modern mixed dog 

Most people regard him as a sort of includes all these qualities and is of an air) : 

ed togethe enltadied euitun came temper, without losing any of the fierceness, 
l 1 it 1 when needed, of his ancestors. His colors, 

ol WILLIAM HAYNES too, are gay and sightly. We have been, how- 
terri ever, performing a work of supererogation, not L 

te, nor was he altogeth« at all necessary to our sporting salvation or flash repute, in var- 
te , ’ He made his first ap nishing this new dog, which has become so truly the go, that no 

, ( et yi iu | he was literally rum kiddy or man of cash. from Tothill street in the West to 

ed bull and terrier dog Northeastern Holloway, far less any swell rising sixteen, with 

th t e to be cast for a dog whose _ black, purple or green Indiaman round his squeeze, the corner of 

iv | ed t the t decade of the past cen his variegated dab hanging from his pocket, and his pantaloons 

ind we rse, | el ell what a good-looking, well creased and puckered, but must have a tyke of the new cut 

tive if Ire e bull terrier cross But the at the heels of himself or prad.”’ 

irt entage ved to be an unhappy lhe hard-drinking, high-betting, swaggering days of the Re 

inatio ’ ome iving the bull terrier, even in his gency were spluttering out when the bull terrier appeared. In the 

ho une tl tuck to him all these vears moral reaction that followed, bull-baiting and rat-killing contests 

oc, King ot the Britons, bull bait were viewed with just horror. There clung to the dog, however, 

bes fa ite time in England rhe the memory of his association with these barbarous 

burdleck te é won his well sports. To-day no one feels called upon to prove 

ed reputati for ] nce as a very that he is a man by betting a thousand golden guineas 

moving, as has been 

The Bull Terrier that wins at the bench shows to-day must be a bright, active dog, 

3 
BLOM teleals 

WHY HE HAS BEEN CONSIDERED A 

BAD DOG—HOW TO KNOW HIS POINTS 

D 

Sporting (1822): “He is a more sprightly and 

showy animal than either of the individuals 

~ 

is Royal Highness’ entry 
will win the Derby, nor to 

he 

drinking so much old port he 
Nev- 

ertheless, we are not less man 

show is a gentleman by 

must be carried to bed. 

ly and gentle than our fore- 
fathers. The bull 

longer gives practical demon 

strations of his Zameness in 
~ . . 

the bull pen, nor @ his quick- 
ness in the rat pit, though he 

has still courage and agility. 

terrier no 

We do not cast:slurs at a man 

and consider him a ruffian and 

a blackgvard merely because 

his great - great - grandfather 

was a swaggering elegant of 

the of 

Does it seem quite fair to be 

duys King George. 
aptly said, “smoothly” 
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less lenient with a dog? 

him ! 

Unfortunately, the bull terrier’s bad name, which he so little 

But, give a dog a bad name and hang 

deserves, has been kept alive. The daily papers delight to tell 
stories about dogs, very good dogs and very bad dogs. The very 
good dogs—they mourn themselves into a decline over Master's 

fish the 
children out of the 
mill pond—are al- 
ways, in the news- 

papers, a 

grave, or 

collie or 

a St. Bernard. The 
very bad dogs— 

these go mad or 

bite the children on 

the way to and 
from school—inva- 
riably appear in 
the daily press as 
a bulldog or a bull 

terrier. 

all canine vices and 

all canine virtues 

cannot 

trated in these four 

varieties. This 

strange peculiarity 
all newspaper 

to create the impres- 
is a vicious, faithless 

Obviously, 

be concen- 

He is the product of a century's careful breeding— 
wedge-nose, blunt, black snout, with dark and bright, 
almond-shaped eyes 

of 

dog stories has, however, done not a little 
sion that any dog with bull in his name 
wretch. 

This erroneous idea has also been propagated by the alleged 
sport of dog fighting. The dogs fought in the pit 

very different animal from the true bull terrier, 
tunately, 

ing. In truth they are a nondescript lot, produced 

for purity of breeding or uniformity of type, the 

are, however, a 
though, unfor- 

they often steal his own fair name and go masquerad 
without regard 

sole object be- 

ing to get a four-footed fighting machine. (Of course, they are 
game, and of course they are natural born scrappers. In details 
they differ greatly, and in weight also, but, generally speaking, 
they are thick-headed, heavy-shouldered animals, marked with 
spots of black, brown, brindle or yellow, very unlike the wedge- 
headed, clean-cut, snow-white bull terrier. They are, moreover, 
quite as different in breeding and disposition as in looks. Dog 

fighting is a fly-by-night sport, but for this very reason the con- 

fusion between the thoroughbred and the pit dog has been 

fostered. 

\t the time Pierce Egan penned his vivid eulogy the “new bull 
and terrier dog” was, in looks, much like the pit dog of to-day. 

\s he now stands, the bull terrier is the product of a century’s 
careful breeding. With the Boston terrier, since both were made 

out of the same materials, the old bull and terrier cross, he is a 
striking demonstration of what man can accomplish by continued, 

conscious selection in breeding. Much, | came near to saving 

most, of the bull terrier’s physical improvement was due to the 

Hicks family—father and son. In their famous kennels in Bir- 
mingham, England, were developed the wedged-shaped head, the 

Madman, Old 
Dutch, and Gully the Great were probably the greatest of the 
great Hicks’ dogs. Madman was the first dog of really classic type 

distinctive sting tail and the pure white jacket. 

the breed saw. He made his début in 1864, and proved not only a 

Old Dutch, on the other 

hand, was no show dog, being very faulty in front, but he pos- 

sessed a truly wonderful head, and I have had it from “old 

timers” that to him the present-day bull terrier owes, in a great 

Gully the Great, 

great winner, but also a great sire. 

measure, his clean skull and strong foreface. 

who was eventually imported to this country in 1893 by Mr. Frank 
F. Dole, of New Haven, was, like Madman, both show dog and 

Other breeders than the Hickses and other great dogs than 

these three have been factors in the making of the bull terrier, but 
even a mere catalogue of their names would fill pages of Hous! 

\ND GARDEN, and there is no room for them in an article like this. 

The bull terrier that wins at the bench shows to-day must be a 
bright, active dog, moving, as has been aptly said, “smoothly.” 

sire. 

He must stand well up on his toes, with an air of dreamy alert 
ness that is quite typical. His skull must be flat on top, without 
any stop, or dent, between the eves. His foreface must be well 
filled in below the eyes, terminating in a big, black, blunt nose. In 
these points lie the secret of the wedge head and the famous down 
face, so distinctive of the variety. His eves must be dark and 
bright, almond shaped, and set in at quite an acute angle with the 

top line of his head. 

peculiar, dreamy-wicked expression so greatly 

These Chinese eyes of his give him that 
all 

His front, though it is wider than in the other terriers, 

desired by 

judges. 
must be straight, with heavily 
shoulders. pasterns and compact, well-arched 
feet alone will carry him to the blue ribbon. His chest ‘must be 

deep and his back shortish, while his hindquarters must be strong 

boned legs and clean, sloping 

Strong, spring) 

and muscular, with well-lowered hocks. 
to be thick at the base and gradually tapering to a fine point, like 

the sting of a wasp, and he will penalize him if he carries his 
tail any way but straight out behind.on a,level with the line of 

A judge expects his tail 

his back. His coat must be fine, round his lips and on his under 
parts one can see his pink skin through its fine covering, and the 

Any mark 

ing, save possibly a very small spot, and that must only be of pale 

lemon color, will handicap him out of any chance of figuring in 

hair has a peculiar, satin-like gloss to its whiteness. 

the higher awards, since not for nothing is he called the “white 
‘un.’ In one thing he has considerable latitude. He may vary 

from thirty-five to fifty-five 
pounds in weight. Our judges 2 

have of late years been inclined 

to a lithe, racy, upstanding bull 
terrier, but recently there has 
been raised a cry for a return to 
the old, more solid, though by no 
means cloddy, type prevailing 
still in England. 

England, however, is no longer 

the headquarters of the breed. 
The law disqualifying the 

British 
any dogs with cropped 

ears sounded the 
death knell of the bull 

terrier's long-standing 

and 
popularity. 

from 

bench shi WS 

deserved 

The un- 

dogs lose 

well 

cropped 

their trim appearance 

typical 

sion, and, as the older 

and expres- 

“white 

gradually drop 
recruits 

the ranks. It 

to but a 

question of time when 

the breed will follow 

the footprints of the 
Manchester terrier 

(Cont. on page 395) 

fanciers of the 

un” 

out, 

fill 
seems 

no new 

be 

In absolute contradiction to all popular opinion, a 
“white un” is a capital dog with children, kind, 
gentle, strong and long suffering 
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The mam object of cultivating is not to kill the weeds—it is to keep the crop growing lustily. But, incidentally, the weeds have got to be killed or they will kill the 

crop, hence the work should be done in such a way that the weeds are destroyed with the least possible labor 

rHE SECRET OF SUCCESSFUL CULTIVATION—WEEDS AND HOW TO HANDLE 

THEM—THE THINGS TO PLANT THIS MONTH—SOME RULES FOR PLANTING 

LD. R. EDSON 

Rk work in the gat disposal. If you are so situated that you can give the garden 

den this month will an hour or two regularly every day, a great deal can be done. 

lie along two lines lf your labors in it, however, must be intermittent or limited to 

Planting and keep Saturdays and holidays, your total result will be more satis- 

ing clean the things factory at the end of the season, if you have calculated carefully 
which by now will enough, so that you can cope with your work in the garden. 

1 | be well started; and And as the fun and recreation to be had in the garden means as 

setting out and much as the products which you will get out of it, you will be 
planting all the later only defeating your own purpose in attempting too much. If 
or tender crops. the garden does get ahead of you at any time, however, do 

he inexperienced not let a few dollars stand in the way of hiring someone as soon 

gardener is apt to as you possibly can to help you get “caught up.” It will be the 
pay too little atten-  falsest kind of economy to think you are saving anything by not 

Keep all weeds away from the tomato plants tion to the former doing this. 

and possibly go too Of course it is much easier to resolve to “keep the garden 

far in the latte: Planting is so much more interesting that clean” than to succeed in doing it. But if you begin your season's 
ue must be careful not to fall into the error of planting more work with a full understanding of the necessity of keeping right 

tuff than you can take care of in the amount of time at your up with vour work, and a firm determination to do it. the battle 

ad “4 
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will be half won. And knowing what is to be done, of course, 

is a different thing from knowing how. to do it. Simple as the 
jobs of hoeing and weeding may seem, there is a right way and 

a wrong way—usually one right and several wrong—of doing 

each of the several operations of cultivation. Perhaps the best 
way of explaining the various practical details is to select one 
particular vegetable from each of the several types grown, and 
to give its “life history” as far as cultivation is concerned. For 

this purpose the vegetable garden and crops may be considered 

as belonging to three groups: Those of which plants already 

started are set out; those sown in the drills; and those sown in 
rows in hills. The method of handling cabbages, for instance, 
well illustrates how plants in the first group—those set out—are 

cared for; while onions may be used as an example of drilled 
crops; and corn, of crops sown in rows. 

At the time of setting your cabbages, if you followed the sug- 

gestions given in last month’s article, you had the ground raked 

smooth and level; and after planting, you went over it again with 
the rake attachment of the wheel-hoe to make the dust mulch 

over again where the ground had been trampled down in planting. 

No doubt that part of the garden, 

after you did this, looked as though 
it would be able to take care of itself 
for the rest of the And 

probably, if it had remained as 
clean as it then was, you would not 
have touched it again-—with the 

result that your crop would have 
amounted to very little! If. Provi- 

dence concerns itself with the af- 
fairs of amateur gardeners a gen- 

supply of 
sown to compel the lazy and un- 
trained gardener to cultivate his 

If there were no weeds he 

season. 

erous weed seeds are 

Crops. 

would be likely to leave his crops 

until the ground was baked as hard 

as a brick walk and the chance for 

any kind of a harvest 

The prime object of cul- 

was gone 
forever. 

tivating is not to kill the weeds— 
it is to keep the crops growing 
lustily. But, incidentally, the weeds 

have got to be killed or they will 
succeed in killing the crop or ren- 

Furrows for the various vine crops should be dug out to a depth of several inches and 
from eighteen to twenty inches across 

dering it worthless; 

and, therefore, the 
work should be done 
in such a way that 
the weeds are de- 

stroved with the 
least possible labor. 

If two or three 
weeks after planting 
you look carefully 

at your cabbage 
will find 

that hundreds—you 

will be fortunate if 
there are not thou- 

sands —of little 

weeds have sprouted 

and are barely visi- 
ble. They don’t look 

as thoughthey 

TOWS, ve ul 

After a rain go over the ground with a culti- 
vator to break up the crust before it hardens 

would ever be big enough to get 

the best of a radish, to say nothing 
about the husky looking cabbage 
plants that you have set out. But 
“lay not that flattering unction to 
your soul.” They can get the best 

of any crop which does not com 
pletely cover the ground, although 
it may be half grown before they 
start. Don't neglect your sprouting 
weeds, to see how fast they can 

gTOW 

it! The best time to destroy them 

but just take my word tor 

is before you can see them without 
getting down on your hands and 

knees. In the case of cabbages and 

other plants which have been trans- 

planted to the garden this is very 
attended to 

Go over the ground be 
easy, provided it is 
promptly. 
tween the rows with the cultivator 
teeth on the wheel-hoe, loosening 1t 

up thoroughly breaking up 

every square inch of soil. 
and 

Crops sown by seed in a con- Go twice 
tinuous drill should be thinned : in a row if necessary—it will not 
out at the first weeding Aaiae 

take a great deal of time, as you 
can do it as fast as you can walk. Then with the iron rake 

or a little hoe (one that you can handle easily and cut up close 
to the plants is much more convenient to use than the regular 
size) carefully pulverize each square inch of surface right up 

to the stem. If your patch is large enough it may pay to use 
the wheel-hoe across the rows between the plants as well as 

along them. 

This is all that will be necessary for another ten days or so, 
unless you want to hasten the growth of the crops by a very 

light application of nitrate of soda sprinkled about the plants 
and worked into the soil. One handful of this material, which 
i so that, 

although it costs a good deal per bag, it costs very little per plant. 

[ would not think of trving to grow early vegetables without 1. 

And I don’t think I have ever met a gardener who used it with 

is very powerful, will be sufficient for several plants 

reasonable care who did not get got «| results 

(Continued on page 381) 

If vou put on 



The pool before the plants about it had attained a full growth looked a bit barren, but by the end 

of summer its crudities were covered 

Making a Pool for Fishes and Birds 
ONE WOMAN’S EXPERIENCE IN CREATING OUTDOOR LIFE IN THE HEART OF A 

CITY—A SMALL GARDEN OF NATURALISTIC EFFECTS—THE CARE OF GOLD FISH 

MARIE L MARSH 

PTR HOUGH ba i garden enclosed with a high vine Che sand which had been turned up by digging was fortunately 

| vered fence ar tains fine trees and pretty shrubs and clean and coarse, so we utilized that in making our concrete 
plendidly uled arbor, there. was one spot which, until three mixture. 

irs ago, | could not make attractive [his was a sandy strip, The hole was first lined with cinders, which were tamped down 
out 17 1 feet » Shaded by the garage that nothing would solid. I think that this layer of cinders was about four inches 

here deep. The cement and sand were then mixed with water to a 

lea came to me one day that | could turn this barren thin paste, experiment showing the best consistency. We were 

seing absolutely unhampered by any told that the thinner and sloppier the mixture, the better the final 

ictical knowledge rushed in where angels might have feared result, and we worked on this basis. I have since learned that the 

ul the re t im irprising!y satistactory proper proportion is one part of cement to four parts of coarse 

nd was not remforced sand, but | am sure that we 

nstruct t used less sand and more cement. 

entihne principle ' in Ri ia) eg This thin paste was spread 

' ‘ r Use ement 0 rm aN nts as evenly as possible over the 

cinders. My man had only an 
the outcon es to ; ; old coal shovel and a broken 

trowel for his tools, but he 
managed it somehow. 

After this was done there 

was really nothing to do but to 

wait for the concrete to ripen. 
In five days it was quite hard, 
and in less than a week we 

filled the pond with water and 

put in the gold fish. 
Our soil being sandy, it ab- 

sorbs water like a sponge, so 
that all that was needed to 
drain the pond was a two-inch 

hole at the bottom, fitted with 

a wooden plug. 
Of course, under different 

conditions, a small drain pipe 
could be put in, connecting with 

the sewers. But it is quite. pos- 

The construction was easy enough, and, as explained here, any amateur can make sible to make such a pond with- 

1s ulhicient 1 r wot! such a pool at very little outlay or labor out anv drain at all. as I can 

R >) 

00 
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show, and such a one will be found to work very satisfactorily. 
The first summer I was very careful frequently to take out the 

[ caught the fish in a net and kept fish and to empty the pond. 

them in a tub of water while the pond 
was drained, scrubbed and refilled. 

One day the plug was swollen and 
stuck so tightly that we were unable 

to remove it, so my man got a tin 

pump from the hardware store and 
pumped the water out by hand. It 
was slow, but it worked; so I know 

that it can be done. 

\t first, draining the pond was 
sport, but it soon lost its 

novelty. Then the net got torn and 

he fish would get out of it, and the 

whole performance had begun to pall 

and lose interest. Fortunately, about 
this time a breeder of gold fish told 
me that fish do far better when the 
dirt and sediment are allowed to 

} 

good 

collect upon the bottom and sides of 

a pond and the water is occasionally 
flushed off from the top, leaving such 

matter as is not carried off in this 
way to settle and form a deposit. 

[-xperiment taught me that this is 
true. The fish have done better since 

| have followed his method. We 

now leave the water in the pond 
draining and 

scrubbing it after the fish have been 

taken out for the winter. 

all summer — only 

\t first the knowing ones predicted 
that, having but a thin shell of con- 

crete, my pond could not possibly last through a winter. Although 

slight, this shell easily bears my weight and that of heavy stones 

as well 

lor two winters the water was left in the pond until it froze 
about three inches, so that we had to break through this thick 
ice to catch the fish. 

\fter this we waited 

for a melting day, 

removed the plug 

and drained the 

pond. Both 

spring found the 
times 

concrete intact with- 

crack or 

re * this, too, < 
~ 

1 
} I 

out any\ 

shrinka 

after velow-zero 

weather had lasted 

for w eeks. 

[Last winter I for- 

got to see to the 

after the 

fish were taken out, 

drainage 

and in consequence 

froze 

solid to the bottom. 

The result was a 

the water 

few tiny cracks near 

the top; these my 
man brushed over 

with cement and 

water, and the pond 

is now quite as g 

Behind the pool was grown a background of elephant ears, iris and 

honeysuckle 

merely snug or neat 

plan. 

Children like this sort of outdoor life, and a pool, small or large, makes a safe playground for them. 
Make a wilderness of flowers around its border and stock with gold fish and you have an ideal substitute 

for the country 

FOr ya as 

part of the north edge is a-trifle lower than the rest. 

was when it was newly finished 

By a fortunate chance our pond came out a bit uneven. A 

When wi 

hll the pond from the hydrant we 
put the hose at the very bottom and 
the overflow which flushes the pond 
runs out at this depression into a 

small irrigation ditche: 

leading to all parts of the yard. In 

this way even in the dry 

system of 

weather 

everything is kept fresh and green 

In constructing a pond, | would 

suggest that one spot be made put 

posely a little lower than the res! 

It might be an unnoticeably slight 

depression or it might be featured 

a bit, as a little concrete channel 

in either case it could carry thi 

water overflowed into a little ditch 

This channel could be edged wit! 

rushes or flags and be made quit 

effective. 
\fter I had finished my pond and 

put in the fish I turned my attention 

to an environment for the bit of 

water. My idea was to have it look 

like a lot of greenery run wild. 
There were already wild grape 

vines and woodbine over the tree 

and fences, and these made a dense 
background as well as a screen. 

[ wanted something which would 
grow quickly and yet have the effect 
of having been there for a long time 

| did not wish anything formal 01 

appearance. 
[ had one of the best greenhouse men up and told him my 

The design he submitted looked like a birthday cake. | 

ended by having him send up the plants, which I selected, and 

some men to set them out, and I directed them. The result is a 

wildly, unconven 

tional and incongru 

ous mass, whicl 

would be a night 

mare to a florist, but 

is a perfect delight 

to my lawless eves 

In front of a great 

thatch of woodbine 

covering the garag« 

is a Sumac like a 

fern in delicacy, and 

under this are Cas 

tor beans and Ele 

phant’s Ears; while 

rushes and Iris 

straggle carelessly) 

up to the water's 
edlge. A long rope 

of wild grape vine 
droops from a but 

ternut tree and 

waves lazilvover the 

pond or lies lightly 

on the water. 

(Cont. on page 309) 
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of the house or 

stvle of hedge 

may not be so 

pronoun ced. 

Fences, on the 

other hand, are 

compromises with 

the public. They 
make no avowed 

assurances of pri- 

Vacy: you can 

look through 

them— see the 

garden, see the 

house. Hence the 

necessity for es- 

tablishing by the 
stvle of fence the 
proper relations 

between it and 

the architectureot 

the house and the 

character of the 

garden. 

The fence is a 

product of the 

American demo- 
\ natural effect has been gained here by placing the fence above a stone course set dry, and fitting the size of the Hitt F ste eal 

™ ' fence to the increasing height of that course. Ramblers grown on the fence add a touch of color cratk Spirit é 

e whi can be said to 

es then ee nS ey ee ee es pare : : re have reached its 
v7 THE RELATION OF THE FENCE TO THE HOUSE AND GROUNDS— highest point of 

ao alt walle 0 GATE POSTS AND THE PLANTING ON THEM—PERGOLA ENTRANCES— dew elopment in 

Sicics ae cau THE ESSENTIALS OF FENCE CONSTRUCTION thls couett. 
nsider Naturally they 

e here we at STEPHEN EDSALI are to be seen to 

ige on suburban or country places, although in both New Eng- 

the best advan- 
concerned only tag 

land and the South are excellent examples of Colonial city fences with fences, those 

constructed of that have served as models for later country development and 

adaptation. And a salient point about the classical types of fences 
in both these sections is not that they are a byproduct of local car 

brick or stone. pentry 

wood or iron o! 

with a base ot 

as many of our modern wooden fences are—but were a 

sincere endeavor on the part of the architect to tie both the house 

and its enclosure into a congruous whole. So there follows this 

rule, which the architect may fortunately be able to impress upon 
be noted en pas- his client—that when the house is designed the fence also should be 

designed, and not left to the vagaries of the local carpenter. The 

type of gate, which will be considered later on, depends upon the 

such a manner as_ type of fence and should not be taken as a problem by itself, as 
to insure privacy is often done with lamentable results. 
within, make a 

lor the purpose 

of walls and 
} 

hedges, it might 

sant, is to close 

the yvrounds in 

Che first thing to establish before the fence is set up is your 

background for _ right to.place it. Make sure of the legal boundaries of your prop 

garden effects and erty; the laws differ in different States, and an inch one way 

offer opportunity or the other may mean an encroachment upon your neighbor's 
for outdoor liv property. We have now and again newspaper accounts of com 

ing. In that in munity squabbles which result in the erection of “‘spite fences” 

stance the rela- a regrettable commentary on American neighborhood spirit but 

- ; ' tween the generally founde some encroachment of boundary lines. 
The Southern Colonial gateway has a distinct architectu- tion between ; se oui d on some : —s . seme 08 uunda ag . 

oti watidliss te Gat deiiinaetn alt Un ete architecture of Having established your legal rights and chosen the tvpe of 
' 

349 
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To remove the cut-and-dried 
appearance of an iron or 
wire fence plant with vines 

fence, the matters of 

construction are next 

of importance. 
Whether it be board 

and picket Or any of 

the variety of wood, 

picket or iron, the 
main necessity for 

construc- 

upright, 

the other parts being 

permanent 

tion is the 

readily replaced. Use 
the woods least af- 

fected by contact with 

the earth, preferably 
chestnut. 

Insist that it be sea- 

locust or 

soned wood and that 

Such a half-wall, half trelliage, is 
always an interesting treatment 

and will prove decorative when 
the planting is further along 

the ends which will 
be sunk in the earth 

are treated for several 
inches above grade to 

prevent wet-rot above ground. The posts can be 

charred over a fire, which, by the bye, is the Japan- 

ese treatment for all the woods they use in fence 
construction; or they can be painted with white- 
wash, petroleum, or tar creosote. The last is more 
effective when applied hot and put on in two or 

See that the tops are also treated. 
Wet-rot above ground, which can often be seen 

more coats. 

decaying these posts, will be further prevented by 
grading away the earth so that a pool cannot form 

at the base of the posts. Moreover, the tops of the 

posts should be beveled, to assist water in running 

off, as the wet-rot can readily start at the top once 

a water pocket has been made. The posts should 
be set three feet in the ground and eight or ten 

feet apart. lor permanence, the rails should be 
let into the posts either at the sides or through 

the center, and bolted. Galvanized nails and bolts 
should be insisted upon. 
4” x 4” posts, 2” 

For a cheap fence use 

x 4” rails, and pickets 7g” square 

TT 

etaennit tl wl Geeereereee 

il Wiverfll 
iin 

set 2" apart; a more substantial fence can be 

made of 6” x 6” posts and pickets 1” or 114” 

square, the rails 2” x 4”, mentioned above, 

being sufficiently strong to sustain the pickets 

According to the width of the pickets and 

the distance they are set apart will depend 

much of the grace and lightness of the de 

sign. This, together with the treatment of 

the post terminals and the gate, will decide 

the architectural character of the fence. 

The possibilities of the decorative forms 

of fences are infinite, the first step above the 

ordinary picket and board fence being the 

decorative treatment of the post. This con 

sists of three parts—the base, shaft and cap. 

If the classical mode is desired, the classical 

mouldings are used, and the shaft may be 
plain or paneled and the top terminating in a 
finial, such as a vase, urn, ball or pineapple. 
The rails also can be elaborated with mould 

ings. As a_ general 

rule, it is best to see 

that the 
never heavier than the 

posts are 

general line of the 

fence—if the fence 1s 

made throughout of 

wood. In the instance 

of using brick posts, 

iron is the best 

medium for pickets 
and rails. The com- 

bination of brick 

posts and wooden 

rails and pickets is 
rarely successful. 

\ post over 5 inches 
square should not be 

of one piece: the core 

should be some damp 
resisting wood, cy- 

i vereeneerteeeery 

When the top of the gate is concave the terminal weight of the gates is lessened and the need for 

bracing eliminated. Aymar Embury, II, architect 
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ood, with panels and moulding tongued and 

joints being set in white lead. 

posts of such proportions 

aced, 

pro 

it so 

reciable height and should be well br 

ost he construction law of the gate to 

that it exerts a strain n its supports 

Lf thy ‘ of the gate are ci 

| ( 

[ye t ‘ y | \9 

Sal : 

il thy : il 

| 

‘ 
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of wall and fence depends largely upon the view from the house or garden, and the point from which privacy is most desired. Thus a front wall and 

side fence to insure privacy, or a front fence and a wall at the rear of the property to make a background for the garden 

simple form of iron or picket gates and vine-covered fencing of 

It may be a narrow 
arbor or pergola, formed either of two or more arches set close 

iron wire, forms a picturesque entrance. 

together, or it may be of rustic woodwork, the roughness of bark 
and twisted limb being preserved to aid the effect. It should 
always be covered with vines, for bare pergolas of any form are 

not successfully decorative. Gateways of stone, either set in 

mortar or set “dry,” 

should likewise always be 
covered with vines. li 

the stones of the gate 

posts are set dry, the 

crevices can be filled with 

some rock-loving plants 

that flower in the soil 

pockets of the crevices. 

The question of plant- 
ing, both on and behind 

the fence, depends largely 
upon the height of the 

fence and its durability 
Thus one of the ivies is 

a good selection for the 

stone posts, although bar- 

! il This is the case of a remodeled house, where attention was given to the relationship between ren grape, hone) suckle, 

durable fence and house with obviously successful results rambler roses or clematis 

Se will be more decorative 

vith in or provide a brick of concrete course if a pergola is to be covered or an arch spanned. It is generally 

hich the pickets can rest. Care must be taken well to back up a low iron fence with a hedge—privet and laurel 

il the piers coincide with the form are perhaps the easiest grown. There can also be used one of the 

more colorful shrubs—Japanese barberry or Spirea van Houttei. 

ul esi the gateway, as has been shown, Such a hedge will remove any of the hard cut-and-dried appear- 
the nature of the fence or enclosure, whether ance of the iron, which is the main claim against this type of fence 

ete wall, a wooden rustic fence, an iron In arranging for the planting behind a fence for any high shrub- 

he various forms of hedges. Should the en bery near it, it is well to consider the location of the best view 

bination of rustic or iron fencing, backed by a trom the house and not to obstruct it. Often. when the owner 

within the fence, the gate and gate posts should desires more privacy from the street, high shrubbery massed 

ith the fencing, thus eliminating the introduction around the gate will be most effective. In using evergreens for this 
construction purpose, however, see that the masses are not made of a con- 
ome an arch ind trellised gateway, with a glomeration of species, such as used to be the fashion. 

* 
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SYSTEMATIZING THE TOOLS—ECONOMY IN 
WORK FOR A BUSY MAN 

—THE LABOR-SAVING 
PLANTING—THE WORK 

MONTH BY MONTH 

| {is ditheult for a busy man 

to have time for the up 
keep of even a small garden. 
A whole day given once a 
week to the work, or an 

\ narrow tool will easily do 
the work. ; 

For plant-setting a marker 

is convenient. Use a strip five 
feet long with the feet and 

hour's work early each morn- 
ing or in the cool of the eve- 

ning, may least interfere with one’s daily routine; 
but the work must be so regular that the weeds do 

not get ahead. That is as discouraging as it is dis- 
astrous. Pulling up large-rooted weeds is as severe 

a strain upon the garden maker as it is disturbing 

to the roots of nearby vegetables. 

The germination and growth of weed seed are most 

rapid in warm, humid weather. Under such condi- 
tions a clean garden will develop a cover of tiny 

weeds within a few days after hoeing. Thus it is 
clear that garden work must be so apportioned that the whole 
garden's surface is stirred once each week. Weed growth and a 
crusty surface both become established in a longer interval. 

Economy of time depends upon one’s skill with his tools and 

labor-saving devices. A large amount of effectual work can be 
done with an ordinary hand hoe in a short time, but no one ought 
co work without a definite notion of the extent and importance 
of the invisible part of the garden’s growth—the root system. 

The wheel-hoe is really safer than an ordinary hand hoe, as 

it is adjusted to the work and leaves little to the invention of the 
operator. 

| once saw a man clear a garden of weeds by scraping the soil 
from between the rows. At the end of each row he accumulated 

a pile of dirt, which he carted away. A good top dressing had 

been applied in the spring, and before the summer was half over 
it was all removed. 

When using the hand hoe about vegetables, the soil is drawn 

lightly from between the rows toward the plants, smothering all 

the voung weeds in the row. This saves hand weeding and gives 
support to the stems. (One should not cut into the soil closer than 
six inches to pea vines when they are half-grown, but merely work 
the soil over the crusty surface. ) 

The work of removing weeds between the rows can be rapidly 
done by sliding the blade of the hoe beneath the surface, cutting 

every weed from its root. Passing down each row with a steel 

rake leaves the surface level and fine. 

The task of thinning vegetables, such as yellow and white tur- 

nips, carrots, beets, etc., may be shortened by the use of a sort 

of hoe, a piece of metal is cut in the shape of a triangle with 
edges 3'2, 4% and 5% inches in length. The handle is fastened 

to the middle of this triangle. To use it for thinning vegetables, 
place the proper edge downward in the row and with one draw 
of the hoe remove the superfluous plants. Even though two or 
three plants are left where one is to stand, they can be removed 
quickly with the fingers. 

Planting so that cultivation may be quickly and easily done is 
an object. Radishes in little rows four or five inches apart are 

easier cleared of weeds than when sown broadcast over a bed. 
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half-feet indicated. At each 

end, at right angles to this 

strip, affix strips that are the measure 
of the distance between the garden rows. 

To rapidly define the proposed row, lay 
the rule with the cross-strips extending 
to the nearest planted row. The spaces 

for the plants can be quickly opened with 

a trowel or dibble. 
One or more boxes or baskets, durable 

amenities. enough to stand the weather, and kept 

for gathering vegetables in the garden, 

are of considerable value as time-savers. 

Weeding done early in the morning is not arduous, and up 

rooted weeds will succumb by noon. Any watering of the garden, 

however, should be done in the evening. 

Working one hour each day, one can keep in order a small 
40 x 40-foot garden of the ordinary class of vegetables, weeding 

it with a common hoe and gathering and replanting vegetables 

Of course, with a. wheel-hoe one would accomplish the work o! 

cultivation in about one-half the time. (Its blades, when set to 
kill weeds, earth up, or cultivate to a desired depth, do very 

effectual work. ) 
Beginning April 1, after the manuring, plowing, harrowing 

and final raking has been done, and all preliminary work, such 

as preparing stakes, tools, plans, etc., have been accomplished, 

the garden work for a small garden, as mentioned above, may 

be achieved in hour-periods each morning, as defined in the 

following schedule: 

APRIL 
First Week.—Mark off rows for early vegetables; drill in with 

seed drill peas, beets, carrots, turnips, radishes, lettuce, salsify, 
spinach; plant round or Irish potatoes; set onions and cabbage 
plants. 

Second Week.—Set out cauliflower plants; plant seed for late 

cabbage; prepare hills for crookneck squash, sweet corn, melons, 
cucumbers, tomato plants, peppers, egg plants; set poles for lima 

beans and brush for pea vines. 
Third Week.—Plant sweet corn, crooknecked squash, hardy 

beans, and stir the soil lightly between the rows of vegetables; 
replant any vegetables that have not come up. 

Fourth Week.—During the last week in April the garden's 

surface should be deeply hoed between the rows of vegetables, 
to break up any hard condition. All hardy vegetables have been 
planted and most of them are up, if the weather has been favor- 

able. A second planting of peas, radishes, etc., should be made. 

May , 
First Week.—Plant cucumbers, following three days later with 

(Continued on page 368) 



Landscape Gardening on a Small Place 
4 GARDEN ON LONG ISLAND SOUND DEVELOPED TO GIVE THE BEST SETTING FOR A VIEW—THE 

POSITION OF THE HOUSE IN RELATION TO THE GARDEN—WHAT TO DO WITH A WINDING PATH— 

HAROLD A. CAPARN, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

. REHMAN 

— oble piece « é than an acre in all—lies between the 
treet a ia pict , e miet oft l_Long Island Sound \n outcrop 

of ro fi; ed the highest part of the ground, which sloped first gently, 

e water \ few time-worn, but vigorous, 
ipple tre ere dotted al thie itlane ot the land: old, overgrown and 

ntergro native thorn tre ere scattered about in big groups. Such 
‘ 

first co eration iven to the location of the house: later 
as pa the deve ent of the ground around it. It is always 

ble erever pe le, to consider house and grounds as closely in 

terrelated irt ft om f Llere e unusually well situated house 

fitte in) cpunate ect th the design of the grounds 

| bre ( c 1 t ol ! | ledge lhe stone of the cellat excava 

tion was used the building of the first story lhe ledge as an integral 

part of the tovether the t rn trees, which are by the merest 

hance s« ture f ( é ro t, suggested the name of “Thorn 

lecior 

Phe he ( ear the street boundary It was desirable to 

bui thre the ground, thus also allowing for 

the most expat dl intensive e of the grounds. Ona small property, 

this fact j r vorthy of not (here would have been no ad 

in setti the house back trom the village street, which has no 

traf? vhiuile a vel ( ile to et ; big expanse ol lawn as a fore 

i! l i 

his se thi ost lomical development, the most natural solution: the 

oniy one, mn tact cl f vill find that vet lew people take such important 

ratte nto consideration in house building ! ‘re 1s ie 
re . ' “ “bees } 7 ’ aa "ithe im Hp ms seagdbens + stectaglegy si Over the entrance gate arch grow Carmine Pillar roses and Clematis 

, paniculata flanked by privet hedges giving it a touch characteristic of 
garden front, as the | lish and Germans have shown us for many vears European doorway gardens 

Convention has taught us to build our 
houses parallel to the street, and general 
expediency has found this the best solution 

for the average house. Breaking from the 

rule, this house may seem on the plan, at 
least, to have a most unusual tilt. In 

reality, it fits so naturally into that position 
that it appears perfectly at home. It is 
put on that slant for good reason; there is a 

fine feeling, harmonious with the natural 
setting, that indicated a desire of placing 

the house parallel to the main part of the 

stream. 
This position offered an opportunity for 

a most interesting solution of the entrance 

and walk to the front door. It is odd that 

these problems of entrances and entrance 
walks are not developed in more individ 
ualistic ways, and that they are not better 

adapted to the character of the house to 

which they belong. 
Here the inset of the gate on the diag- 

The house was set on a rocky ledge at the highest point of the property. From it extends a curving pergola of onal, the hedge and high shrubberv hide 

nieresting construction that divides the rose garden from the lawn the entrance gate until you are almost 
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abreast with it. Once inside, more shrubbery, the curve of the 
brick walk and the tangle of thorn trees which arch over it to 

hide the front door. Carmine Pillar roses and Clematis panicu- 

lata on the gate arch, the rhododendrons along the house wall, the 

laurel around the front porch, the thorns along the walk and the 
apple tree near the hedge, the Forsythia, the old-fashioned mock 
orange, the golden chain which has such wonderful wistaria-like 

pendants of yellow flowers, the Aralia and sumac, grouped in a 

heavy mass along the side, all these combine in giving continuous 

interest and color to the entrance walk and emphasizing the in- 

formal character of the house. 

HOUSE AND GARDEN _ | 

expanse of lawn. It is an unwritten law in Landscape Archi 

tecture to put no disturbing element in the line with the vista, to 
exclude and screen away anything undesirable in the view, and 
to create a heavy frame for the view. The same trees and 

shrubbery that here bound the lawn space hide barn buildings on 
neighboring properties and make a frame for the view. 

For the surroundings of most lawns the boundaries should be 

as high and heavy and impregnable as tall trees and shrubber\ 

can make them. Here the enclosure on the sides is high, but on 

the lower end of the lawn along the water the bounding shrubbery 
is purposely low, in order to keep open the view. | 

Tree and shrub enclosures are absolute essentials to develop greensward 

Se 
ns 

Inside the gate is revealed the hominess of the entrance with the vines 
climbing up the stone chimney and the laurels blooming at either side 

Service paths on small properties are 
especially difficult problems to deal with. 

The monotony felt in many suburban 
streets where two straight paths cut up 
each lot front and form tiresome ribbons 
of paving along the whole street is ap- 
palling. Any ingenuity and _ originality 
expressed in the solving of this problem is 

always Here it seems most 
naturally The little branch path 
curving off the main path is very simple. 

Almost hidden by the _ outstretching 

branches of the shrubbery borders, it 

turns off the main path at just the point 
where it is least noticeable and, with its 

own curve in the direction of the kitchen 

entrance and drying yard, it soon fades 

entirely 

W elcome. 

done. 

It has the essential 
demand of the service paths, as well as all 

service parts of the grounds: that they be 
screened and hidden away from all the 

other parts. 
Once inside the house, the hall leads di- 

rectly to the living porch. 

from view. 

From there is 

the best view of the inlet and the whole 

into lawns. 

lhis property is only 150 by 200 feet in area. 
tensive use of a piece of ground 
of a lawn is necessary. 

effects is shown in the development of this property. 

Terraces are capable of many forms, shapes and characters. 

lt is particularly fortunate in winter to have such a sunny spot close t 
the house. The brick paths make it dry to walk on, and the red barberry 

berries lend a cheerfulness. 

What they add to the lawn space, to the privacy of the 
grounds and to the play of light and shade on the grass is not generally 

appreciated or understood by owners of small properties. 

For a complete and in 
more than the creation 

That it is worthy and capable of great variety in 

even of this size 

A terrace is the means of transition between the house and lawn. The 
slope was quite steep, the terrace making a comfortable means of approach 
from the porch steps to the lawn. 

They can 

be made spacious, dignified, ornate and formal to harmonize with the most 
elaborate house ; they can be as small, simple and informal as any suburban 
house may require. The small, oblong grass plot is surrounded by narrow 
brick paths, which in their turn are bounded by unclipped barberry hedg 
ing. This is the simplest form a terrace can take. 

This idea illus 

Steps from the terrace lead down to narrow strips of ground on the east 

and west side of the lawn. 
The eastern side of the property was originally thought out as the ser 

vice side of the garden, but it is so full of color and flowers that it hardly 
gives any suggestion of the original intention. 

This is the view of the Sound from the house shown opposite. A deliberate attempt has been made to obscure 

or remove the objectionable and give the view a fitting frame 

In the first plan for the terrace the grass plot was divided into three 

panels, a pool in the center with flowers on either side. 
trates how even such a small space can throb with interest, be full of color 
and be enlivened by reflections. 
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Oo e. it lave been the only possible place for the vegetable garden. As it 
t of the iy It 1s under , the vegetable garden was transfered to a strip of ground along 

pp for grape vine he southern side of the property, some six feet below the level 
erest ts pointed f the lawn. For all intents and purposes, as far as the view 

npressi It buil ind the garden are connected, the vegetable plot does not exist, 

ice i a ve le till it yields its full quota of vegetables in a good, sunny, southern 

( 1 rees in cation 

n place, which Chis change from the original vegetable plot is quite an advan- 

ever seem to acquire ige. Vegetable gardens are not especially attractive and should 

shaped little piece of be put as far away from the house as possible. This change gave 

Many ku | native an opportunity to transform this oblong into a secluded little nook, 

the terrace wa ich has a certain distinction despite its diminutive size. 
ru 1, ruvigino he great old apple tree makes it a nice, shady little spot. 

‘antier and carolina, t Che roots of the tree made any planting on the oblong a difficult 

ike a bright tangle of matter, but, as in the solution of many problems, its very limita 

C sd tions created the best development. The ribbon border of flowers 

’ tting, and yet Hybrid with the simple lawn space between gives a charming effect. 

never be associated with Yellow iris grow on one side, white and pink peonies along the 

" propriate place for them other. When in bloom they give a brilliant color effect, at other 

1 naturalistic way as this. times the decorative peony foliage and iris sheathes make a good 
oseberries and currant border effect for the little lawn. 

yp good flowers and fruit While the east side of the property is allotted to utilitarian 

If rose annot have the urposes, and shows in its development how pretty such a useful 
possible in a little strip of ground can be made, the west side was developed 

ore CMSIVEe Us ught to be purely in a decorative way. 

n of roses and small The outcropping ledges immediately to the west of the house 

' are overgrown with wichuriana roses and in among them such 
t ard tucked away behind — rock plants as the yellow-flowered Sedum, pink and white Phloa 

aul lanted along the side of ubulata, and Helianthus making bold and striking groups of 
edge | ( an oblong plot originally autumn bloom 

In a logical development of \ west path, starting at the terrace and making a big, generous 

e ol gi the service part of the ground curve to the extreme western side of the grounds, balances the 

ogeun it can th ca creened away trom the path along the east side. Each path has a distinct character and 
parts a Cc Ca n care ol \s here, it is best is quite different 

e ‘ from the other. 
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Low-creeping flowers grow over the rough stone edging, and here The west path s informal, passing through masses of shrubbery that stretch their branches over it. 

and there the shrub mass is broken to give views of the lawn through the gaps 



The first thing to plant in a seashore garden is a wind-break of privet and native trees, for without it the sea wind can be counted on to shrivel off leaves from the most 

promising plants 

PLANTING A WIND-BREAK—NATIVE GROWTHS FOR NATURAL EFFECTS—LILIES AND GRASSES 

D° you want a garden in the sand where east winds rage? 

First plant privet as a hedge. By the hundred or thousand 
rates it will not be very expensive, and you must have protection. 

()f course, the native bay is more according to nature, but it 
does not grow so quickly. When you have a dense growth of 
privet there is something to break the sea wind, which baffles 
most gardeners, and can be counted on to shrivel off leaves from 
the most promising vines and trees if unprotected. 

Top-soil is necessary if you are in a hurry and cannot allow a 
lot of manure to ripen and lie fallow on your sand, to be dug in 
after a full winter. Fall planting gives the best results for most 
things, and top-soil, plus manure, will hasten matters. I save all 
cuttings from shrubs and flowers to mulch with in the late fall or 

during the hot, dry season. Tamarisk makes a wind-break in 
Bermuda, but it seems to need first a good wind-break itself in 

New Jersey, then grows dense with much clipping, forming an 
attractive background for shrubs and flowers. 

\s stone houses are not always to be found, foundation plant- 
ing around a frame house, especially with evergreens, means much 

damage to it in the necessary every three-years’ painting of all 
your woodwork. And are you not a little weary of the same 
stvle of planting wherever you may go? By our ugly lattice- 

078) WY RRS OPS Nac MES ERENT RMI ee BOND 

. - , 7 a 
oe % . . . 

An arbor can be made from cedar posts covered with wire netting, over which vines 

—clematis and honeysuckle—can grow 

ENROSI 

work around the high-set porches, deciduous, tall things like boc- 

conia and boltonia, which grow up from the roots, have proved 

most attractive and suitable. The painters do not hurt them. 

They grow, when such work is done in the fall, or early spring, 
in fine style. Mallow marvels could be used in the same way if 
desired. Remember, however, that they must be cultivated 
during their growing season—June. 

Ailanthus glandulosa, the female form, helps make high walls, 

if you want protection from neighboring eves, as we did. It 
hides ugly garages, etc. For it is often the “etc.” that must be 

considered. Red cedars transplant easily, and are usually to be 

had for the digging, along inland roadsides. Many native 

growths may be had, but often you will find better results with 

nursery stock. Elders will grow twelve feet tall. You must be 
content to wait.three years for real transformation unless you 

can afford to buy large stock, and even then it may die down. 
My native gardener advised me to “buy small things.” His ad- 
vice has proved its own worth. 

Catalpas are most attractive in the native growth. The clipped 

and formal planting, Catalpa Bungei, may do for some large 
places where “style,” more than beauty, is “the thing,” but the 

(Continued on page 370) 

It is best to follow native growths—let the privet be untrimmed, forming a background 
for lilies and border plants 
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| } Renaissance 

irTver iat le 

Chimney pric + F 

( indelabra tay THE 

ANTIQUES 

VENEERING 

tric hanging 

bronze 3) wood 

carvings, and these 

exquisite objects \LFRED 

required a suitable 

of their purchaser This the archi background in the new house | 

tect set himself to find; they must, of course, dominate the room 

that was to hold them; the wall should serve as background 

merely. but must avoid a museum-like bareness lf the objects 

were ol light torn oilt wood or rich in color, what could be 

finer than dark wainscoting with the great veneered wood panels 

our carpenters were just then learning to construct? Complicated 

nouldings in the new work were eliminated, and, of course, all 

unnecessary carving, for the grain of the wood was of sufficient 

richness: the more beautiful its convolutions and the rarer the 

wood, the better. Our own White Qak was excellent, but better 
; 

till the darker knotted English Oak or the Betula o: 

Walnut 

So the veneered or built-up panel was developed, or, more 

Circassian 

properly, revived; for something similar had been used before in 

the mahogany cabinet work of the early Eighteen-Hundreds. 

Sometimes the precious wood was cut in thin slices bv a rotarv saw, 

This type of room is called Italian, because in spirit and in ornamental detail it follows the work of the Early 
Renaissance of Italy or the Roman work of the classical Imperial Age whence came the inspiration of the 

ITALIAN STYLE AS DEVELOPED IN AMERICA TO HOUSE 

BEAMED CEILINGS AND 

CHEAPER SUBSTITUTES TO CREATE ITALIAN ATMOSPHERE less _ the 

MortoON GITHENS 

oe) 

thin as a sheet of 

cardboard; some- 

times the log was 

steamed or boiled 

until 

spongy and then 

sliced with a huge 

in water 

knife, a cheaper but 
inferior process, as 

a warped and 

twisted veneer re- 

sulted that was 

more difficult to 

handle and not so 

though 

far more so than a 

panel 

been if cut from a 

enduring, 

would have 

single piece. 

Veneering 

is much maligned 

and m:isunder- 

stood: 

seems, in the aver- 

“Veneer” 

age mind, to imply 

something ignoble: 

the furniture sales- 

man of the depart- 
takes 

explain 

that this piece is 
“solid” mahogany 
or oak, not ve- 

ment ~tore 

pains to 

neered; but every 

carpenter 

that a 

and built-up piece 

FOREIGN js stronger; more 
THEIR MODERN CONSTRUCTION— expensive, too, un- 

knows 

veneered 

finishing 

wood is very rare. 

It stands to reason ; 
wood shrinks and 

curls in one direction, across the grain, not appreciably in the 

direction of its length; a wood panel three feet wide, if not 
veneered, would curl and split to pieces. 

\ wide panel is built up of five layers, the inner three in the 
best work of White Pine or Chestnut, for these two are the least 
given to warping or twisting. The center layer is about as thick 

as one’s finger, the grain running lengthwise of the panel, and is 

itself glued up of several strips laid edge to edge. Next it on 
each side is glued a layer about as thick as a book cover, the 

grain running crosswise of the panel. This makes a firm core, 

for any tendency of one layer to twist in one direction is counter- 
acted by the tendency of the next to twist in the opposite way. 
On one side of this built-up core is glued the thin sheet of finishing 

wood, with a strip of commoner wood of equal strength on the 
other. 

The carpenter receives the finishing wood from the mill alread) 

cut in sheets, but they are kept together in their proper order; 

y~ 
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he separates them, keeping the sheets in their sequence, spreads 

them out and trims and glues them on the core, carefully matching 
the patterns in the grain, for the panel is often larger than the 
sheets of finishing wood. The system is quite evident when one 
examines any wide, hardwood panel. What appears a single piece 

is made up of two, or four, or six, or eight pieces of veneer, 
as the case may be, and counting the inner layers, of perhaps 
twenty separate pieces. This is, of course, expensive. For our 

Jacobean room last January we quoted a price for good, solid- 
panel wainscoting, of about $1 a square foot, set in the wall and 

finished ; the veneered work would cost $1.50. 
In the room we have illustrated the dominant is the chimney- 

piece. The first that were used in modern rooms were taken 
bodily from the old palaces, but ours might well be a cast concrete 

reproduction. A large fireplace is characteristic of the style. We 
mean “large fireplace” literally, not a large chimney-piece fastened 

against a small fireplace. It is never successful to set up one 
of these great hoods with its supporting pilasters and projecting 
corbels and then fill underneath it with brick or stone until the 
usual 30” x 30” opening is left. Better have the large fireplace 

or give up the type altogether ! 
A large fireplace means a deep fireplace as well, and a big flue. 

The flue should be 1/10 or 1/12 the area of the fireplace opening. 

30” x 30” 

The 30” x 30” fireplace requires —-———-——— flue area, or an 

12 

8 x 12 flue lining, which, actually installed, means a 7 x I1 flue, 
since the standard flue lining is somewhat smaller inside than its 
list dimension would indicate. Our fireplace is 58” high by 62” 

wide, so it requires a 24” diameter flue; we give the diameter, 
for the larger linings are round in cross-section. Eighteen or 20” 
in depth is sufficient for the small fireplace, but ours must be 30” 

at the very least, measured from the back of the hearth to the 
floor immediately under the front of the lintel. The I:ntel should 

not be flat underneath for more than 4”; beyond, should slope 
upward and back, so the ascending smoke cannot strike a flat 

surface and roll out into the room. Back of the lintel is a tent- 
shaped space, called the smoke chamber, narrowing at the ridge 

to a slot the full width of the fireplace and equal in area to the 
flue; above and back of the slot a ledge forms the base of the 
‘throat,’ a pyramidal space gathering at the top to the Aue, and 
so up, without unnecessary bends and without change in cross- 
sectional area, to the top of the chimney, slightly higher than any 

nearby roofs. Such a fireplace is certain to draw well. 
Another way, but not quite so sure, is to combine smoker 

chamber and throat in one pyramidal space gathering directly into 

the flue, without slot or ledge. A standard iron damper might be 
set above the smoke chamber, which, closed in winter when the 

fire is not lighted, prevents loss of heated air and a chilling of the 
room ; but a damper is not necessary. The important things seem, 

first, to have the flue large enough for the opening and, second, to 
have the fireplace deep enough. ‘The flue, we said, must be at 

least 1/12 the area of the opening; the depth must be at least '2 
the height of the opening ; better rather more. 

A mantel, such as we have shown, cast in concrete stone from 
an old Italian model, if it be one of the types kept in stock by the 

larger mantel manufacturers, would cost between $80 and $160, 

depending on the elaboration of its ornament. A brick hearth 

and brick back and jambs would be satisfactory; an ornamental 
cast iron fireback set in the brick is interesting but not necessary. 

In an earlier article we referred to the remarkably good replicas 
of old mantels in the stocks of certain dealers; in buying such a 

mantel one has the very best work of a good period perfectly 

reproduced, at a cost far below what one would have to pay for a 
mantel specially designed; for, of course, if an article can be 
found in stock it is inexpensive for value received; if the manu- 
facturers can make many from the same model they can afford to 
sell for less. Doors are an instance. We have said that veneered 

work in large panels was more expensive than solid work in small ; 
yet there are excellent single-panel hardwood veneered doors made 
in the Middle West that are as cheap as th most commonplace 

(Continued on page 384) 
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In the Italian room the dominant note is the chimney-piece. At first those used were taken bodily from old palaces, but to-day cast concrete reproductions are to be had 

at a reasonable price. The fireplace itself must also be large, not merely a large chimney-piece fastened against a small fireplace 
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) BEGINNING A GARDEN HALF-WAY—THE POSSIBILITIES AND PLACE 

as OF BEDDING PLANTS—PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR CHOOSING THEM 

BUYING BY PARCELS POST—A LIST OF THOSE MOST EFFICIENT 

| ROCKWELI 

Vegetable Gardening,” “The Key to the Land,” et 

‘hotographs by Nathan R. Graves 

Begonias propagate readily, and from it up quickly without waiting to grow anything from seed. 

a single plant can be had all the Like every other class of flowers, however, bedding plants have 

plonts one needs the next year their disadvantages as well as their unquestionable advantages. 

In the first place, they are more expensive than plants raised 

from seeds, as far as the actual cash outlay is concerned—and 

even when you are trying to be efficient in your flower garden, 

vou will hardly go so far as to charge up to each plant the time 

you have spent in sowing, transplanting and repotting until you 
; get it to the blooming size. The florist, of course, Has got to 

we ; charge these little items up or 
else he would be soon swelling 

; the grand army of the unem- 
ployed. Then, of course, these 

' | plants, or at least practically all 

ne of them, must be had new every 
spring. If you have the means 

¥ | of doing it, vou can take cut- 

{ ‘ { el Geraniums are the most satisfactory bed tings and Btw your Own Sup 

: ) , ding plants, and many of the newer sorts ply of plants, which not only 

are excellent for cutting makes them cost little. but will 

( ( ( ) CTCING 

1 hye ) cl { I ! ni include many biennials 

ul tender pere ber « a Is, too, are grown and 

arch h as asters at sweet alyssums; in 

fact. there are lable | Vel \ re adapted to almost any 

lan y pl in one wav very much 

cask Ihe Cl erial In the frst place, 
;, ' ee oe Wherever a dazzling mass of red is 

tine ‘ ret throughout the whol wanted throughout the season, salvia 
easot ’ thr im e wel f n when you get them, (scarlet sage) is unequaled 

( 1 " | mitt | rae : lene he “Ause you 

, , , ( shapes. Moreover, also furnish you with a great 

( ' , arch forsaken looking on deal of pleasure, particularly 

ht. with he there ] tub of a last vear’s as it will make your flower 

unit TT ort ‘. turn to the world a whole garden last throughout the 

rang er tac various or m one brilliant vear, instead of only for a few 

the landscape. The months during the summer. 

ure ' ere inv reason the garden There is another disadvantage 

nas to he last minut vhen, for instance, one has in the bedding-plant garden: pi aging a touch of color, the faim 
1 count that up until the first of June, of the trouble of remaking the perfume of mignonette is appreciated 

when one ret 1 cottage , ; +") er and wants to br iwhten beds every season. Phis may in the sweet-scented garden 

es 
a 

_" ees 
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The secret of success with a garden made of bedding plants is to choose the right plants in the beginning—getting healthy plants in bud rather than in bloom 

Ageratum makes an excellent border where 

desired. blue and white is 

sturdy than alyssum 

It is more 

i ibaa AN OS al aS 

* 
: 
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and then 

giving them the same judicious care that one would give to any other garden 

or may not be a disadvan- 

tage, according to circum 

stances—a bed that is well 

cared for and has good soil 

requires very little work in 

the spring. 
Che improvements which 

have been made in recent 

years in the various kinds 
of bedding plants are fully 

as wonderful, although not 

nearly so well known, as 

those among roses and car 

nations. The humble gera 

nium, for instance, has 

been improved, until now 

there are several hundreds 

of new varieties, among 

which dozens cf fine kinds 

are hardly known at all. 
There are several new 

sorts of bedding begonias 

with flowers fully twice the 

size of any of the older 

sorts; a violet - colored 

sweet alyssum; asters 

that are as beautiful and 

as large as chrysanthe- 
mums; and so on through 

the list. The large part 

of the pleasure of garden- 
ing is to keep oneself 

familiar with the new de- 

velopments. The new 
things, of course, cost 

more, but as most of them 

are easily propagated, a 
plant or two bought this 

spring will furnish you 
with a goodly supply by 

another season. 

Despite the fact that 

bedding plants are more 

commonly misused than ® | 

Asters are the poor mans chrysanthemums. 

any other class, the fact 
(Continued on page 387) 

For both bedding and cutting they are 

favorites 



My Suburban Garden 
HOW A PRACTICAL GREENHOUSE WAS BUILT AT MODERATE COST—ADDING A BARN AND CHICKEN 

HOUSE TO THk GARDEN EQUIPMENT—THE BEAN ARCH SYSTEM—A RECEIPT FOR MAKING HENS LAY 

W , ed by the performance of our hot its corners up and down. To this was hinged the eight sash 

tuce in mid-January, that we de Irames, four on a side, with their lower sashes resting on bevel 

e tre in na larger scale. | had no moulding nailed to the top of the trim boards. Plain vertical 

lf | o a regular greenhouse planking, with weather strips nailed on the joints, closed in the 

lant that would have to be fed ends. The whole was given a coat of white paint and the green- 
iter and have quite enough house stood finished. I could have had triangular glass sashes 

made at the mill for the ends, but the cornicing of No. 2 
crown moulding had to agree with the house architecture, so 

| did not bother with any special sash work. 

lhe 3 x 12-foot beds inside were given a top dressing of 
oe eg ee ee at rich soil and planted in February to all the standard early 

' vegetables. (On very cold nights I have a lantern in the 
ee ee ee : , a a : ' 
°—T  <— .. «oe : house to help out with the heat; otherwise it requires no 

so wt + ee attention. | also got rid of the outside nuisance by putting 
~ — “—* 

2 

in a set of window shade-rollers under the roof sashes. The 

: rollers are on the usual iron roller brackets, secured inside 

3 the trim plank at the eaves, and the shade pulls upward to the 
. ; ridge by a cord through a small galvanized pulley stapled to 
Pani the ridge. ‘This greenhouse is no trouble at all and we can 

ur. grow almost anything in it except the really tender hothouse 

. Sits ‘< exotics. Its central walk is 3 feet wide, floored with concrete 

with a basin aquarium 6 feet long by 18” wide, and the inner 
logs are left in natural bark. 

between the north pergola and the space allotted to barn 

er OF and chicken house is about 40 x 25 feet of room. Along the 
mew 

+ ee « ah 7, privet hedge side of this | put in a border of raspberries and 
—-.... %, et TM = ache re ey blackberries 4 feet wide, with a Baldwin apple tree at each > 

A corner of the garden on May 20: beans for six, four 30-foot rows. The lettuce in the end, corresponding to the two Kieffer pears still standing 
hetfreme io ready to cet out where the old west border was. A Satsuma Japanese plum 

went in the border midway between the Baldwins as a filler, 
eep the furnace from going out unawares (which it and on the north side | put in another Champion quince, to help 

ilwa eecking a favorable opportunity to do), and all we the first one set fruit. This plot was now surrounded by a 

unite ething to w the more hardy vegetables in rectangle of young fruit trees, leaving a bed 20 feet x 40 feet, 

vinter, something that would start all sorts of early seedlings which at once received the title “West Garden.” What should 
for the garc in Februar tomatoes, egg plants, lettuce, we plant there? If I were starting from the beginning, I should 

ulishes, celet peppers, cabbages and flowers If a hotbed ertainly set it in asparagus, as here is a large bed, apart from 

’ ill scale, why could not a glorified 

thed, in which one could stand up and work, do it still 

better » | built e litt ) X 12-toot greenhouse, at 

1 cost f S24 for eight 6 x 3-toot glass sashes, $4 tot 

wa ’ 1 1 er a paint 

| first sawed t enght 12-toot trunks trom my torest 

trees and four 9-foot ones These | sawed bevel, to match 

the corner ] ind piled them in pairs, one above the 

other thre : 3" posts at the corners and 

tw rr [ 2 lake n the msice bat illel to these, and 

: feet inside of them, went two second pairs of logs. This 

ave e a rectangle 9 x 12 feet with two 3 x 12-foot beds 

whi were forthwith filled with tresh fermenting 

re estined to furnish the heat for the little green 

xt went on the x 12” top trim boards, nailed 

the r corner posts, bringing the total height of the 

vreen| se wall up to three fteet and earth was then 

banked uy t e of the logs to the bottom of these trim 

boards at odded, the slopes being planted in Cuthbert eo 

raspberri lwo 3” x 3” central upright posts now went , a at Sa 
} nal no n them th 1) ridge le ” - : 

in at each end a on them the main riage pole,a 4 X 4 Here are the same beans in July—a solid wall, all you can eat and preserve. The young 

smooth-dressed timber, set in a notch in the upright with peach tree was planted in April 

352 
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the main garden, ideal for a permanent planting like asparagus. 
As it was, the north border of the garden held our asparagus, 

with roots now five years old and impossible to transplant, so 
the West Garden was planted for the first years in six rows 

of corn on the west side and three rows of lima beans on the 
east, using the bean arch scheme so successful the year before. 

During February I was very busy building the barn and chicken 

house. As I did every stick of it myself, from the post foun- 
dations to the outside trim, it goes to prove that any commuter 
can amuse himself successfully that way, provided he will buy 
himself a real saw, not a tool-box one, and a real hammer, not 

a five-and-ten-cent store specimen! The former cuts like an 
angel, with no particular muscular outlay involved, and the latter 
never pounds your thumb nor glances off the nail-head and 
maims your left forefinger, as the cast iron variety is sure 

to do. The barn is 12 feet x 18 feet, with a 6 x 8-foot 
concrete porch, and a concrete floor, the whole in keeping 
with the architectural treatment of the main house. It 

will accommodate one horse and carriage, and four dogs. 

The second story is a Retreat, used by a certain writer 
when the main house gets too noisy for invoking the Muse. 

lt is my “dope” den, photographic studio and literary work- 

shop in one; by “dope” being meant filed archives of 
reference pamphlets, facts, figures and philosophy. None 
of these are tolerated in the main library, and they used 
to occupy a dark closet, where chasing a fact to its lair 

involved a day’s work with a dark lantern. 
The door of the barn is 8 feet wide x 7 feet 6 inches 

high, and it will accommodate a small “car,” in 
horse and carriage (which God forbid!). There is room 

also for garden tools, wheel-hoe, lawn mower, hose reel, 

wheelbarrow fact 
used to clutter up cellars and rear halls in the main house. 
[t cost $148 for materials, and a contractor would duplicate 
it for you for about $800. 

Let us now turn to the arrangement of the main garden. 

The success of everything in the rear border the year 
before now emboldened me to put in again the trees orig- 

inally planned for this space. I accordingly set another Baldwin 

in the angle between the barn and rear trellis, two more Bartlett 

pears, spaced twenty feet between it and the Early Harvest Apple 
tree at the end of the main garden path, and another Black 
Tartarian cherry in the border back of the East Garden, between 

lieu of 

and such accessories before the which 

The west garden on June |, showing pole beans and corn. 
were lashed together to make arches 

Later the ends of the poles 

the two Early Harvest apples. This is practically the same plant 

ing as went in there two years ago, all of which died; but this 

time the earth was a foot higher, the soil mellow and sweet and 

well manured, and everything planted in it 
house afire.” 

“went along like a 

In the new plan you will note fewer sorts of vegetables and 
more rows of each kind. The problem for a commuter’s garden 
is to raise only the sorts which do not require much nursing 

and tending; broad-leaved vegetables, which keep weeds out of 
their own row and only require the wheel-hoe to be run down 

between the rows once a week to keep the weed population 
under. For this reason I omitted all the narrow-leaved 
tables—onions, leeks, salsify, carrots (except in a dense bed for 

vere 

This is the same garden in August, showing the thirty-seven hills of limas hiding the 8 feet 

of corn. A corner of the farm is also visible 

little ones )—and devoted.a good many more rows to the standard 

vegetables, sowing seeds an inch or more apart in the rows and 
thinning to four inches for “greens.” Our strawberry bed, after 
the fruiting season in the previous June and July, had put forth 
such a vast quantity of runners that it was hopeless to try to use 

the wheel-hoe on it, and I had no time for hand weeding. 

So I let it go its way, keeping down the weeds and grass 
until the 

sets had rooted firmly and the runners had turned black, 
indicating that the parent plant was through furnishing sap 
to the young sets. 

with a sickle, besides one or two hand weedings, 

Then, in mid-October, | dug up the whole 

bed, separated the sets and old plants from the weed and 
grass roots that came up with them, and | then had more 

than five hundred strawberry plants, including the original 

hundred. I cleared the whole East Garden for them, set 

400 on 1% x 1%-foot spacing, and had too left to give 

uway. They should be set square and not “staggered,” so 
as to give the wheel hoe a clear run, both across the bed and 

up and down it. 

This made it necessary to find a new place for the tomatoes, 
so I established a yard of thirty-two plants across the main 

Next to them | 

arranged for five rows of beets (125 feet), taking 9 x 25 feet 

path, taking 15 x 25 feet of garden space. 

of garden space, and, beyond the hot frame, three of turnips 

and three of spinach. 
frame was now exceedingly rich soil, not only from the well- 

known nitrogen-producing qualities of beans, but from the 
(Continued on page 372) 

The old bean arch ground back of this 



The Maintenance of Electric Cars in the Country 
rH ¢ RA ») THE GENERATING PLANT--USING DIRECT CURRENT FOR CHARGING—AUTOMATIC 

+ st 

ONT] | R RI -ECESSITY FOR PROPER LUBRICATION—ADJUSTING THE BRAKE MECHANISM 

R : 

W nple atte et must be employed. When alternating current only is to be 

either ple ( then apparatus must be used to convert this to direct current 

e sense, b Chere are three types of such apparatus—the mercury arc rectifier, 

rat ind the s ht s or rotary converter, and the motor generator set. 

te (One of the more recent developments in battery charging appara 

( re eve is natic arrangement whereby the charging is auto- 

elle nat ntrolled and automatically cut off when the batttery 

is fully charged. With this device it 1s only necessary to run 

nore ot a prob the vehicle into varage at the end of the day's work, connect 

ere often the hot the battery to the charging board, turn on the current, and forget 

ire done at a publ about it until the following day or later. Then it will be found 

ence b ie skilled with the battery fully charged and the current cut off. 

lhe ne hol ru he necessary information for charging and caring for batteries 

notor trucks is contained in the instruction books furnished by the manu 

facturers. The important points are that the battery should never 

esta fa wre be completely discharged, or charged at too high a rate. The 

b ne electric vehicle is olution should not be allowed to get lower than the top of the 

( ed to charge and plates in the battery or the sediment which collects in the bottom 

, convenient, and the of the jars get higher than the bottom of the plates. Cells, plates 

e knowledge and abilit and all connections should be kept clean. 

In the maintenance of the general mechanism of an electric 

’ ed in the country the first vehicle, lubrication and adjustment, with the replacement of worn 
that of its housing. or broken parts, are the important requirements. Lubrication 

er buildin vhere it i requires the most attention, and it is better to err on the side 

é e does not constitute f too much than too little, and to give in small amounts often, 

es not affect the insurance: rather than in large quantities at infrequent intervals. Vehicles 

eather from treezing, a of all types are provided with means of lubrication, depending 
lution in the batterie m the character of the contact surfaces. Among these may 

i ( Tike irt] or olly ch irye be mentioned oil cups, grease Cups, grease boots, oiled bearings, 

an electric vehiclk eve! and grease-packed bearings. Wheel bearings are packed with 

’ efficiency out of its grease, while the treatment for the controller consists of wiping 

i special building or garage the copper contact points with a clean rag and a small quantity 

! { contain the apparatus of vaseline. The oils and grease used should be of good quality 

ti bench, storage room fot and free from acid and grit. If dirt works into any of the 

r generating the current bearings it should be washed out thoroughly with gasoline or 

hor plant of course, not needed kerosene, and repacked with good grease. 

for lighting and power put \djustments are required from time to time, such as tightening 

n the country estate nuts, screws, chains, brakes, etc., and may readily be made after 
all such a generating an inspection of the mechanism, and with the aid of the instruc 

he use of an electric vehicle, tion book supplied by the manufacturer. In normal service these 

thre é ‘ for lghtin ind other minor adjustments are generally sufficient, except for the yearly 

vi overhauling, which should be done by a competent mechanic. The 

ire ( tor t ‘ i tvl ot nal object of the vearly overhauling is for the renewal of such parts 

" ‘ elect vehicles can be as mav be necessary, such as chains, sprockets, gears, bearings, 

house referable for  etc., and for the rigid inspection of parts which may be badly 

thy to ar ther b ings. Frame worn, the replacement of which will reduce the possibility of a 

nstt ( it ! e sake of clean breakdown, while working, to a minimum. 

, feature means much Oil cups and grease cups are provided at such points in the 

lot e vi the garage shoul springs as are necesary to reduce friction, and a small quantity 

! le 1 t k all aroun of oil should-be applied, or the grease cups given a turn daily 
ev tore This will prevent bolts and bushings from grinding and wearing 

nes next in ordet out rapidly. The spring clips should also be tightened, so that 
©) rp Where such he spring rests firmly upon its seat without play. Squeaking 

rr MaxIn r ire grinding sounds are caused bv friction between the leaves 

hor ( 1 rheostat regulat of the springs and may be eliminated by lubricating such surfaces 

nag é ind a voltammete In prying the leaves apart for this purpose care should be taken 

Whi 1 voltage far above or not to damage the leaf-points. 

bel e batter 1 motor generator (Continued on page 371) 
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Flower stakes topped with gaily- 
colored birds and beasts give a i 

touch of color to the garden BP 8 EO. Tan Sate 

A basket for vegetables 

Garden Accessories 
will save trouble and ; 
steps ny 

" ; ‘ 3 é 
HE average window gardener either leaves , 1 

the earth in the boxes and pots undisturbed » ey 

for want of a good digging implement, or utilizes | 

a paper cutter, a pair of scissors or a knife that . 7° 
might much better be left to perform its own special At : 
functions. A very useful combination trowel and i ¢ 

rake is now made of heavy brass, the whole imple- 
ment being about eight inches long, with rake teeth : ie 

at one end and trowel at the other. This ingenious | ty, 

little implement, invented by a woman gardener, itp ‘ Py 
makes a most attractive and useful gift. Where i A a a ty 

window boxes are used at all windows, one of these ¥ 0 

little implements might be provided for each room. 
The unromantic gardener often scoffs at - 

the use of the new sticks with gay birdies ‘K 

atop which the up-to-date gardener uses to EE OT Eee a ‘ 

support roses and other plants that need valuable; note the long, sturdy 2 

tying up. But the scoffer is silenced when handles. The implement on the by 

he sees the latest productions from the et ep en * 
wooden aviary. Re . ey 

The little birds i 
that adorn the 
tops of these 
(Cont. on p.378) 

A wishing ball crowning an ivy 
pillar will prove an attractive 
addition 

ode. naa AY TET 
No garden is complete without a bird 

bath. Such a pan set out on the lawn 

will be well patronized 

LT Sh) Sai ae? ae 

AL 

et i 5 i eee <b 
The kneeling basket will prove useful, especially to women gardeners; it saves both knees and 

skirts, and being practically waterproof prevents dampness from slipping into the bones 

ON i eat 

The flower basket is indispensable for the woman gardener or 

a flower tray on which to lay the more tender blossoms 

o>) cn on 
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An adapted Colonial style of archi- 
tecture was followed, and both the 
house and grounds were fully 
planned before work commenced 

\ breakfast room off the dining 

room at the rear of the house is 

one of the attractive features of 

the fret fi 

tHE HOME 

LEE BURNS Herbert Foltz, architect 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
The master’s suite on the second floor takes in the depth of the house, and includes a sleeping 

porch 

the eat ’ 112 the site of this house was a level piece teresting fence, suggested by a quaint drawing of Kate Green- 

| ed in any way he problem pre vay's. In front of this is a border of hollyhocks, larkspur, colum- 

ti to b | on it not only a house, but a home, com bines and other hardy flowers. 

ble. inviting and one that would grow more attractive with Care was taken to keep the scheme of planting simple and har- 
? monious, preference being given in a large measure to the native 

of the Colonial style was chosen, and not only the Indiana trees, such as sugar maple, elm and hawthorne, while 

e. but the landscape gardening was carefully planned be evergreens were massed in the corners of the yard. The lines of 

ore a sod turned. The result has been most successful. the house are softened by shrubbery, honeysuckle and ivy, and 
While it is too soon for the planting to have reached its greatest thought has been given to securing a good view from every room. 

effectivene even now it forms an attractive setting for the |! lowers were chosen for a succession of bloom and masses of 

house itself shrubbery were placed with a view to their beauty in winter, as 

lhe ground has been graded so as to slope in all directions well as summer. 

from the house, giving it the effect of being on a low hill. Back he house itself is of simple composition, old motives being 

f the house the ground slopes across the gardens to the tennis used with a certain freedom that, while preserving the essential 

rt, bevond which, a background for the view, is a most in- balance of design, permits a picturesque note that is most 

In the dining-room the Hoors are dark oak, the paper a putty gray, and the hangings Fumed oak has been used in the library woodwork, the furniture designed to match. 

are of hgured linen in neutral shades of gray. blue and rose The arrangement of shelves makes it an eminently usable room 
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closets are drawers, hat boxes, shoe 

shelves, etc. 

This 

The exterior is covered 

hand - rived 

attractive. 

with wide, cypress 

shingles, stained a soft white, while 

the roof and window shutters, each 
of which is decorated with a little 
pine tree cut in the upper panel, are 
moss green, tying the house in color 
to the shrubbery at its base. The 

house is of moderate size, 

requiring but few servants, yet care 
has been given to insure their com 

fort. 

bath for their use and a large living- 
room with a cheerful fireplace. 

In the basement is a shower 

shadows of the porches and of the \lthough built along old-time’ 
heavy cornice, contrasted with the lines, using motives and ideas that 
delicate tracery of the lattice-work, 

are interesting. 

In the interior the finish of the 
main rooms on the first floor is the 

soft brown of the Adam period ma- 
hogany, except in the library, which 

is in fumed oak, the library furniture 
having been designed and finished to 

match the woodwork. In the oak of 

the library mantle is carved the line 
by Robert Burns: “It’s gude to be 

have survived for generations be- 

cause of their beauty and _ service- 
ability, the house is in many ways 

very modern. Filtered rainwater, 
automatically heated by gas, is piped 
to every bathroom; the heating plant 
is controlled by thermostats that keep 
a uniform temperature; vacuum- 

cleaner pipes are installed and tele 
phones are at convenient locations 

floor. A built-in 

erator, iced from the outside, a room 

on each refrig- 

merry and wise.” 

The floors are dark oak, the doors at grade where the lawn mower and The exterior is covered with hand-rived cypress shingles stained a 
other garden are of an old-time design with brass colt white. The shutters ave moe grem 

thumb while the fire- 
places, the graceful corner china 
closets in the dining-room and aa<% 

stair, with its dark 3 > 

hand-rail and white spindles, are 

details that make a pleasing pic- 

tools can be con- 

water 

spray for the ashes in the furnace 
latches, veniently stored, and a 

pe SSIES eee ae room, are some of the. features 

a, Te len a 
‘FF p77Ae.\ \ tio 42 vs (Ce 

At WE barca oe 

the wide that make the house more livable. 
Although Colonial architecture 

makes little or no provision for 
x me Ae wy, 

: ; ; ae ae ee : | ture from every viewpoint. "S ™ aS porches, the style has _ been 
e a ° H ; & ¢ Se | . . af . Py 

Instead of using different wall 8 E ie ee — adopted in this house in such 

coverings 1n different rooms, the 2 ak is <i @ a tg a manner that the generous 

walls of the entire house are cov- ¥ 4 veranda accommodations in the 
éaee* 

ered with a paper, a warm putt) 
‘ <. 

{ LOGS AWE on ee ack : ides d .- e- Pe pF front, back and sides do not de 

gray in tone that makes an affect- 

ive background for pictures, fur- 
niture and _ hang- 

ings, and gives an 

unbroken color 

scheme when seen 
from any direc- 

tion. The dra- 

peries are of fig- 
ured linen in neu- 

tral shades of gray, 

blue and rose color. 

On the second 

floor the woodwork 

throughout is ivory 
enamel, except the 

doors, which are 
dark mahogany. An 
interesting feature 
of the house is the 

built-in closets and 

cupboards, each 

specially designed 

for its particular 
use. In the sewing- 

room is built a fold- 

ing work-table and 
a cabinet with 

drawers and 

clothes-rods, while 

in the bed - room bedrooms a cheery airiness 

Save in the doors, which are dark mahogany, the woodwork of the second floor is ivory enamel, giving to the 

the general architectural 

The front veranda is an 

elaboration of 

the old-fashioned 

settle-lined stoop. 

Roofed in, and 
with lattices on the 

sides, eventually to 

with 

vines, it makes an 

inviting entrance 

and a place where 
the family 
gather -with a cer- 

Stroyv 

lines. 

be covered 

can 

tain degree of pri- 

vacy. The floor ts 

Colonial brick laid 

with a wide bond- 

ing, which adds 
perceptibly to its 

decorative value. 

The 

looks over the east 

toward the 

tennis court, A ser- 

vice porch is in the 

rear; above it be- 

ing another porch 
which may be used 
for open-air sleep- 

ing. 

side porch 

lawn 
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same time removing the core 

( irlan ine ne tair ladies who 

race of French high lite 

( ca reen which 4 f the ittel 

Fas tiie ic ot tT! the OO 

in nmer wind when the retresh 

p is serve on the orch t indet 

res on the iwn Lhe grace! il, 

umes, with which tl reen 1S 

ited, reth that world which chil 
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apple knife cuts the fruit into sections, at the 

live on cake and do nothing more laborious 

than play with wreaths of flowers. Bird- 
egg blue is the soft background for the 

painting, which cleverly conceals the fact 

that the screen itself is merely tin, for the 
decoration and background deftly suggest 

that it might be enameled. 

Similar wreaths on a black lacquered 

Yes, 
similar in a general way but not alike, for 

surface decorate the oblong tray 

individuality ‘characterizes these studio 

pieces quite as much as originality. Here 

in lies a valuable asset. No two pieces 

are exactly alike unless one wishes them 

sO ()ften it is desired to have a certain 

motive of the chintz or cretonne hangings 

reappear in the tea tray, the screen, or 

perhaps the cookie box, which will be 

within call, if not actually lurking some 

the tea table 

an ideal background for either the 

the modernist style of decora- 

] } + 

where abot Black lacquer 

tion that it is emploved a great deal, 
though there is no rule except to make 
the useful thing beautiful. Needless to 

uld that it is sure to have a personality 

Tits own 

come in kinds, 

hey are small and large; 
black lacquer, blue or green; with tiny, stiff 

with bold, 

the present sort. One tray 

Japanese grass painted 

he trays many shapes 

and sizes. with 

realistic flowers oO! 

with the latter 

posies or 

decorati n is oO 

vellow, from which the green leaves, 

flowers and gay birds stand out with im 

pressive definition. It is round and _ ts 

a ae 

tinware ts a variety of shapes 
} 

mace up n 
’ 

an< cookie boxes and b aes for trinkets. eac 

black lacquer 

1 with a dainty design painted over 

candy boxes, cake 

Easter egg 

Made of decorated black lacquered wood are twin boxes, as well as a holder for 
crochet cotton, a flower pot box and a little bonbon box shaped like an 
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about fifteen or sixteen inches in diam- where the hangings were of blue and The same originality of ornamentation 

eter. white striped linen dotted with pink may be seen in the decoration of every 
Shown with the oblong tray is a square roses. object, and with due regard. for its pur 

waste-paper basket, flaring at the top like Where is the telephone book? Most pose. 
the petals of a flower. The decorations 
are in yellow and green with a touch of 
blue. In another group is a flower box 
for window or porch, painted green with 
vivid contrast only in the oval on the sides. 
The artistic feeling and thought which are 

given to this work are evidenced in the 
flower-box development, where the colors 

are subdued because of the nearness to 

Nature's own paint brush. The _ long, 
slender spout of the watering pot will in- 
sure against splashing surrounding ob 

jects, as it will nose deftly among the 
shoots and branches and send the water 
only where it should It has vellow 
cowslips on a background. There are 

large watering pots for the garden and 

small for the little child’s special 

flower bed. 

go. 

ones 

\s if they might have stepped out of 
an 1860 daguerreotype are the hair-pow- 
dered, hoop- skirted, painted 
ladies whose name is Door Stop. 

] 

wooden 
\ lace- 

trimmed breakfast cap adorns the chignon 
of another stands demurely still, 
although her frock is flower-bedecked as 

if for a ball, and a third wears dignified 

stripes garlanded with posies. They are 
like human women, inasmuch they 
are after pattern, and like woman 
again, in that they are all different. 

Here is an instance where a bit of the 
design of painted furniture, of window 
hangings or of wallpaper may be repeated 
in the door Such a little 
thing that it is, but it does give so large 

a feeling of unity as if there were a mind 
that planned and a current of sympathy 

through all the things of the home. 
The simplest electric light stand and the 

plainest shade, say one of paper, becomes 
a thing of exquisite beauty thoroughly at 
home with its surroundings when its color 

and stvle are related to its associates. In 

this studio was a noteworthy lamp striped 
with pale blue and white, with pink roses 
scattered over the shade and the lamp. 

This was a bedroom lamp to 

one, 

as 

one 

stop s dress. 

be used 

ee he ca 

A Les Pore? 

Sit 

everybody has sometimes found it out of 
place and put it away to have ready for 
next time. To help obviate this trouble 
there is the lacquered telephone box, which 
may be screwed to the side of the desk near 

a 
[te 

ee al Ad 

This decorated box for the telephone book can be fastened 

to the side of the desk. 

two books 

It is large enough to contain 

the telephone. It has a roomy space for 
the thick city directory and a thinner divi 
sion for the suburban directory. Flying 
white cranes and a group of marsh flowers 
decorate the front of the box. 

The group of small are for 
various purposes; some are for candy for 
special occasions, such as Christmas, birth- 
days and anniversaries. There are twine 
boxes so pretty that one will always be 

kept in sight, so the hide-and-seek ball of 

twine will have no chance to go free. 
Trinket boxes there are, such as the lovely 
one with the white cameo-like head on the 
top. The inveterate wielder of the crochet 

boxes 

needle will find an ally in the little holder 
for the ball of crochet cotton which will 

keep it from roving into far away corners. 

Quaint and unusual are the two figures 
of the man and woman, done in black and 

white cross-stitch and framed in a narrow 
black oval. Those are very interesting in 
a room with black and white wallpaper 

or hangings. 

Novel Use for Garden Hose 

A 
rinsed in this way 

ing and dry 

GARDEN hose used to rinse heavy 

articles is very tseful Blankets 

saved fi are M1) Wine 

Phe nai nap 

is uncrushed, too, as no ironing is required. 

without wrinkle 

Rugs, scrubbed with a stiff brush moist 

ened in diluted ammonia, when rinsed in 

this wav, look like new 

The 
HERE 

keeper has a better opportunity to 

Back of the House 

is no place where a house 

show her good housekeeping than in the 

appearance of of the hi \n 

unsightly collection of pails and baskets, 

and, above all, an untidy recep 

tacle, will spoil the of any 
back-vard, no matter how attractive it may 

be otherwise. 

\ good plan is to have a bo: 
enough to hold the garbage « 

the rear USe 

garbage 
appearance 

made large 

an and any 

other pails or receptac les it has bec n found 

necessary to keep about rhe box should 

have a good hinged cover, | 

bottom, and should stand dit 

ground. Have 

needs no 

‘ctly on the 

some holes bored in each 

pitt 

side for ventilation, and over these on the 

inside tack wire netting. Paint 

the box the color of the house, and it will 

be quite unnoticeable and serve to keep 

the rear of the house neat. 

some fly 

If the garbage 

receptacle is kept clean and covered there 

can be no odor, and there will be no Op 

portunity for the breeding of the much 
detested fly. 

ue ee 

They might have stepped out of an 1860 daguerreotype, these hair-powdered, hoop- | Quaint and unusual are the pictures done in black and white cross stitch. They are 

skirted, painted wooden ladies, whose purpose is to serve as door stops £ especially fitting for a room with black and white paper or hangings 
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wwly without breaking it, while a sudden 

ee1 it low vill explode it 

, t if an Plants vary greatly in their capacity for 

ittacl ' tanding the effects of frost, and con- 

e loss juently are classified as hardy, half 

‘ im eal i! f irdy, and tender. The last are those to 

‘touch” usually proves 

e mature Tit ital. But in many cases even the tenderer 

such as tomatoes and beans, will 

there vithstand a freezing temperature without 

re the danger things, 

(ne of the most important things about 
frost protection is that the actual tempera- 

re, or degree of freezing measured ther- 
factor in determining 

( ( done, the injury that may be done. Other things 

he effect a frost may have are: 

mally, is only one 

influencing t 

Condition of growth or “hardiness” 

nded lf f the plant; (2) location and growing 
variety and strain; 

1) the amount of moisture in the air, and 
wind and clouds; (5) and the moisture in 

th | the soil and in the plant 

e way that you can It is truly 

( ire elasti conditions; (3) the 

remarkable how a plant may 
inured to low temperature, t/ it is done mer payVv « 

Under a blanket of ice the plants will be subjected to a bare freezing temperature, and if thawed gradually 

should suffer no harm 

3600 
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gradually. Hence the importance of the 
“hardening off” process in the frames, be- 

This 
is one of the methods of frost protection 

which should always be used, and should 
be considered as the most important. Lo- 
cation also makes a great difference. Shel- 
ter from north and west winds and a slope 
to the south or southeast are always de- 
sirable for extra early stuff. Even a slight 
variation in altitude may mean the differ- 
ence between the loss and the safety of a 
crop. Last fall, after a frost which we 
had on the 14th of September, the “frost 
line” was plainly discernible in my field 
of melons, which was planted on a fairly 
steep slope. The upper third of the patch 
was untouched, and the rest was limp and 
black as soon as the sun touched it. I 
have often seen the same thing in fields 
of squash and with corn. 

Every gardener of any experience 
knows that some varieties of peas, beans 
and sweet corn will stand more cold than 
others. In planting extra early sorts al- 
ways plan to select considerable variety. 

In deciding whether there is likely to be 
a frost during the night, which will injure 
vegetables or flowers, there are several 

conditions to be taken into consideration. 
()n cloudy and windy nights there is less 
likelihood of injury from frost because the 
soil is kept warm by both these conditions. 

fore setting plants out in the garden. 

The degree of moisture also is an import- 
ant factor. As soon as the dew begins to 

form, a certain amount of dew is “re- 
leased,” and this serves to check any fur- 
ther fall in the temperature. If dew be- 
gins to form when the temperature is 42 
degrees or higher, there is little danger of 

a killing frost. A very wet soil, on the 
other hand, means that frost is more likely, 

hecause under such conditions the radia- 
tion of heat from the soil is checked. 

The available means of protection from 
frost are several—and a number of them 
might be used much more widely than they 
ere. One of the least-known I mention 
first, because it is used comparatively little, 
although it is very effective and 
nothing where it can be used. I refer to 

protection by covering with soil. With the 

hilling attachment or of the wheelhoe or 

with the horse cultivator for field opera- 
tions, one can quickly cover such things 
as peas, dwarf beans and potatoes that are 

costs 
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a few days above ground. It often hap- 
pens that a warm spell will bring things 
up quickly and cause them to grow rapidly, 
and then the weather changes and a frost 
may be expected. Get busy with the 
wheelhoe! After all danger is over the soil 
can be worked down around the plants 
with the fingered or with the pronged hoe, 
and they will come through nicely. For 
individual plants and hills of plants, news- 
papers and empty flower pots can be ap- 
plied very quickly. In the former case they 
should used in several thicknesses— 
three four double sheets about each 
plant. On very windy nights, of course, 
the newspapers will not do. Inverted 
Hower pots, a handful of moist soil or a 

be 

or 

small stone put over the holes can be 
quickly placed and will stay put. 

Plant frames and forcers of various 
kinds may be bought or may be home- 
made. ‘These are not merely frost pro- 
tectors, as they serve the additional pur- 
pose of furnishing congenial conditions 
and causing much more rapid growth. 
Practically all these devices are very ef- 
fective and with care will last a long time. 
The only drawback to their universal use 
is their initial home-made 
protectors may be fashioned from soap or 
cracker boxes and waterproof muslin or 
plant cloth, which can be bought for some 
hfiteen cents a yard. In using glass-cov- 
ered protectors, of course, attention must 
be paid to the ventilation. In this respect 
the cloth has the advantage, as ventilation 
will, to a large extent, take care of itself. 

Unless you are already well supplied with 
‘“forcers’” of one kind or another, try to 

add a few to your garden outfit each year. 
You will soon find that you have an equip- 
ment that will put your garden ahead by 
weeks, even though you may have been 
using frames before. 

Still another method of frost protection 
available where an overhead system of 
frost protection is installed, is by the use 
of an ice blanket This may seem paradoxi- 
cal at first ; but in reality it is not. The tem- 
perature inside of the ice-blanket remains 
at practically 32 degrees. Such tender 
things as beans and cucumbers have been 
saved by this system. The water is started 
before the temperature gets down to freez- 
ing, and should be kept running until the 
temperature rises above freezing the fol- 
lowing morning. The spray must be kept 

in constant movement, so that it falls on 
every part of the surface at intervals of 
a few minutes. The result is that sheet 
after sheet of ice is formed, each on top 
of the preceding one, and the field by 
morning is a solid blanket of ice. There is 
no weight on the plants, as they are inside 
a solid casing of ice which supports its own 
weight. 

The ability of plants to recover from a 
light freezing will depend largely upon 
how they are brought out of it. The thaw- 
ing should be as gradual as possible, as 
already explained. I remember seeing a 
tomato field a few years ago about half 

cost. Good 

of which was shaded by a wooded knoll 
until late in the morning. Otherwise the 
two parts of the field were alike. After a 
frosty night the plants on the former part 
of the field came through all right, and 
the others were killed back. Watering 
with cold water will help to take the frost 
out gradually. If you have any plants 
touched by frost which you do not feel are 
hardy enough to take care of themselves, 
go over them the first thing in the morning 
with a hose and watering can. The colder 
the water, the better. Even if it forms a 

little film of ice over the plants, no harm 
is done. Then shade them with a cloth 
frame or a newspaper until the tempera- 
ture in the shade has got above freezing. 

SPRAY ON TIME 

Another -vitally important job that has 
to be added to the list of the gardener’s 
operations this month is spraying. Full 
directions for orchard spraying are given 
elsewhere in this number, but it is just as 
important for such vegetables and flowers 
as are likely to be injured by the attacks 
of insects or disease of types which must 
be controlled by spraying, if at all. 

Gooseberries and currants are attacked, 
usually, on the lower leaves first, by the 
small green currant worm. Use Arsenate 
of Lead or Paris Green the moment they 
put in appearance. Use Lime-sulphur for 
mildew. After the fruit is partly grown, 
Hellebore should be used, as it washes off 
readily, before the fruit ripens. 

On raspberries, dewberries and black- 
berries use Lime and Sulphur when the 
buds swell, and again after picking, if there 

IS any sign of rust. 

The surest way of making certain a full 
potato crop is to spray thoroughly with 
Bordeaux Mixture once in eight or ten 
days, until about the middle of August. 
Where you have a stock solution of the 
materials this is not a difficult task, as the 

plants can be gone over with a small com- 
pressed air sprayer very quickly. For field 
operations, of course, a power sprayer is 
used. During the first few sprayings, 
when potato bugs may be expected, mix 
Arsenate of Lead with Bordeaux at the 
rate of 3 pounds to 50 gallons. 

To keep your roses thrifty and healthy, 
spray them about every ten days with some 
good combined insecticide and fungicide, 
such as Bordeaux and Arsenate of Lead. 
For the rose avis and any other sucking 
insects, Nicotine and Kerosene Emulsion 
preparations must be used. 

For hollyhocks, where the rust is trou- 

blesome, use Bordeaux Mixture during the 

early part of the season, and Ammonia 
Copper Carbonate Solution when the buds 
begin to form, as this leaves no sediment 

on the foliage. 

SETTING Our Nursery PLANTS 

Most of the spring’s planting of such 

things as are bought in growing condition 
from the nursery should be done this 
month. For the cane fruits, raspberries, 
blackberries and so forth, no particular 
preparation is required provided the 
ground is in good condition. Raspberries 
should be given about eight to ten feet 

each, and put in rows 4 feet apart, 2 feet 
apart in the row, or 3 x 3 feet each way. 
Strong-growing varieties may require a 

(Continued on page 379) 
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It is extremely important to do your spraying at the right time; wait until your trees are in blossom before 
beginning the second spraying 



LDL ORAL 
| ' rm een issued aking mon Che evil is one that can be remedied in three 

Depart ot Agri Wa educating the farmers, which is a sentimental and inef- 

y fe ne ind giving women the vote. The New York 

L he State grang is endorsed woman suffrage and so have the 

( ho are granges in many other States. The New York farmers will have 

opportunity to vote on the Woman Suffrage amendment on 
( November 2 of this year (Jr, again, you can educate the women 

ves, an is would an excellent society, “The Woman's National Agricul 

ers I orts an tural and Horticultural Association,” which meets in New York 

‘A n May 7, and at which this problem will be discussed 
‘ ‘ { ‘ 

, Chi ' Phere iltitude of subjects considered in these pamphlets, 

— next in importance to that of the personal needs of the 
t wl . omen 1s the need tor cheap money, which would help the 

farmet vife help the farmer. Interest on farm loans range 

- * , trom & to t2 per cent; the bulk of them being to per cent. When 

e farmer puts his hard-earned savings in the bank he draws 

} per cent interest. When the bank loans him the same money, 

f of labor-saving ap he must pay trom 10 to 12 per cent. 

; ‘ “What | am mostly interested in,” writes one farmer, “is 

or 4 r the Government to loan money to farmers on mortgages at 

. S ern per cent, so as to relieve them of the high rate of interest 

; ; , farmers have to pay. To make myself perfectly plain, will use 

: ng het self as an example, which is similar to thousands of same sort 

th ied ™ Was raised on farm and loved farm life above all others. When 

— . wn, had nothing to start with. Worked for wages till 31; 

noe ived $1,000 Married, and borrowed $1,500 from local bank 

' Fe, lragving it 12 per cent and bought 42 acres— 30 suitable to cultivate 

ithe tor $1,500. Spent the $1,000 for building, fencing, stocking, etc. 

sal ; Hloped, of course, to pay off loan soon, but interest, 12 per cent; 

™_ st tate and county tax, 14% per cent (on whole value) ; local school 

; , ind fa per cent every vear, must come out before any living for 

Somehow family or principal of debt—over 14 per cent, you see. Can a 
roni ending. knit man support a family and pay for a home for a wife on capital 

; er fort ve veal sting I4 per cent \nd the women on the farm suffer the 

oe , ardships of it most. Can't the Government arrange some way 

onl i). ae a rule for these hard-working young farm home-seekers to get their 

| nes we Gn noney at cheaper interest, when they have such good collateral 

ions applies good farms to make it secure? That much would help the 

‘ — hi ire larmers wives some 

le f farm It is a striking comment on economic conditions in America, 

' » of the ill that Russia, supposedly the most backward country in the world, 

e relative condition of the ™aintains a system of rural credits and general aid for farmers, 

[ call vour attention to ¢!¢-. that would pale into insignificance the present endeavors 

: ; © outdoor Of the United States Government. The parcel post has helped 

, > weiie times when the women, better roads have helped them, but they want, and 
' ; to their health want rightly, Government telephones and Government monies at 

() ealt 5 everlasting! a low rate of interest. The suffrage vote is growing. The socialist 

; nae old me shed vote 1s growing. And also ts discontent growing. Each year 

ve described and was Sees a lessening of the farm population of the United States. And 

, ; eleven vears of her tle question is whether the Government shall right the evils, or 
eam bade al en he three living the farm women with the vote force the Government to right them. 

' ;' | er is at this Such small space is inadequate to discuss the question of the 

er! In neither branch ¢ducational and social needs of farm women—those little delica 
< illed by work and Cles of life that every woman desires both for herself and her 

children. We can only counsel the reader to get these Govern- 

x ment reports, read them carefully and see what conditions really 

$i do exist. When one considers that the farm population is the 
YA : backbone of our nation, it seems paradoxical that so little has 

critic received trom every been done for the distaff side of the farm, whereas so much has 
re overworke [hey are been done for the men and their work. The women have spoken! 

iven no opportunities for Will the men speak now: 
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GRILLES FOR 
RADIATOR 
ENCLOSURES 

NE of the most attractive 
O features of the room shown 

in this photograph, is the 
absence of the unsightly radia- 
tors. These have been wisely 
hidden in enclosures under the 
windows; the heat escapes 
through Grilles set in flush with 

the wood-work. These Orna 
mental Grilles have been de 

signed to correspond to the 
period of decoration shown in 
other portions of the room. We 

manufacture these Grilles to 
meet various orders of decora 
tion, showing about eighty in 
our catalogue 66A, which we will 

gladly send you on application. 

TUTTLE & 
BAILEY Mfg. Co. 

Ss E D 

76 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 
Cy A B Cleve B GEBUE 0 

BOBBINK & ATKINS 
World’s Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products 

GROWN IN AMERICA 

Several years of constant thought and effort places us in a 
position to fill orders for all kinds of Nursery and Greenhouse 

Products for Outdoor Planting and Indoor Decorations, in- 
dependent of European importations. Among the many 
attractions growing in our 300 acres of highly cultivated Nursery 
are large quantities of the following specialties: 

IS USELESS 
To remind any woman who loves 
her home, that the outside ought 
to be as COZY and attractive and 

homelike as the inside. But 

IT IS USEFUL 

for those women to know where they can get the best, 
strongest, healthiest and most beautiful 

Rose Plants. Hybrid Tea, Rhododendrons. English, 
Perpetual and other varieties. Hardy Hybrids, Catawbiense 

Evergreens, Conifers and and Maximum varieties. 

Pines. Many acres of our Hardy Vines and Climbers. 
Nursery are planted with them 

Saedy, CldGeshioned Per Japanese FloweringCherry 

ennial Plants. 

Shade Trees, Flowering 
Shrubs and Japanese Maples 

Dwarf, Trained and Or- 
dinary Fruit Trees, Straw- 
berry Plants and other small 
Fruits. 

Baytrees and large leaved 
decorative plants. 

Dahlias and other Bulbs 
and roots. 

state in what you are interested. 

and Crab Apple Trees. 

Peonies, German and Japan- 
ese Iris. 

Boxwood and other large 
leaved Evergreens. 

California Privet, Berberis 
and other hedge plants. 

Plant Tubs, Window 
Boxes, English Garden Fur- 
niture and Rustic Work. 

OUR NEW HYBRID GIANT FLOWERING MARSH- 
MALLOW will Bloom Everywhere. 

The above are described and priced in our Illustrated General cat- 
alog No. 40, mailed upon request. When requesting catalog please 

Visitors are made welcome to in- 
spect our Products, which is very important before placing order. 

*‘We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere’’ 
Correspondence Invited 

NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS AND PLANTERS 

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY. 

PLANTS, TREES and SHRUBS 
at unusually reasonable prices 

IT WILL SURPRISE YOU TO KNOW HOW 

MUCH A LITTLE MONEY WILL DO 

3y writing for our 1915 Cara.oc (full of valu- 
able hints and suggestions), you place at your 
disposal our many years of experience. Please 
do not hesitate to call on us. 

New England Nurseries 
226 Concord Road, Bedford, Mass. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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Things Kept 
New Last Their 

Full Life 
When you put the new 

screens into your house; 
when you bought the new 
swing; when the grape 
trellis and lawn mower and 
the front fence were mew— 
you felt a pride in them. 
If you do not feel the same 

pride now, isn’t it because 
they have grown a bit 
dilapidated from neglect ? 

/ Most of the accessories 

around a house go to pieces before you get 

their full value in service unless they are 

kept in condition. 

ACME QUALITY 
Paints and Finishes 

are just the kind of paints, enamels, stains or varnishes 
you will find most useful for just such articles. 

A can of Acme Quality Household Paint will do numberless odd 

jobs. Acme Quality Screen Enamel will make new screens out of 
the weather-worn ones. 

Write us a postal to-day and we will send you our books, “ Home Decorating’”’ 
and “Acme Quality Painting Guide.” 
These will tell you just the Acme Quality 
Finish you want for any surface. ‘They 
are easy to use and give lasting, beautiful 

b (time results. With them we will send the name 

Cd nf —- of the nearest Acme dealer. 

ACME WHITE LEAD 
& COLOR WORKS 

Keep always on hand at least a can each of 

Acme Quality Varnotile, a varnish for floors, De t AN 

wooswors and furniture Acme Quality = ; 
ite Enamel for iron bedsteads, furniture, 

woodwork and all similar surfaces; Acme DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Black lron Enamel for ranges movemnees 
—) r ie or . al Pe s ; d . j home e Rese Boston Toledo Salt Lake City 

Sich tots Len aeeeniiinn at Romies on rs c—- Chicago Nashville Spokane 
Silken hem aie’ cote a hick — Minneapolis Birmingham Portland 

. — Poe Overs Cate ore St. Louis Fort Worth San Francisco 
easy to open and close and keep the contents Pittsburgh Dallas Los Angeles 

b con ion " . . 
Lin wea ble conditior Cincinnati Topeka San Diego 

Lincoln 

What is Your Trouble? 

A House for Outdoor Living 

(Continued from page 330) 

is spread a plot of lawn, into which is set a 
small concrete pool of water, with a view 

of the house beyond. This nook is par- 
ticularly ideal in many ways—its charm- 
ing combination of colors, the semi-seclu- 

sion it affords, the view it commands, 

and, lastly, its pure, fragrant-scented 
breezes. 

Pergolas are always delightful garden 
features, from both a utilitarian and a 
picturesque standpoint, and no Western 
garden seems quite complete without one. 
The ones here shown constitute not only 
a handsome decorative accessory, as well 
as serving to lure one to interesting gar- 
den spots, but also form, with their classic 

white pillars, a charming architectural link 
between the house and the grounds. And 
that, structurally considered, should in- 
variably be the aim. 

Beyond the reach of the pergolas lie 
wilder plots of garden—veritable jungles, 
in miniature, of trees and shrubbery, 
wherein the formal scheme plays no part. 
Here one finds clumps of bamboo, “ele- 
phant-ear” plants, and other strange vege- 

tation, and now and then a boulder-bor- 
dered pool. Everywhere, in this portion 
of the grounds, wind sinuous paths of 
gravel, edged with cobblestones, passing 

from jungle plots to plots of open lawn. 
This idea of combining the wild and pic- 
turesque with the more stately and digni 
fied—not really formal, however—is es- 
pecially commendable; and when one 
considers the wide variety of scenery and 
garden features it scarcely seems possible 
that no more than three acres of ground 
is utilized in the creation of this wonderful 
little Paradise. 

While all of us cannot possess a garden 
so extensive and beautiful as the one here 
described—which, by the way, was de- 
signed, like the house, by the firm of 
Myron Hunt & Elmer Grey, architects 
of Pasadena—we should at least be in- 
duced to make the very most of our in- 
dividual opportunities. Even a tiny plot, 
perchance located even in the heart of a 
large city, if converted by oneself into a 
shrine wherein one may worship Nature 
a little and enjoy and be benefited by the 
pure, invigorating air of the outdoors, can 
become a little Paradise, if one’s heart be 

Do you live in fear of a fire in your home and an insufficient’supply of water? 7 
During the hot dry months do you have to use your water sparingly in the 
house? How are you fixed in the stables and garage? Your lawns, flower 
and vegetable gardens, do they dry up for lack of water? The main ques- 
tion is: Now are you fixed for water? 

A Corcoran Water Tank 
on your property means that you will always have more than enough water 
under high pressure and 

Will Relieve Your Mind of Worries 
Corcoran tanks are built on trussed steel and wooden towers which can be 
housed by sheathing or shingling to harmonize with any architectural 
scheme. The housed-in frame may be built as an annex to the house to 
contain servants’ quarters, bachelors’ rooms, billiard room, etc. 

It would pay you to write for our ‘*Tower and Windmill" book. 

- A. J. CORCORAN, Ine. ("3322s") 17 John Street, New York 

in the undertaking. At least, I find it so— 
and | am sure the owner of that stunted 
geranium on the fire-escape would find it 
doubly so. His or her case is more or 

less pathetic, but then it shows an appre- 
ciation of Nature’s beauty. And it is that 
which eventually leads one into the open— 
even “back to the soil” sometimes. Then, 
too, when the garden is planned it should 
be designed so as to invite one into it, not 

merely a spot to be admired through the 
window pane. 

In writing to advertisers please mention Houss & Garpen. 
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The Culture of Roses 
(Continued from page 333) 

hedge and require practically no pruning 
further than to keep them trimmed into 
shape. These roses are suitable for train- 
ing to heavy lateral wires, eight feet or so 
high. However, roses so trained are often 

quite bare at the lower part of the canes. 
This may be corrected by giving each cane, 
as it grows up, a right angle bend about 
a foot above the ground before permitting 
it to grow straight up. 

Still another class under the head of 
miscellaneous and climbing roses is the 

“Baby” Rambler. This is a comparatively 
new class and not nearly so well known 
as it should be. They are remarkable and 
very desirable for their perpetual flower- 
ing ability. They, too, require no pruning 
beyond cutting out old wood and old flower 
stems. This variety is excellent for low 
borders and hedges, growing about two 
feet high. 

The following are good hardy varieties 

to choose: Baby crimson rambler, free 
from insects; white baby rambler; baby 
Tausendsch6n and baby Dorothy Perkins. 

The Rugosa or Ramanas roses grow 
from three to six feet high, have beautiful 

folia and, being extremely hardy, fill a 
lace that no other type of roses can. They 
require no pruning, although the canes 
may be trimmed back into any desired 
shape for a more formal hedge. There 
are light rose and pure white, single forms 

-Rugosa and R. Alba, respectively. They 
bloom throughout the season, though not 

so profusely as the garden sorts. The 
flowers are followed by large seed pips, 
which turn brilliant red. There are several 
double varieties which are still more beau- 
tiful. Sir Thomas Lipton, pure white and 
fragrant; Blane de Coubert, large, pure 
white; Conrad F. Meyer, silvery rose; 
Nova Zembla is a hybrid Rugosa, growing 
taller, and especially desirable for the 
shrubbery border. 

A Good Dog With a Bad Name 
(Continued from page 335) 

along that dismal road that leads to prac- 
tical extinction. The bull terrier, there- 

fore, though born and bred in England, 
has been exiled from his native land and 
become an American citizen. Canadian 
dog fanciers have long favored him, and 

to-day, although there are many in the 
United States who swear by the “white 
‘un’; probably they lead us in numbers. 
Pacific Coast dog lovers, however, are dis- 

playing a very lively interest in the bull 
terrier, and since the days of Edgecote 
Peer their dogs have been a factor in show 

awards and breeding operations. The 
Far \Vest may become the variety’s new 
center. 

So much for the bull terrier’s past, pres- 
ent and future. Now for the dog himself. 
He is a very keen terrier, alive to every- 
thing, bright and intelligent. He is, more- 

over, a very sensitive dog, affectionate and 
faithful, and, when taken in hand young, 

If a lock is worth 
having it must pro- 
vide safety against 

q | intrusion — this the 
» | Corbin pin tumbler 

cylinder lock does. Vv 
Its mechanism is the most secure of any lock made. It has a key-way 

of irregular contour which only a Corbin key will fit, and five pin 

tumblers so finely adjusted -that a variation of .002 inch on any one of 

them will make the key inoperative. No key but the one fitted to the 

lock will operate it. Corbin locks with functions for doors of all kinds 

are supplied with Corbin cylinders, and with or without master key. 

The best hardware dealer in your city sells them 

P. & F. CORBIN 
American Hardware Corporation Successors 

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S. A. 
NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA 

Play House Cottage Garage 

Hod son Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and 
g practical at any time of the year in any climate. Made for innumerable 

Portable purposes. Erection of buildings extremely simple, and can be done by 
unskilled labor in a few hours’ time. Send for illustrated catalogue. 

Houses E. F. HODGSON CO {Beem 226, 116 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.) Address all corre- 
ete * (CRAFTSMAN BLDG., 6 EAST 29th 8T., NEW YORK) spondence to Boston 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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Bigger Yields— 
Better Quality 

» example of 300,000 housewives, vegetable 

rrowers, farmers, be your guide 
rger quantity of better quality 

flowers, /Ais year. 

ll show you why Governmen 

nd commend nigh pha s Al 

‘ igh w 

| patented nozzles work 

its WIth great Saving of 

Rid your fields, 

gardens, orchards and 
shrubbery of blight, disease 

ind insects that cut down quality 

tity yields, destroy pli int life and kill 

Make every plant, shrub and tree strong, 
healthy—a étg producer. 

The Brown's Auto Spray here pictured is a 
Brown’s Auto Spray No, 1—4 gal. capacity— 
hand power with Brown’s Patent Auto-Pop 
Nozzle that throws every kind of spray, from 
mistlike spray to powerful stream. Easy to 
carry it over shoulder, Needs least pumping. 
With one No, 1 a boy can outwork 3 men 
with ordinary outfits. See it at your dealer’s. 

Get our Valuable FREE 
Spraying Guide 

We make 40 styles of spr: iys—prices from 

50 cents to $300.00. Both hand and power 
outfits for all purposes. Write for complete 

catalog—and spraying guide. 

Non-Clog 
Atomic Nozzle 

se lon large sprayers 

s the greatest saver of 

ind solution ever in 

mes cannot clog 

ble from mistlike 
strong, ‘Genahion stream 

r nozzles in one, 

. f ‘aAning SO supe- 
one deal er alone has sold 

f this one style of nozzle 
tal forvaluable Spray 
ind for price 

“The E. C. Brown Co. 
851 Maple St. Rochester, N. Y. 

a aS eT AO 
“rye he pe oe f ah nd | es" 

Approved by Good 
Housekeeping Institute 

eolutely satiafactory 

MONROE REFRIGERATOR CO., Gh*"Monroe” 

leading medical authority says “Using about one-third the ice the others did.” 

poor refrigerator means not only | Mackie, New Orleans 
ice but often wasted lives from M ee bills from $36 to $8." T. W. Williams, 

iwau ee 

food Re “li what physicians “Reduced ice bills nearly 40 per cent." Dr 
other say about wonderful ic Wells, Southport, Conn 

and «6h health § =«protection§ = the ‘Much more economical the an any other of several I 
Monroe afford have had.” Dr. ©. B. Shreve, Salem, Mass 

Monroe focd compartments are Saved about 50 Ibs. of ice pe day over another make 
Genin Solid P - - f same size W. M. Rieke Pad rah, Ky 
SCORERS GOT orcelain ware An ice saver, a germ preventor, "hence a health pre- 

piece-over an inch thick server to any family.” Dr. Chas. Hupe, Lafa 
corner rounded. Indiana 

eap porcelain-enamelon metal base 
me piece of white unbreakable porce manner articles placed init."" Dr. R. E. Starkweather 

ure which can be easily kept free of | Evanston, Ills 

no cracks, joints, or corners noth- ' b 
: » break or chip Send at | =) about 

30 Days Trial-—-Cash or Credit once for E~ PSS Book refrigerators 
Sold direct from factory at factory price Tt telle you how to select the home refrigerator 

» Freight paid and all money back if not ab- | to keep food longer without spoiling-—how to cut down 

ice bille—how to guard against sicknese—doctor’s bills 

Established 1868, Station 4B, Lockland, O. 

“Economical in use of ice; and preserving in best 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarpeEN. 

very docile. He needs, however, careful 
training, for he has an exuberance of 

spirits that must be reasonably controlled. 
On no account can he be convicted of being 
a vicious or treacherous dog. It is, how- 

ever, wisest to start one’s bull terrier early 
in the way that you would have him follow. 
Do not lead him into temptation in the 
form of a stray cat or a yapping alley 
mongrel. Be sure that as a youngster he 

thoroughly learns obedience, but use physi- 
cal punishment as sparingly as possible 
Under the whip he may get stubborn, but 
a sound scolding, or confinement in a box, 
or tying up on a short lead will work won- 

ders. The best way is to strive to develop 
his higher nature, if I may be allowed to 
use this phrase. He will respond quickly 
and permanently to such treatment. 

In absolute contradiction to all popular 
opinion, a “white “un” is a capital dog with 
children. He is kind and gentle, strong 

and long-suffering. Moreover, he is the 

best protector in the world. In this his 
unsavory reputation is quite an asset, in- 
creasing considerably his efficiency as a 
guard. He is a very faithful dog and 

jealous of those he loves, fitting him ad- 
niirably to serve as convoy to the children 
or escort of their mother. As a night 
watchman he also shines, and for similar 
reasons. In the suburbs or the country, 
then, he comes close to being an ideal 
family dog. Nobody can deny his attrac- 
tive personality. His snowy jacket, his 
trim, clean-cut figure, his aristocratic mien, 

all stamp him indelibly as the thorough- 
bred. His smooth coat, too, is a point 
in his favor, since few Americans fancy a 
wire-haired dog, and a long coat, despite 

its beauty, is something of a care, if it is 
to be kept looking at its best. No one 
could ever mistake a bull terrier for “just 
a dog,” and every one who knows him 
well loves him. He is a much more uni- 
versally popular dog than he gets credit 
for being, and while he does not make the 
splurge at the bench shows or in the cir- 
cles of the out-and-out dog fanciers that 
some more recently introduced novelties 
do, still he has a host of true friends all 
over the country, ever ready to testify that 
he is a very good dog, in spite of his bad 

name. 

Making a Pool for Fishes and Birds 

(Continued from page 339) 

| have purposely left flowers out of this 
garden. Colors would dwarf the scheme; 
with the exception of the pale Iris— 

lavender and opalescent—I depend for 

my) effect entirely upon the shades of 

green, relieved only by the gleaming gold 

fish in the pond. 
The plants which I buy half-grown from 

the greenhouse are those which quickly 
make a showing, so I lose little time in 

getting my effects. The irrigation helps 

wonderfully in this. Some of the Ele- 
phant’s Ears in the photograph measured 

as much as 31 inches by 18 inches, and 
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the other things do as well in proportion. 

I have had but little success in water 
lilies; not that they do not thrive, but my 
fish eat them. The beautiful browns and 
greens of the leaves are lovely, but I have 
never had any blossoms. 

But plant life is not the only thing of 
interest in my garden. The fish have 
proved most fascinating. Some of my 
gold fish are nearly nine inches long, while 
the smallest are not more than two or 
three inches. 

From experience I have learned that 
while fish kept indoors are unable to stand 
sudden changes of temperature in the 
water, those living in the pond can endure 
almost any extremes of heat or cold. In 
summer the water in the pond sometimes 
is so hot as to be almost unbearable to 
the hand, and again, in the winter, the ice 

forms several inches thick over them, yet 
they thrive and increase in size wonder- 
fully. Indeed, it is hard to realize how 
fast fish grow when kept out of doors. 
Fish that have changed in size almost im- 
perceptibly in two years in the house will 
in one summer out of doors almost double 
their measurements. One fantail from a 
lead-colored mite two inches long has in 
two summers in my pond developed into 
a red-gold beauty nearly five inches long 
and so fat that she is almost round. The 
scales become coarsened and less beautiful 

than the indoor fish, however, but the 

colors are brilliant. 

There is as much difference between 
individual fish in intelligence and disposi- 
tion as between different dogs or cats. 
Some are responsive, coming to feed from 
my hand, while others are stupid and in- 

different, and some remain shy and timid 

even after years of association. 

However, they all seem perfectly fear- 
They swim in between 

their feet when the dogs go into the water 

to drink, and often I have seen them nib- 
ble at a dog’s nose as the dog stood in the 
water, the dog merely brushing them away 
with its paw. 

During the winter the fish are kept sep- 
arate; the big ones are in an old tin bath- 

tub in a cool attic room, while the little 
ones are scattered about the house. In 
fact, there is scarcely a room in the house 
without a globe or an aquarium, where 

the gold fish give a bit of life and color to 
the room. 

less of the dogs. 

3ut while they are not much care, I 
believe that I am quite as glad as 
they are when the time comes for them to 
go out in the pond in the spring. 

And now, although done in a haphazard 

fashion, my pond truly is very charming; 
and please bear in mind that all this is 
within a short distance of “the loop” in 

a large city, and that it really took little 
beside planning to transform a very ugly 
yard into an adorable spot to loaf away a 
summer's day. 

Neighborizing the Farmer 
One of the most significant facts 

of our telephone progress is that one- 
fourth of the 9,000,000 telephones in 
the Bell System are rural. 

In the days when the telepnone was 
merely a “‘city convenience,’ the farms of 
the country were so many separated 
units, far removed from the centers of 
population, and isolated by distance 
and lack of facilities for communication. 

But, as the telephone reached out 
beyond cities and towns, it completely 
transformed farm life. It created new 
rural neighborhoods here, there and 
everywhere. 

Stretching to the farthest corners of 
the states, it brought the remotest vil- 
lages and isolated places into direct 
contact with the larger communities. 

Today, the American farmer enjoys 
the same facilities for instant, direct 

One Policy 

communication as the city dweller. 
Though distances between farms are 
reckoned in miles as the crow flies, the 
telephone brings every one as close as 
next door. Though it be half a day’s 
journey to the village, the farmer is but 
a telephone call away. 

Aside from its neighborhood value, 
the telephone keeps the farmer in touch 

with the city and abreast of the times. 

The Bell System has always recog- 
nized rural telephone development as 
an essential factor of Universal Service. 
It has co-operated with the farmer to 
achieve this aim. 

The result is that the Bell System 
reaches more places than there are post 
offices and includes as many rural 
telephones as there are telephones of 

all kinds in Great Britain, France and 
Germany combined. 

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

One System Universal Service 

For All Kinds of Houses 
from bungalows and camps to suburban residences 
and country mansions, the deep, rich colors of 

Cabot’s Creosote Stains 
are most beautiful and appropriate for the shingles, siding or 
timbers. “he colors are clear and transparent and. bring out 
the beauty of the grain of the wood instead of covering it as 
paint does. They cost only half as much as paint, can be put 
on twice as fast, the colors are lasting, and the Creosote “‘is the 
best wood preservative known. 

You can get Cabot’s Siains all over the country. Send 
for stained wood samples and name,of nearest agent 

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manig.!Chemists, 11 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass. ~" ™ 
Stained with Cabot’s Creosote Stains 

. W. Ward, Architect, Liverpool, N. Y. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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GRASS RUGS 
TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT.OFF. BERRINGRONE. WEAVE.” 

“CREX the title of a beautiful 32 page booklet devoted 
exclusively to floor coverings. It’s a work of art 

IN THE , 4 ‘ : : 
- and should delight every woman interested in 

HOME economical, sanitary andartistichome furnishings. 
1anufacture of the famous CREX grass floor cover 

i} f inter ! wing the ple asing effect ! CREN 

fe é r prints of the complete CREX line for rors 

“ i make proper s ! \ 

\ 

CRE \ n (alm 

CREX CARPET COMPANY, 1133 Broadway, NEW YORK 
riginalors of Wire-Grass Floor Coverings 

Artistic Beauty and Building 
Bowh {“CREO-DIPT” Homes shows a selection of over one hundred houses out of 

that are today covered with “CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles. Whether you build, 
/ ton a new roof, be sure you investigate the economical and artistic values of 

“CREO-DIPT” aN - SHINGLES 
17 Grades 16, 18, 24-inch 30 Different Colors 

They come in bundles ready to lay without waste 

F We use only selected cedar shingles and preserve them in creosote 
. stain any color desired. No wedge-shaped shingles—no waste. 
Best earth pigments ) aniline dyes. Save expense, time and muss 
{ staiming on the job. Our special process preserves them against 
ring up, rotting out or pulling off in wind and storm 

Write today for colors on wood and Book of “CREO-DIPT” 
Warvy Abra ‘ b. Ve CREO-DIPT’ Stained Homes. Names of architect and lumber dealer appreciated 

. ; STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO. 
1012 Oliver Street No. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

ao Ye 4 «te tha ‘ treaks are se Shipments prompt. Branch Factory in Chicago for Western Trade) 
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Gardening on Schedule 

(Continued from page 343) 

a second planting at the side of the hill, 

to replace the earlier planting if killed by 
cold. Plant beans, more lettuce. Plant 
muskmelon, to be followed by a second 
planting in a few days. Thin turnips, 
beets, carrots to 4 or 5 inches, 4% inches 

and 3'% inches, respectively. 

Venture a few early tomato plants in 
the open ground. If frost does not kill 
them they will bear late in June. 

Cultivate garden. 

Second Week.—Plant muskmelon, set 
tomato plants, plant lima beans. Toward 
the end of the week plant pumpkins, 
watermelons and set egg plants and pepper 
plants. Cultivate garden. 

Third Week.—The cultivation of the 
soil is now going on regularly. The gar- 
den soil is each week stirred to quite a 
depth. Three hours a week will accom- 
plish this. Some time will be required to 
fight such insect pests as may now appear, 
as the squash beetle, which will destroy 
the young squash, cucumber and melon 
vines. Dusting the plants with land 
plaster will check them. Some time will 
be needed for gathering vegetables. 

Fourth Week.—From the 21st of May 
until June 1, okra; vine squash for fall 
use may be planted, late cabbage plants 
may be set, also sweet potato plants. 

Early white turnips, early peas, lettuce, 
spinach are now ready to be gathered. 

By allowing a half hour each morning 
for cultivation and the remaining time for 
gathering vegetables, the cook can be bet- 
ter accommodated and the products fresher 
than if either kind of work is done to a 
finish before the other is begun. 

JUNE 
Potato bugs arrive at this time. The 

plants should be dusted with plaster con- 
taining Paris Green or sprayed with a 
liquid spray containing Paris Green once 
in ten days. 

Cultivate the garden regularly each 
week. 

Peas, crookneck squash, turnips, car- 
rots, beets, lettuce, radishes, young onions 
and cabbage are now ready for use. 

Crab grass begins its growth and culti- 
vation must be thorough, but of medium 
depth between rows and more shallow 
close to the plants throughout this month. 

The round potatoes should not be deeply 
hoed after the blossoms open. 

By the last of June do not cut into the 
soil about the tomatoes and cucumbers. 

Peas. radishes, beans, sweet corn and 

lettuce may be again planted this month, 

and late tomato plants should be set about 
the 15th of the month. 

JuLy 
Tomatoes, cucumbers, beans, cauli- 

flower, sweet corn are added to the list 
of garden products this month. | 

Replant all spaces left from vegetables 
used. 

Cultivate regularly to hold a soil mulch. 
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\UGUST 

Melons, plant, lima beans, sweet 
potatoes and marrow squash require to be 
gathered this month. Lettuce, peas, beans, 
winter turnips are planted about the 12th 
or 15th of the month for fall use. 

The one hour a day gives time for 
gathering and planting of these vegetables 
and clearing away of vegetable remains 
and seeding with clover or rye any vacant 
spaces. 

»<c7 oF 
SSS 

SEPTEMBER 

The only cultivation now necessary 1s 
about the vegetables for fall use. In addi- 
tion to this the work of removing vege- 

table debris continues, and the hour each 
morning gives ample time for this and re- 
planting with rye. 

Landscape Gardening on a 
Small Place 

(Continued from page 340) 

The west path is informal, passing through 
massings of shrubbery which stretch their 
branches over it. Interspersed with the 
shrubs, to brighten them with color spots 
and fill in bare spaces, are patches of low 
and creeping flowers which grow over the 
rough stone edging of the patch. Occa- 
sionally the shrub mass is broken, not 
enough to break its continuity but enough 
to give views of the lawn through the gaps. 
Such paths, full of interest in growing and 
blooming things, are ways of making the 

grounds seem larger. There is no attempt 

at deception or optical delusion. The re- 
sult is gained simply by engrossing one’s 
interest in every step of the patch, so that 
one lingers longer upon it. A curved path 
has a special interest of gradually unfold- 
ing its varied pictures to the beholder as 
he passes along. It is for this reason that 
a curved path can have bordering it a great 
diversity of plant material, since it is im- 
possible to take a sweeping glance along 
the whole path. In such a path border one 
plant in bloom counts for a great deal more 
than if it bloomed as an isolated specimen. 
It has the foliage of surrounding plants as 
a foil. 

In order to keep such a path continually 
interesting, the shrubs must be so distrib- 

uted that there is always something in 
bloom, not merely in one part of the path, 
but along its entire length. These bloom- 
ing effects are gained by planting in each 
group—for a border in plan is divided into 
arbitrary groups not visible in the plant- 
ing—two or three kinds of shrubs which 
bloom at different times. For instance, 
there are grouped together Berberis thun- 
bergit and Clethra alnifolia with early 
spring and late summer bloom; Spirza 
Anthony Waterer and Hypericum aureum 
with two different summer periods of 
bloom; Kerria and Symphoricarpus race- 
mosus, the snowberry, with two blooming 
periods and the effectiveness of the white 
snowberry in autumn and the brilliance of 
green Kerria stems in winter time. In the 
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same way Cornus alba and Berberis vul- 
garis are planted together. The barberry 
has its greenish-yellow flower in April, the 
cornus small, flat clusters of white flowers 
in June. In autumn the white cornus ber- 
ries make a contrast with the red fruit of 
the barberry and in winter the Cornus alba 
stems are brilliant with color. Again, 
Stephanandra and Regel’s privet are 
planted together, and bloom in May and 
July. They have an interesting winter 
effectiveness, for the Stephanandra stems 
are orange-colored and the privet has 
persistent black fruit. Philadelphus micro- 
phyllus and Spirea Anthony Waterer 
are grouped together. The foliage 
delicacy and the small white May and 
June flowers of the Philadelphus micro- 
phyllus are quite choice in effect in com- 
parison with the July bloom of the Spirza 
\nthony Waterer, which is strong in color. 
This change gives two distinctly different 
effects to the same spot. 

In such careful shrub massing the 
shrubs are always used in small groups, 
sometimes only one plant of a kind, some- 
times five or six plants are used together. 

Through this kind of grouping there is 
always something new and _ interesting, 
always something different on the path to 
attract attention, through the whole cycle 
of seasons, which makes this home walk a 
new little garden adventure every time we 
pass along it. 

While the attention given to seasonal 
effects makes this path of continual inter- 
est, it is the consideration given to the 
foliage effect and to shrub habit which 
binds the shrubs together into a unified 

and harmonious border. 
This same effect is created in the en- 

closure of the lawn, of which the borders 
of the west path form a part. 

Big and striking effects desired in the 
planting of large areas are thus avoided. 
The informal and intimate character of this 
planting is especially suited to a small sub- 
urban place. 

The Seashore Garden 

(Continued from page 347) 

average home does not look in accord, and 
if “weeds are plants out of place,” what 
sort of misfit should such misjudgment be 

termed as the use of pincushion planting 
of privet, oddities of all sorts dotted pro- 
miscuously? Study native growths and 
see how Nature gets her charming effects 
when unhindered by man. 

The native pitch pines are almost de- 
lightful and should be cherished wher- 

ever possible, but to transplant is indeed, 
and alas! another matter. Even nursery- 
grown trees only survived for me six out 
of twenty in one instance, and less in 
another! Scotch pines may help you, but 
if white pine is desired, you must be sure 
you protect it from every direction—if you 
are close to the shore and open to wind. 

Seashore grass seed with its different 
kind of roots, and white clover, with 
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manure as a winter covering and bonemeal 
in the spring, have redeemed our desert; 
also watering during the dry season when 
hot winds devastate. 

Japan lilies, auratuma, speciosum al- 
bum, roseum, Melpomene, tiger lilies, 

funkias have bloomed most delightfully. 
For all Japan kinds only wood ashes are 
used, or manure, with leaf covering. Flow- 
ers are not cut till about to seed, or bloom 

may be retarded until the second year. 
Our first bit of color was coral phlox, 

so for harmony other flowers along that 
side and at the back were shades of pink 
with some white. Perennials have been 

our choice, with mignonette as sole ex- 
ception. 

Our first year, desiring a cheap arbor, 
we planted six cedar posts, with wire net- 
ting over the top and sides, with the top 
projecting two or three feet, in front. 
Clematis paniculata at the sides with 
honeysuckle at back gave good results the 
third season. From a long box that 
brought the ailanthus was made a seat with 
a six-foot back. A neighbor was clearing 
her garden and sent us five tall privet 
bushes. These gave privacy quite soon, 
though an awning was necessary in the 
heat and glare. 

A screen of cedar posts, five uprights 
with top of single posts, near the front, 
awaits its drapery of vines. Actinidia 
argutas promised well (in the Catalogue), 
but has given no results. Too much sea 
breeze. Japanese barberry also refused to 
grow till given a dense background of 
spruce and pitch pine and yucca. 

This rule given for transplanting may 
help you: Dig a deep hole, put grass, 
privet, or other cuttings in the bottom, fill 
with water, then set your bush, even in hot 
weather. Some trimming will not be 
amiss. 

Maintenance of Electric Cars 
in the Country 

(Continued from page 354) 

One of the important matters in the 
maintenance of an electric vehicle is that 
of paying special attention to the braking 
mechanism, so that danger of brakes fail- 

ing at a critical moment may be avoided. 
The care is simple and consists in seeing 
that a moderate pressure on the 
pedal produces a firm and 
tarding action on the vehicle. 

test should be made daily before the 
vehicle starts from the garage. Taking 
up on the turnbuckle or cam springs will 
effect the necessary pressure. Sometimes, 
when the pressure is all right, there is 
still a slip between the shoe and the brake 
drum. This is generally caused by oil or 
grease working its way between the sur- 
faces, and these should be washed 
thoroughly with gasoline. 

On the other hand, it is equally import- 
ant that the brakes do not bind or drag. 
They should take hold gradually and bring 
the vehicle to an easy stop, as sudden 
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locking of the brakes may cause stripped 

tires, skidding, or other damage. The 

pressure upon the brake drums should be 
as nearly uniform as possible, so that the 
tendency to skid will be reduced to a 
minimum. Dragging brakes cause un- 

necessary wear on the brake lining, and 
use up power or battery capacity, thus 
reducing the mileage. The shoes should 

ride about one-eighth inch free of the 

drums when the ped il is entirely released. 
The motor of an electric vehicle re- 

quires but little attention. The brushes 
must always have the proper contact with 
the commutator, and be renewed as they 

wear down. The bearings require regular 
lubrication and the wire terminals and 
other parts must be kept dry and clean. 
The controller is not as complicated a 
device as it seems to be. It is nothing 
more than a switching arrangement for 
connecting the battery to the motor in 
various ways, so that the speed or direc- 
tion of the motor may be changed. It 
should be lubricated frequently and mod- 
erately. When the vehicle is in daily 
service the controller should be carefully 
examined once a week, the fingers ad- 

justed to an even, moderate tension, run 
parallel with the drum and faced with 

sandpaper, to afford a good contact. Badly 
burned fingers should be replaced and 
fitted into position. The drum segments 
are to be cleaned and wiped with a linen 
rag and a small quantity of vaseline. If 
blistered or pitted, they must be sand- 
papered. 

My Suburban Garden 
(Continued from page 353) 

shovelful of manure in each hill having 

been thoroughly incorporated into the soil. 
| therefore decided to plant this in 

rhubarb, as the six plants in front of the 
hot frame had not yielded enough to keep 

us in pies and preserves. Ten big, flour- 
ishing plants are none too much for a 
husky family of five; I put in twelve. 

One the other side of the hot frame also 

went four rows of stringless beans in two 

plantings and five rows of potatoes, taking 

altogether 22 x 25 feet of garden, which 
ended the strictly wheel hoe part of the 
layout. Here the carriage drive curved 
in to the little plaza in front of the barn, 
making long runs with the hoe impossible, 
and the soil was all “made,” being built 

up from old compost piles, ashes, manure 
heaps, weed piles, corn stalks and general 
garden refuse. Three wagonloads of field 

soil were worked into this and the drain 
extended across it and under the barn, 
as shown. This soil, after a winter’s 
weathering, was very rich and humid, and 
it was laid out in beds for the sown plants, 
two for Early Round Top radish (the 
French Breakfast doesn't seem to do well 
with us), two for mignonette head lettuce 
from hot-frame plants, one for egg plants 
and one for small soup and stew carrots. 
\ll these require a rich soil and depend 
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upon quick growing for their tenderness. 

They get all the morning sun, besides a 
lot of heat reflected from the barn wall, 
and, by four o'clock, the forest shade tem- 
pers the sun for the rest of the day. 

Remained lima beans and corn to pro- 
vide for. The bean arch system was such 
a success the vear before that I decided 

to enlarge it and provide for a succession 
from August to November, as limas con- 
tinue to grow until a hard frost hits them. 

Beans and corn in the West Garden looked 
like the best disposition to make of that 

20 x 40 feet. Three rows of bean hills, 

on two-foot spacing 2 feet in the row, 
worked out well, giving four sets of 
arches, the center hill having a straight 

pole bracing the center of the arch. This 

would give 36 bean hills, enough for four 
plantings of nine hills. The first set should 
not go in earlier than May 15, or still 
later with a cold, wet spring. The other 
plantings succeed at two-week intervals to 
July 1. 

\llowing four feet for the west border 
and path, | had 14 x 40 feet for corn, 

enough for 6 rows on 30-inch centers, or 
180 feet altogether. It seems unnecessary 
to warn amateur gardeners not to plant 

their corn in hills and not more than 
three kernels to the hill, but, sometimes, 
in an excess of zeal, as many as ten kernels 
get started in a single hill (probably be- 
cause the seedmen sell you such a lot), 
with the result that ten spindly little stalks 
struggle for a livelihood and none of them 

produce a single ear. Corn should be 
rather planted in a straight groove made 
with the wheel hoe cultivator tooth, and 
three kernels are to be dropped at intervals 
of 2™% feet. As the little stalks grow tall 
vou hoe up your hill around them, and 
they will be quick enough to send out 
more roots above the original ones. This 
method of planting insures that your stalks 
will not be wind-thrown when they get 
seven feet tall. I put in Golden Bantam, 
Early Metropolitan and Country Gentle- 
man, from east to west, two rows of each, 

planted two weeks apart. The first two 
are large-grained, sweet table corns and 

the last a small-kerneled, fine table variety. 
First planting not earlier than May 7 in 
mild springs. 

This ended the layout of the third-year 
garden, except for some red bell peppers 
and parsley set in the border between the 
Kiefer pears in front of the beans. 

How much seed? We all buy too much 
seed. Two packets of each sort will seed 

that whole garden, and, with fine, mellow 

soil, there will be few non-germinating 
seeds. In fact, your thinnings should take 
care of the ultimate spacing of the vege- 

tables. 

You will observe that this last plan is 
notable for omitting the greater part of 
all the catalogued vegetables offered to the 

unwary amateur. There is no use in 
planting anything that you cannot raise, 
that weeds will surely choke if not babied, 
manicured and hand-massaged. I have 
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NTRANCE-DOOR GRILLES 

‘UBSTANTIAL in appearance, 
beautiful in design—Mott’s orna- 

mental iron grilles and lamps are 
appropriate tor the entrance-doors 

of both country and town houses. 
Our catalogs, gladly sent on re- 

quest, are full of suggestions for 
everything in ornamental metal. 

We issue separate catalogs of Dis- 

play Fountains, Drinking Fountains, 

Bird Fountains, Electroliers, Vases, 

Grilles and Gateways, Settees and 
Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums, Tree 
Guards, Sanitary Fittings for stable 
and cow barns. 

{ddre Ornamental Dept 

THE J. L. MOTT [TRON WORKS 
Established 1828 

mr | Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York 

ROSES 
the cream of 

the world’s best 

nearly 400 vari- 

eties ready for 

prompt delivery. 

Beautify Your Home! 

TVR TBRON 7” Products 

| qual of cast bronze in 

Guaranteed 

to grow 
workmanship finish 

und durability it one 

Bison, Height @ in tenth the prices and bloom 
Book Rocks, Boudoir Lamps, Ash Trays, Paper — 

Weights, Statuary, Portables, etc. ve largest and 
4 j pr . . choicest stock of 

Decorative use in the home zene for ~ cTY: own-root roses of 

Distinctive gifts for all occasions yo J wu our 50 years’ ex- 
Unusual Bridge and other prizes perience, despite 

Hanging in price mpm OF ze § up . heavy demand 

None genuine without this name ARTBReNZ" Kea 1915 Rose Guide J 

KATHO! NZI WORK free. Write today J 

Fifth Ave New York eee! 
sinsipdentiinimeuattenceemas The CONARD & Jones Co. 

Rose Specialists Box 126 West Grove, Pa. 
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Moons’ Evergreens will Hide Drying Clothes 

and Other Objectionable Views 
vn stock we have contains a large assortment of varieties in varied sizes. Many of these trees 

are large enough for immediate results—-as were those used in this planting —which in eight- 
een months produced the results here shown. & Evergreens can be planted now, and Moons’ have 
them for every place and purpose. Catalogue, profusely illustrating Evergreens and other Hardy 

Trees and Plants, gladly mailed upon request. 

THE WILLIAM H. MOON COMPANY 
PHILADELPUIA OFFICE —_ _ 
Reom 1, 21 5S. llth Street Makefield Place, MORRISV ILLE, PA, 
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In writing to adv« ’ ise mention House & GARDEN 

‘i? ay iy an wy 

SINE TINIE 

wa 

Wa 

my business affairs to run, and therefore 
plant nothing in my garden that cannot 
be weeded wholesale with a wheel hoe. 
The selection is exclusively broad-leaved, 
hardy vegetables, good weed-fighters in 
themselves, and, at that, the heap of husky 
weeds that you will pull up and pile in 
the compost heap during your morning 
and evening walks in the garden will more 
than fill a wagon load. 

Celery, potatoes, onions, oyster plant, 
brussels sprouts, cabbages, cauliflower and 
even peas (unless you have a wire net for 
them) are a nuisance, and to succeed re- 
quire the exclusive attention of a gardener. 
\ll of them have to be monkeyed with in 
one way or another a great deal too much 
for the business man to bother about, and 
the grocer charges so little for them in 
season that they do not repay for your 
labor. 

And, for the land’s sake, do not let any 
squashes or pumpkins or melons get loose 
in your garden, or they will own it in a 
month, and you will get one pumpkin in 
return for smothering fifty dishes of beets 
or beans, to say nothing of the pernicious 
habit of these vines of sprawling all over 
the place, making it impossible to run the 
wheel hoe and inviting an epidemic of 
weeds. 

This plan suited me pretty well, and in 
mid-January the seeds were ordered and 
meanwhile the barn was finished. As 
fresh eggs had climbed to 72 cents a dozen, 
[ saw no reason why a wing should not be 
added to the west side of the barn, making 
a 6 x 6-foot chicken house 8 feet high, 

and having a 6 x 36-foot runway along 

the west privet hedge as far as the black- 
berries. So I set about it, building it on 

the same architectural treatment as the 
barn, and by mid-February it became the 
abode of ten laying hens and a rooster. 
These were farm-yard Orpington stock, 
costing me a $1o bill for the outfit. For 
[ have always had a horror of fancy poul- 
try stock, at $1 an egg. They are grand 
chickens, I'll admit; and lay a marvelous 
egg; granted—when they lay. Ten barn- 
yard chicks begin to return an investment 
on your $10 at once; they are not nervous 
about people, dogs and horses being about, 
for they always have been accustomed to 
being handled (and sometimes booted) 

around, and they always require no par- 
ticular inducement beyond table scraps 
and a little whole corn to begin laying six 
eggs a day right off. And six eggs a 

y is exactly the consumption of our 
enterprising family. There is no money in 
poultry—verily ; but there is in just plain 
chickens; in our case 36 cents a day. 

There are a variety of nuisances which 
follow in the train of the festive hen, but 
a little planning ahead will circumvent 
most of them. One is Biddv’s tendency 
to fly over the moon. Cut wings are all 
right, but they grow out again far too soon 
for the busy commuter to keep up with, 
wherefore the long, narrow chicken run, 
6 feet x 36 feet, with a wire roof over- 
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head, the sides being not less than four 
feet high. Another is the problem of get- 
ting table scraps and water inside the yard 
without part of your colony taking French 
leave through the open door. The remedy 
is a double trough, with a lip outside for 
your scrap can and a lip inside for the 
hens, the footboard of the cage forming a 

central barrier down the length of the 
trough. 

‘hen there is that cute habit the fruitful 
hen has of laying an egg almost anywhere 
but beside that glass egg, which you have 

| in a wooden box in the 
chicken house. This is a symptom that 
Biddy H. does not appreciate your location 
of that box. It is too public; too much 
in the glare and limelight; and the cure 

is to locate your row of nests in the most 
secluded spot in the chicken house, in a 
dim, religious atmosphere, with a slanting 
board overhead to keep other fowls (or 
fools) from roosting in or on the nests. 

SO art fully place 

The best recipe for making hens lay is 
to leave them alone, and make them 
scratch gravel for a living. They are just 
a bit nervous when there are humans 
about, and would rather not lay that egg, 
thank you, until vou have gone about your 
business. And if they get their corn for 

the picking, or from one of those sprink- 
lers that shower down a-plenty every time 
the hen pecks it, life becomes too easy a 
problem altogether to bother about laying 

any eggs. So | put down plenty of straw 
on the chicken yard floor, fed them whole 

corn, and they have to go down into the 
sand after the elusive kernel, thus intro- 

ducing the healthful element of work into 

an otherwise sedentary existence. 

Sanitation is another puzzler for the 
busy commuter and his hen house. You 
can use a dropping tray under the -roosts 
and clean it at periodic intervals, or else 
have a cement floor, sanded, and the sand 

hanged ever so often. I prefer the latter, 
as they dirty the chicken-house floor any- 
way, and you have both it and the tray to 
clean with the former scheme. In modern 

chickenhouses the tray is placed about 
three inches under the roosts—another 

reason why they do not lay—for if the 

hen had any say about it that roost would 
be the highest thing she could fly to. That 

primal instinct of preserving her own pre- 
cious skin governs everything the hen 

thinks and does, and sleeping directly over 
a platform, presumably not rat-proof, 1s 
nervous business; wherefore, for laying 
hens, put your roosts well up under the 
roof, with a footboard leading up near, 
but not to the first rung. 

\ll of which doctrine was faithfully 

carried out in building my chicken wing 
of the barn, with results that fully justi- 
fied the time and labor involved in bring- 

ing it about 

| had always rejoiced in pigeons on my 
bovhood place. They are a nuisance (and 
so are dogs, for that matter), but I love 

them and I meant to have them, in spite 
of the shrieks of protest from my better 

lly twenty years experience 

in the roofing business has 
convinced me that you take 
no chances with roofing 

backed up by J-M Responsibility. 

Hundreds of folks in the southern tier of 
New York State and over the line in north- 

ern New Jersey know what John Myers 
stands for—and a lot of J-M Roofs up that 
way back him up, too. 

Your Roof Becomes Our Roof 
when you cover your building with J-M 

ERS 
THE CONTINENT Sw 

PR ek on Roofing and register that roof with us. 
coe =< } eterna You may have a guarantee if branches cover the country 
Highly artistic. ss you want one; but no “ guar- and our representatives are 

antee ” ever printed assures everywhere. Bea J-M reg- 
your roofing satisfaction so istered roof owner and one 

J-M Asbestos well as the J-M way of doing of our men will take super- 
business. visory charge of your roof. Ready Roofing 

Weather proof, fire 
retardant, needs no 
coating. First cost 

| only cost. 

Every foot of roofing we ever J-M Asbestos Roofings never 
made was made not merely need painting and last for 
to sell but to serve. J-M years practically without re- 
Responsibility is not a policy. pairs. And they are not only 
It is a principle. weather-proof, they are also 
J-M Responsibility gives this fire-retardant. Sparks and fly- 
roofing service because our ing brands will not ignite them. 

J-M Asbestos 
Built-up Roofing 
Permanent, fire re- 
sistant. Light- 
weight, smooth sur- 
faced,needs no paint. 
The imperishable 

J-M Asbestos Roofings are examined and approved 
by Underwriters’ Laboratories under the direction 

flat roof. of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 

If every J-M roof owner will register his J-M Roof with us, we 
J-M Regal | will see that that roof gives him full roofing service. Tell us 

Ready Roofing ; what kind of building you have to roof and we will give you 
“Rubber Type” } our experience with roofs of that kind. 
ready roofing for 
general roofing pur- 
poses. 

J-M Roofings 
for Every fe: 

Requirement 

R ibilit 

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CoO. 
Akron Buffalo Dayton Houghton Louisville New Orleans Portland, Ore, Seattle 
Albany Chicago Denver Houston Memphis New York Rochester Syracuse 
Atlanta Cincinnati Detroit Indianapolis Milwavkee Omaha St. Louis Toledo 

saltimore Cleveland Duluth Kansas City Minneapolis Philadelphia St. Paul Washington 
Birmingham Columbus Galveston Los Angeles Newark, N.J. Pittsburg Salt Lake City Wilkes-Barre 
Boston Dallas San Francisco Youngstown 

THE CANADIAN H.W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD., Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal, Vancouver 
3057 

LandscapeGardening || AYEt a= Supply 
A course for Homemakers and 

Gardens eae by Prof. Beal f 
of Corne niversity. FA R Ay | S 

Gardeners who understand up- or 
to-date methods and practice are 
in demand for the best positions. and ’ 

A. ~ oe a z —— 
Gardening is indispensable to 
those who would have the Country Je leyeitsts 
pleasantest homes. 

; 250-page Catalog free. Send for descriptive Catalog 5¢ 
Prov. BEAL Write to-day. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL LU N 4 1 (Oh CO. 
PT. 226. SPRINGFIELD, MASS. BOSTON, MASS. 

In writing to adveriisers please mention House & GarDEN. 
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“"ETOILE d’OR” 

Totty’s “Mums 
The above is one of the Nov- 

elties in the Early Flowering 
section of Hardy ‘Mums, that 
we are distributing this year. 

We catalog over irieties of thi 

wonderful type, that will give you a continu 

ion of flowers from the middle of 

eptember until late in November, without 

Handling 

is we do, more Chrysanthemums than any 

eventy 

ou ucet 

the protection of a greenhouse 

other house in the world, we can supply your 

wants for any purpose and in any quantity 

Our catalog which describes over four hun 

lrecdl varieties of all types of Chrysanthe 

mum ind a full list of Novelty and 

Standard Rose and Carnatior will be 

mailed you on request 

Roses 
We grow Roses for greenhouse and garden 

culture, Our Rose catalogue describe the 

two Novelties for this year, ‘‘ Mra. F. F. 

Thompson,"’ a lovely shell pink, and 
** White Shawyer,’’ a superb whit isk 

ior it 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

We will send a dozen Assorted Early 
Flowering "Mums, and include a plant 
of “Etoile d’Or,"’ prepaid to any 
address for $2.00. 

CHARLES H. TOTTY 
Specialist 

Roses Carnations Chrysanthemums 

Ridgedale Avenue, Madison, N. J. 

$00 iris ematal Window Box 
That Makes Plants Grow 

It cam be eet inside of 
——_ k>>> outeide the window or on 

the porch railing. Will not 
AN —_— —— leak and damage the wood- 

work Patented ventilated 
and drainage bottom. 

; 7 - Made of heavy galvanized 
ae he = steel, enameled dark green, 

. — 6” deep, Te" wide and 
de in any lengthe. 

Te tetroduce and show you this fos we will send you by 
Parcel Poet, One 30” long, anywhere Kast of the Mississippi on 

receipt of $1.00-——Weet of the Mississipp! for $1.50. four 
money back Uynot satisfied 

Get our free Booklet on plants and bow to grow them 

SUCCESS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
18 SARGENT STREET GLOUCESTER, MASS. 

halt tt pla e, even a little one, 

is complete without some pigeons flapping 
down into the driveway and making an 

ornament of themselves about the barn 

ce we even tried a white rabbit, but 

le ate up all the pansies and was such a 
general nuisance that we gave him away to 

ave the garden), and there is always 

wr them up tn the gable ends of the 

nitted the cornice on the west 

ble and brought out the shingling to 
et the eave moulding, pierced five 

on holes through the shingles with a 

ile of shelves under them. and there 

ou were! The sheathing on this end 

vent behind the studding, leaving a space 

me 16 inches between it and the 

ng le ample tor a pigeon loft, as it 
only needed some roosts and some nest 

boxes close under the slant of the roof to 

practical abode for a 

Less than that, many will 

make an entirely 

OZeCn pigeons 

eldom stay with vou, and thev need at 

first a temporary wire cage in front, built 
over the chicken-house roof. 

\ll these 
1 } 

operations sent the winter 

"vy like a bobsled, so that we izzing 

hardly had time to do any skating, and by 
| the time the chickens were in it was the 

niddle of February and time to plant the 
new lettuce and radishes in the green 

( The last of the old lettuce was 

leaned out of the hotbed and _ eaten 

making an unbroken record of lettuce for 

he whole year), and we went into our 

urd spring with a rush. By the middle 

f March the first peas went in outside, 
the leave were cleared off the straw 

berries and a good sprinkling of manure 

ulded to them, and then in regular suc 
ession the spinach, beets, outside radishes 

and lettuce were planted, all the fruits and 

berries began to bud, and by the 11th of 

\pril we had a pretty little floral display 

of first blo \ day in March de 
7 | - | =r voted to pruning and spraying the fruit 

all the attention they asked. In 

soms 

| Wal 

big orchards the pruning is lone in De- 
ember, January or February, as there 1s 

too much to do in March to wait that long, 
but | wait until the winter is through and 

then prune out all the winter-killed shoots, 

cutting off about an inch beyond the green 

vood, which is all the pruning thev need 

The spraying 

to discourage a certain lively) 

who stings the voung blossom, 

during the first few vears. 

essential. 

pring fly, 
making it set 

\bout the middle of 

| had sworn by the nine o'clock 

wormy fruit 

\pril our horse 

arrived 

ommuter’s train that the only “car” that 

ever got into our “garage” would be a 

four-legged one; a_ silky-haired, black 

ar.’ with a white blaze on his nose, 14 

inds high, with fuzzy ears and wonder 

il brown eves! He was a Western 

cavuse, one of a carload of Montana stock, 
broken to saddle and “democrat,” which 

nm our case was a light, four-seated 

aeton. He is busy paving dividends on 
is bale of hay all dav long, for he gets 

hitched up to take me to the train, the 

Residence (and porch) of A. P. 

Wieland Harrisburg Pennsyl- 

i, equipped with Vudor Porch 
Shades. 

UDOR Porch Shades are flat, slats of 
stained wood — not bamboo. They 

are woven together with non-rotting seine 
twine, with double rows of warp at each 
edge. Strips cannot slip. They are woven 
with reenforcing in the body of the shade. 

Every Vudor Shade is equipped with a Vudor 
Safety Wind Device that does not have to be 
hooked or unhooked each time you roll the shade 
up or down. This device, being independent of the 
shade, puts all wind pressure on the porch itself. 

Over 600,000 Vadors in daily use 

Dudor 
Reenforced 

Porch 
Shades | | 

will add a cooler room in, equipped with Vudor Porch 

to your home at little Sades- 
cost. Ten minutes with 
a screw-driver puts 
them up. 

Send for Free Booklet 

See how easily Vudor 

Shades add an extra room 

to your house. Wesend poaewak M. Srough, Vicke- 

the name of a merchant burg, Miss., equipped with Vudor 
Porch Shades 

who can show you the 
shades. Send today, be- 
fore Aot weather comes. 

HOUGH SHADE CORP. 

261 Mill Street, Janesville, Wis. 

+ 

Resid e of G. W. Gr Fort 
The name-plate marks the geau- oe se Thomas, Kentucky, equipped with 

ine Vador Reenfore Vudor Porch Shades - 
Porch Shades 

Invite the Birds 
Give them a house like this and they’lb 
stay all summer They'll protect trees, 

shrubs and plants. Our free portfolio 

shows 35 new bird house designs, 

built by master workmen Send for 
it today 

The MATHEWS MANUFACTURINGCO. 

941 Williamson Bidg., Cleveland, O. 

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY 

under soil and climate advantages, 
Steele’s Sturdy Stock is the satisfac- 
tory kind. Great assortment of Fruit, 
Nut, Shade and Evergreen ®Trees, 
Small-fruit Plants, Hardy Shrubs, 
Roses, etc. Fully Described in my 
Beautiful Illustrated Descriptive Cat- 
alogue—it's free! 

T. E. STEELE. Pomona Narseries, Palmyra, N. J. 
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“EE EEEEEBREERAG madam to market, and the kids to school 

every morning; besides being ridden by 
all of us, particularly the children, every 
day of his life. And if the man with a 
car’ gets more fun out of it (or, rather, 

if his family does when he is not there), - 

— 
— 
Sa 

mn) Ceri 
I’m sitting here to be shown! a] ( 

| moved the three dogs out into their 

Cr wIGMIEIGL BEN aE 
ry : Ss ~ 2 

Ww gtk, nw’ Ta t 

_ py kennel on the barn porch in March. They 
are apt to get mangy with too much lying 
before open fires in the house, and, ex- 
cept in the severest weather, do better out 
of doors. Our little pack comprises one 
Airedale, one English setter and one 
Walker strain Southern foxhound, a 
bunch of dogs that can track and tackle 
anything in the game line that runs or 
flies, besides being great family pets. The 
pigeons were bought in May, six pairs of 

\ POSITIVE CAP 
igeons ight in May, ; Why the Kelsey Baers tachment 
them, slates and buffs, ordinary stock, ° 

and given into the care of my little Heat is a 
nine-year-old daughter; which brings us =" Health Heat 

up pretty close to the present day, with the 

exit! 

won esaiit| 
—— 

met) 2 ae iE 123545] 
= as. 

GS 

=e 194 £05;] Sei eess 

— 

var len in full sw ing, the corn and beans Its vital basic principle is fresh air, which it takes : eo Pr RESH AIR a 
: : from the outside, warms it to an agreeable tempera- - i : ; = 

in, and the tomatoes set out. J ture, mixes it with just the right amount of moisture; - , oy & 
ab . " : \ and th delivers sac ~ > Taking census, we have found growing oa pon a = ve "\) 

. eA” pos Wie = So efficient is its heating capacity, that it will — Wty 
room, W ithout crow ding, tor 20 truit trees, ; deliver sufficient warmed fresh air Hy make a com- Kelsey Heated Residence of George Cluett, W 4 ar 
- ‘Triec : . rantc < acnaracic > eed plete change%of air four times an hour, in all, rooms. town, Mass., Charles C. Grant, Architect. Mr. ae 70 berric S _ a ieeg Xp: a — _ ee ee * Cutt has acveral ther housee-all Kesey heated \s 
a strawberry ed, a tu vegeta le gar en k 8 of this warming of fresh outside air, it wi we . / : eep your house at any desired temperature, in any 
pri lucing enough ror the summer and a ; weather; and do it with less fuel than any other If this Kelsey Heaith Heat is the heat we say it Ht 

sali * . - (and itting the bulk system, whether steam, hot water or vapor. This is, isn’t it the heat you want to know more about? (Ws 
part ol the winter (an omitting the bu = is not¥a mere advertising claim but one we always Then send for our latest booklet called ‘Some wy 

staples, such as potatoes, onions, sweet irs welcome, the chance to prove. Saving Sense On Heating 

potatoes, etc.) ; also a horse, dogs, chickens 
and pigeons. The place sells nothing out- 
side, and is in no sense a farm—more than 2767 ae iisnee HE | (ELSE: | we, Dy 

es | R 
erry 

half of it is devoted to lawns, shrubbery WARM AIR GEDERATO 

. tha mas ] ca -_ > -aAnr alf and the main house—yet the rear half 237 Jemes Suen, Semen, N.Y. 
keeps the grocer at bay for a family of DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 
six. We have a staple grocery store in 

our own cellars, and so have dispensed 
with the gentleman entirely—with his 
little bill of fifty dollars a month! 

What will I do next? Well, I intend 
ave that tennis court the next strip 

, clear, with a potato patch in behind its , ‘ 
rear backstop. I have quite enough lawn I Lighting Fixtures that Are 

to mow now, thank you, without keeping 

7) 
be FY i 

j= =. =, 

a man on the place, so it will be a dirt THE IDEAL a Backed by a Guarantee a 
court. “Gaumer lighting every- és ake no chi — in 

The remaining one-thid acre T propose | 11 WACATION VOYAGE Sp 
to leave in Risse ong and do a little glow" 

a lasting ornament to 

your home—not to be- 
come shabby and cor- 
roded and unsightly. 
Tell your dealer you 
want 

GAUMER 
Guaranteed 

‘Lighting Fixtures 
They are built to last. 

They are beautifully fin- 

Delightful 17-day Cruises 

NEW YORK 
THROUGH THE 

PANAMA CANAL 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Large American 

Trans-Atlantic Liners 
“FINLAND” and “KROONLAND” 

22,000 Tons Displacement 

forestry on i ; but let me tell you “in our 
next’ how we made our lawns, drives and 
put in our evergreens, flowering shrubs, 
roses and vines. For thereby hangs a tale 
of much experience. 

ULTIMA 

Have you ever stooped to drink at a 

brook and noticed what seemed to be ani- 

mated stones creeping along the bottom? 
Then you're acquainted with the queer FROM NEW YORK FROM FRISCO ished by a special electro- 
summer-house dwellers that S. H. Chubb od ms Po . a a mpeanpat rind a Sa 
describes in his article on “Master Masons Seetes = *O SSE Se Senet ene ey 

and Every Third Week Thereafter 

Highest Standard Cuisine and Service 

Circular Tickets, One Way Water Route, 
The Other Way Rail 

PANAMA PACIFIC LINE 
9 Broadway 319 Geary Street 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 

AGENTS EVERYWHERE 

Ea ST UU ULL ILL AULUIULL LALA. LALLA LLL LLL LL 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

Living-Room or Look for the Gaumer Guarantee 
Dining-Room Tag. Refuse substiutes insist on 

seeing this Tag on every indoor fixture. 
and Builders,” in the June House AND 
GARDEN. Their methods are marvelous 

and their houses and architecture will 

arouse your interest. 

If your dealer does not have Gaumer Fixtures, we 
will tell you of a dealer near you who does. 

Address Dept. A 

BIDDLE-GAUMER COMPANY 
3846-56 Lancaster Ave. Philadelphia 
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FOR SHORE AND MOUNTAINS 

7 
{ mple line 

e} f e he | 

x | pial i tal anal ‘ 

| fact every 

i t! ed f the 

h ! ng 
oT mie 

PLAN YOUR 
FURNISHING NOW 

I Send for our prints, 
ma NS, 

‘ i to 
, i 

ca c cr r 

‘ ‘ “ol 

a t t ew ] 

} 
‘ . VI ’ 

| le- 

(\ Live in the Garden 
Sper ——* 
. Imire r f ‘ a tod» Make i ir garden, 

- ake it comtlortabl “ hy Mat he ws 

Vi Decoration Yur tree portfoho will 
j help you it shows tr ' des for Sum- 

hee Ho cs, !’ ry i | I lrellises , 
: Furniture and all ot r (,arden decoration 

Ask about our inique bird house 

THE MATHEWS MANUPACTIL RING ©O 

909 Willlameon Buliding Cleveland, Ohio 

Garden Accessories 

(C ontinued } Page 355) 

reel ic] ire so natural that one in- 

tinctively stops to listen for the song or 

(he birds are life-size and hand- 

Lint nm exact representation of our 
feathered friends—a delight to the eye in 

n arden Che littl pottery birds are 

e ¢ ensive, though less natural, but 

j ible 

ce! bright touch to the garden, 

er or not the blossoms are out, is 
e old-time “wishing ball.” The wishing 

ball randfather to those delightful, big, 

tmas tree balls—a great, shining, 

globe ten inches in diameter, 
ted on a pede tal Its mission is to 

reflect the glow ol the ski ® the fleeciness 

f the ind the myriad delights of 

e garden \ most eftective pedestal 1s 

rie fas lumn of 1 srowing 

in uri 
; ' 1 ] 

if you Nave a practica vegetable garden, 

he new vegetable basket will fill you with 

nging—until some kind friend sees that 

ou have one They are large and flat 

bottomed, reminding one somewhat of a 

flat-bottomed rowboat with two Sterns, 

he ends curving up a little and sides high 

gh to keep the cuttings and pickings 

vhere they 

eno 

are placed. These baskets are 

ale separate. or they come fitted with 

i kneeling cushion, which is impervious to 

noisture; a large apron of hopsacking 

vith bib and immense pockets; a set ot 

long-handled implements—weed grubber, 

trowel, fork and marking line with iron 
winder and a dozen wooden markers with 

indelible pencil With this outfit the 

umateur gardene 

at 1 dec ile aly 

can make the output of 

gat professional 

The latest in flower baskets 1s scoop 

haped with crossed handle, and is fitted 

ut with a bright flowered cretonne apron 
, ' 

ot capacious pockets paci notebook and pen 
lower markers in glass cases; wire: 

irden tap kneeling cushion; pruning 

hears and rose scissor When the flow 

ers are picked and ready to arrange, the 

new wooden flower tray is almost indis- 

pensable It is large enough to protect 

the table from wet vases, and provides 

enty of room for sorting and arranging. 

Rose baskets come fitted out with ga\ 

wered apron, soft straw garden hat, 

rs and wir 

any garden or flower work where 

1 special protection is required for a 

woman's gown, the large rubber apron is 

most desirable especially useful in ar 

ranging the vases, for water will spatter 

the best regulated families.” For 

artistic effect, however, the dainty smocked 

linen apron with great pockets, and sun 

bonnet and sleeve protectors to match, are 

first choice 
for the porch or indoor use the sculp- 

tured flower-holder appeals to the artistic 

eye, and various bronze and pewter fig- 
ures suited to the use to which they are 

TO ENJOY THE MAXIMUM SUMMER 
COMFORT BY NIGHT AND DAY 

use the 

WILSON AWNING BLIND 
On Windows and Piazzas 

Gives perfect control of light and air, very easily operated, 
artistic and durable. Transforms a Piazza or Porch into an 
enclosed outdoor sleeping room at will 

Send for new ‘Venetian Catalogu 

THE J. G. WILSON CORPORATION; 
i-3-5 West 29th Street 5 

After May 1 at 8 West 40th Street, New York 
SOMETHING POR EVERY BUILDING 

Inside Venetians, Rolling Partitions. R dling Steel Shutters, 
Burglar and Fireproof Steel Curtain 

Add beauty, charm and distinctiveness 
to your home. Give to it an air of 
cultured refinement by having your 
walls finished in the latest offerings of 

Fab-Rik-O-Na 
Woven Wall Coverings 
An almost unlimited variety of beautiful 
tones, shades and designs afford unique color 
scheme. Unequalled in rich simplicity and 
durability. When in New York, visit our 
exhibit at the Craftsman Home Builders 
Permanent Exposition, 6 East 59th Street. 

H. B. WIGGIN’S SONS CO. 
218 Arch Street Bloomfield, N. J 

Send for Booklet 

“Art and Utility in Decoration” 
And Samples 

to be put are combined with handsome pot- 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & Garpen. 

Grow your own 
Vegetables 

Cut down your living expenses. You'll be aston- 
ished how easy it is to save time, labor, and money 
and get bigger and better crops when you use 

Planet Jr &27@e" 
This No. 16Planet Jris the highest ty pe of Single Wheel 
Hoe made. Light but strong, and can be 
used by man, woman, or boy. Will do all 
the cultivation in your garden in the 
easiest. quickest and best way. In- 
destructible steel frame. Costs little 
and lasts a lifetime. 

New 72-page Catalog (168 i!lus- 
trations) free; describes over 50 
different hand-and-horse-tools. 
W rtte postal 

Jor u. 

S.L.Allend Co. 
Box 1110 Kk 
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tery bowls, to hold fine, long-stemmed 

garden beauties. 

Speaking now of real birds and not 

garden markers, no garden is complete in 
its hospitality without a drinking fountain 
for the songsters. Two unusual designs 

may be had in green and brown pottery; 

one with many open lips upon which the 
bird may perch and dip to get his drink 
without stepping in to take a bath—unless 
he is a very unwise little songster courting 
capture. Another, a replica of an ancient 
Egyptian bowl, the original of which is in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. This 
large, flat bowl will entice to bathe as well 

as to drink, and is large enough and shal 
low enough to accommodate quite a flock 
of thirsty and bath-desiring visitors. 

For garden and porch use the old, 
painted wooden settle and chairs are now 
in great demand, the older the better. The 

indescribable green of some of these old 

specimens, decorated with gay flowers, 
harmonizes well with nature colorings 

This furniture is a welcome change from 

the concrete and rustic pieces that have 
been much used of late years. 

Garden Suggestions and Queries 
(Continued from page 361) 

Dreer’s Three Colossal Dahlias little more in congenial soil. Blackberries 

are stronger growers and need from 4 to Of the three hundred and forty-eight varieties 

5 x 5 to 7 feet apart, according to the of Dahlias which we offer in our Garden Book 
amount of space, variety and method of this season, all of which are strictly high grade 
training to be used. The dewberries are and distinct either in color or form, none are 
natural trainers, but in garden culture more desirable than the three colossal sorts 

should be given support. They can be illustrated. 

placed about as close as the blackberries. Kalif: A majestic flower frequently measuring 
At the time of planting they should be over 9 inches across, of perfect cactus shape 
cut back quite severely, unless one wants and pure scarlet in color. 

to let a few canes grow to bear fruit the 

same season. This is not a good plan for 
plants that are wanted for a permanent 
crop. A few extra ones may be had for 
use in this way and then cut out. 

The larger fruit trees are set farther 

apart, and should each have a place spaded 

Hortulanus Fiet: <A huge flower, of the Dec 
orative type of a delicate shade of shrimp 
pink, the tip of each petal touched with gold. 

Nibelungenhort: ‘The mammoth flowers of 
this Cactus variety are of a beautiful tint 
of old-rose illuminated with a golden-apricot 

sak duit ‘anal ainiiahied “wiuaea Maias dies tie suffusion. . 
, on nee oe —" = = Price, any of the above, $1.00 

be set. They should be planted only where each: the set of three for $2.50. 

the drainage 1S good In planting trees For complete list, not only of Dahlias, but the best of 

and hrubs and any othe tough, fibrous-’ everything in Seeds, Plants and Bulbs, see Dreer’s Garden 

rooted plants, great care should be taken Book. Free on request if you mention House & Garpen, 

to get the soil in firmly about them. This Henry A. Dreer 

cannot be done satisfactorily by filling the 714-716 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
hole in with all the soil at once and by 
then trying to make it tight by stamping 
around on the surface. Do it several times 
while the hole is being filled up, using the 
foot or a blunt stick to do the “stamping”’ 
with. If water is needed, pour in a gen 

erous supply when the hole is about half 

STANLEY’S HINGES Seven Hardy Glorious Lilies tor $1°° 
The Standard of Quality the world Rach 

over. Before buying the hardware L. AURATUM (Golden Queen), Im 
for your new home, write for booklet mense flower, white with gold band 25« 
“Properly Hung Doors. e L. Tenuifolium, masses of coralred Department “H. bell-like lowers. Exquisite lhe 
THE STANLEY WORKS L. UMBELLATUM, striking buff ; ; , _ ° Meee ich apricot If filled and go on with the rest of the plan New Britain Connecticut to rich ag ve | 

L. ALBUM, like driven snow glisten the ing, leaving each tree the same way, and recurved petals. FRAGRANT ete 
then go over it and as soon as the water : ia , L. SUPERBUM, magnificent tall, stem, 
- | at . ns a” gs fj ‘ | t] aE b 4 / Portable Fire Proof masses orange, dark-spotted bloom lhe 
las become soaked up, mis 1 tne joo. 4 ; L. ROSEUM, white, spotted and clouded 

Roses, hardy perennials and smaller Garage Bs Fragrant 2e 
: pe: : p ; ; maryllis Hallii, umbels of charmin things should be carefully guarded from Patented Cat, 6, S08 dem 6, 1006 tender rose. Trumpet flowers........ 30c wted ond san after they are received and Write for catalog and full information to Price includes rere, FULL directions, how 7 

th re — = ¢ . 4 ‘ THE TAYLOR to grow LILIES sent with every order until you are ready to get at the actual MANUFACTURING CO, | SEND, for our 1015 SPRING GARDENBOOK. Pull of 
planting. Even then expose them as little CT - | GARDENLORE 
as possible Montclair, N. J. H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., New York. 
« 55 - 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & Gagpen. 
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Look at the 
=< Ceiling = 
p= 

°“) —in the house of your 
S| best friend. 
-“S Is it ribbed with dirt streaks 
P< that make it look as if it were 
»<| corrugated? Then it was not 
S=| laid over 

n0- Sout 
Expanded Metal Lath 

for the fine mesh of “Kno-Burn” makes .o6. 
._ 4 streaking impossible Py 

=< Insist on Kno-Burn Metal Lath in your P*<J 
Se’) new home. It is the practical base for | 

‘| plaster and stucco because it unfail- 
P| ingly binds the surface that covers it. } 

a : ‘ 
Vractical Homebuilding” tells how to j 

— sil, It give uu all sort f compar 

( stive cost figure tains plans, detail! A 
>. drawings and photograph ind it is ‘ 
Sen the most readable book you ever iw. 

» North Western Expanded 
Sad Metal Company > 

f / 937 Old Colony Bide. CHICAGO, ILL. > 

X 
| he Send 10 cents \\ 

4 to cower cost “ . . 

4. of mailing ~~ 4 

. | and ask for KS 

booklet 379 | oe >. a . 
- 7 ‘ 

3 - 

For Home, Seashore or Country 
By Maud Only from - tinty, Man-T adored 

it 
6 months to § years, 50 cents to $7. 
Mother, write for our Summer 
Style Book and see why the be t 
treased boys and girls in all the 
fashion centers of the world 
wear and go into ecstasies over 

our dainty, distinctive, serv- 
iceable rompers, Norfolk, Middy 

~ 
a 5 Wash 
Allen 

play and slternoon suits 

Lovely, harmonious color com 

ination comfort-giving lines, 

washable materials of great 
lurability Real Style. Sam- 
ples and delivery free 

Ford & Allen, 46G Federal St., Boston, U.S.A. 

Beautifying the Clothes-Line Posts 

TINE-COVERED clothes-line posts 

/ are 1 unique velt owned by a 

iburban resident ot Cincinnati This 

ner of all suburban home, tired of 

ecing the plain woo posts in his back 

ird. as well as in those of his neighbors, 

rder t with this unsightly 

object deci to t the experiment of 

vering th vith vines. With this end 
cw, he planted sprouts oft honey 

kle around the posts, which had pre- 

viously been encased in chicken-wire net 

In a few weeks the honevsuckle had 

taken root and begun a rapid growth which 

Instead of the glaring white monstrosity, which makes 

the average American “back yard” hideous, one 

sees a pleasant profusion of green leaves 

in a short time completely covered the un- 
sightly posts, as shown in the accompany- 

ing illustration 
lo make the old posts doubly attractive 

he nailed little bird homes to the tops of 

them, hoping to attract some of those 

native song birds he had been reading so 

uch about. He was successful, for early 

st April along came a pair of blue-birds, 
the most desirable of all the song birds, 

and they took possession of the hutlet on 

the post here illustrated. They built a 
nest in the little home provided for them 
and reared a brood of four husky little 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarDeEN. 

Stucco, concrete or brick walls absorb much 
water, becoming damp, unsanitary and disfigured. 
But they can be water-proofed and beautified with 

| TTRUS-CON 

STONE IEX 
APPLIED WITH A BRUSH 

A liquid cement coating which becomes an inseparable part 

the wall, sealing all pores and filling hair-cracks Hard as flint 

Damp-proof, weather-resisting. Gives uniform, artistic color Ap 
plied to new id walls. Furnished in a variety of pleasing tones 

It will pay you to learn about Trus-Con Waterproofing 

Products. Write for full information,telling us your needs 

: THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES 
163 Trus-Con Building, Detroit, Mich. 
Wate: proofings—Dampproofings— Technical Paints 

\“GILIsstshstshsshhstssslhshstssh BAARABABAAABAsssas 

AAAAAABARARAARY 

I have a very complete collection of good old 
furniture of the 18th and early 19th centuries, 

both restored and in the rough. 
@ I will be glad to answer inquiries and mail 
photographs. 

SUSAN WESTROPE 
694 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Jand Williamsville,{N. Y. 

my [°c 
. . 

Fireplaces esesiPsinascy 62 
Made to FREDERIC N. WHITLEY 

Engineer and Contractor 
Draw 219 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

The gorgeous Tritomas, 
flashing like fire, light 
the} shrubjborder and 

matk’e ,the garden 
brilliant with 
scarlet, yellow, 
orange and gold. 
My splendid collec- 
tion of these novel 
plants is illustrated 

and described in the 
new edition of 

Farr’s 
Hardy Plant 
Specialti 

A book of inspiration and help for those 
who want a garden that need not be re- 

newed each year. Over 500 varieties of 
Peonies, scores of Irises, Phioxes, Delphiniums, 

and other favorites are included; twelve plates 
in the colors of nature, and many one-color 

illustrations, show these splendid plants. A list 
of new and rare Dahlias is one of the features of 
this splendid book. Send for a copy before you 
make your garden plans this spring . 

BERTRAND H. FARR 
Wyomissing Nurseries 

106 Garfield Ave., Wyomissing, Pa. 
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youngsters. Will they return next spring? 
If they do they will not only find their 
little home waiting for them on the honey- 
suckle-clad post, but they will find many 
other such posts in neighboring yards, for 
the idea has caught on, and the neighbors 
are now starting honeysuckle sprouts all 
around their clothes-line posts. 

Which posts would you rather have in 
your yard—the one in the foreground, 
with its pretty green dress, or those just 
back of it, which illustrate how the former 
looked before being dressed up? 

Your Saturday Afternoon Garden 
(Continued from page 337) 

too much or scatter it so that it stays on 
the leaves in lumps, you may damage some 
crops with it. 

lf a rain comes you should go over the 
ground as soon as it dries, so as to break 

up the crust before the soil hardens. At 
the third or fourth cultivation, when the 
plants are beginning to be of good size, 
but when it is a little difficult to work 
close around them, a little earth may be 
thrown towards them—not enough to 

“hill” them, in the old-fashioned sense of 
the word, but enough to come an inch or 

two up the stalk and to cover up and 
smother any sprouting weeds which the 
hoe may have missed. If the crop is 

growing as it should, most of the space 

between the rows will be covered by the 

spreading leaves, so as to make much fur- 
ther cultivation both impossible and un- 
necessary. And as long as there is any 
ground visible the centers of the rows 

that can be worked should be gone over 

frequently enough to keep it mellow on 
top. In spite of the best of care, there 

will probably be a few weeds that will 
come through and grow to a luxuriant 

middle age. If they grow so large that 
you cannot pull them without injuring the 
plants near which they are growing, cut 

them off at the roots just below the soil 

before they go to seed. 

Onions and other crops which are sown 
by seed in a continuous drill are not so 
easily cared for. Usually the seed will 
have been sown several times as thick as 
the plants should stand. If the seed is 
strong and conditions have been good, 
more plants than are wanted will appear. 
These should be thinned out at the first 
or second weeding to two inches or so 

apart. The methods to be followed in 

keeping the crops free from the weeds 
must be quite different from those just 
described. As it takes the plants from 
12 to 20 days to come up, it is a good plan 
to rake the ground right over the rows 

very gently with an iron rake. Whether 
this is done or not, as soon as the plants 
have come up far enough for the rows to 
be seen, the wheel-hoe. with a disc attach- 

ment if you have it, should be put into 
operation and the rows gone over. A few 
days after this most of the plants will 
be far enough up to be seen, and then the 
important job of “hand-weeding” is in 

“All Cats look gray 
—at Night!” 

HERE are Car Owners who regularly get 25% 
to 50% MORE Mileage, per Dollar invested in 
Tires, than do the Owners of other Cars driven 

with equal care, under equivalent road conditions. 

The latter type of Owner is apt to coincide offhand 
(from his own experience) that a// Tires must be Short- 
lived and Unsatisfactory, 

o o o 

OW that is to tell Aim that there is as much 
N difference between the Mileage and Resilience 

of different brands of Tires, when the facts are 
investigated, and proven through ac/ual Service, as there 
is difference between the Colors of Cats—-when viewed 
by Daylight. 

This is to inform him that three Rubber Factories 
using precisely the same quantity and quality of Materials 
might, and semetimes do, produce (through the difference 
in their Rubber EXPERIENCE and efficiency methods) 

Tires with a difference of 1,000 to 2,000 miles average in 
Mileage-delivery. 

19] o oO 

HOUGH The B. F. Goodrich Co. can, and does, 

put the most Mileage, per Amount invested by 

the User, into Goodrich Safety Tread Tires, it 

mdoesn’t interpret that as a reason why it should chargea 

higher price. 

Said higher price being merely to include an 
*€Insurance’* Premium which would place its ‘*Adjust- 
ment Basis’’ beyond the safe and reasonable minimum 
that bad roads and Careless Driving make necessary. 

oO Qo 

ECAUSE of its Manufacturing Advantages, its 

B Precision Methods and Waste-reducing Proc- 
esses (resulting from its 45 years’ EXPERI- 

ENCE in the working of Rubber), The B. F. Goodrich 

om nancdiid tives. Colemns heade B,C” Co. can afford to and does, offer the greatest Mileage in 

and “D” represent four highly-advertised tires: Tires at the fairest Price, per Mile, to the User. 

Note the following table of cougars prices 

Goodrich} OTHER MAKES It sells the standard grade of Goodrich Safety Tires 

Size | Safety at 10% to40% lower prices than other non-skid brands 

Tread | “A” | “B” | “C” | a which ‘‘ Guarantee’’ but cannot prove delivery of greater 

30x3 |$ 9.45/$10.55|$10.95/$16.35/$18.10 Mileage in actual use. 4 - 
30x314] 12.20] 13.35] 14.20] 21.70} 23.60 Why pay MORE for any Tire than the Goodrich 

32x3'4| 14.00] 15.40] 16.30] 22.85} 25.30 Fair-Listed prices here shown. 
34x4 20.35} 22.30] 23.80} 31.15] 33.55 
36x44] 28.70) 32.15] 33.60] 41.85] 41.40 
37x5 | 33.90] 39.801 41.80] 49.85} 52.05 The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio 

GOODRICH FAIRLISTED TIRES 
ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY 

Rime Auomenic Thee. Coop year || EASY EMPTYING’’ 
Easiest Riding 

Longest Wearing AKRON, OHIO Grass Catcher 

Saves the Work and Damage of Raking 
fo RARE DAHLIAS Keeps the lawn clean, smooth and velvety. 

Fits any mower. Easily attached and de- , 
FOR $1.00 tached. “Lift it off to empty.” f 

OR 10 years I have been growing Dahlias as a hobby, Non-Slip Bottom 
trying the novelties every year and rigidly discard- with adjustable front flange pre- 
ing all but the very best I now have about 200 vents grass sliding forward onto 

varietics, mostly Giant Cactus, Decorative, Peony- mower roller. 
flowered and the new Collarettes. For $1.00 I will send, Insist on getting “Easy 
by parcel post, 10 divisions such as I plant myself, each Emptying.” 
different but not labeled. These will include the highest Ask your hardware dealer to 
priced novelties of American, German, French and Eng- show you or write for free booklet 
lish origin and the cream of the standard sorts. There is “Useful Things for the Lawn.” 
not a poor variety in my collection Every inferior one, 
even if it cost $5.00 a plant, has been discarded. sang ~ Ay Ae 

H. I. IRELAND, Wallingford, Penna. ST. PAUL MINN, 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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SETH THOMAS CLOCK CQ. 

15 Maiden Lane, New York City 
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Vases 

Flower Boxes 

Send fortllustrate 

GARDEN FURNITURE 
and DECORATIONS in 
Reinforced Cast Stone 

BIRD BATHS 

Sun Dials F 

Settees 

Benches 

ountains 

i Price ] ssf 

J. ©. KRAUS CAST 
STONE WORKS, Inc. 
157 W. 3lad Street, New York 

order This means hands-and-knees and 

thumb-and-finger work. There are several 

ypes of hand-weeders which can be used 

in this to help ou work, but none of them 
ill enable one to do away with the use 
f thumb and finger. The all-important 

thing 1s to get every weed, and this means 

pulling not only every one you see, but 

also those that are not yet large enough 
o be seen, by break ing every particle of 

1 t The wheel-hoe should be used to 

ep the soil between the rows loose and 
nellow, no matter how often it may be 

necessary to go over the ground. A second 

hand- weeding will usually be necessary, 
ind sometimes even a third and fourth. 
Phe crops should be kept hy ongorsl 
clean as | ng as it is possib le to go over 

them 

Corn, melons, pole beans, and other 
things which are planted similarly are han 

dled in much the same way as plants set 
out in hills, except that, as they have less 

of a start over the weeds, even more care 

is necessary in destroving the latter. Corn 

hould be planted four stalks to a hill 

and the soil about the hills, which must 

be worked with a hoe, should be gone 
over frequently. With things that are 
planted far apart there is danger of neg- 

lecting the ground between the hills and 

rows during the early stages of growth. 

Instead of saving any trouble, however, 

this only makes more. Keep the whole 

urface well cultivated. 

The things to be planted this month are 
ust the opposite in character from those 
which planted last month, and 
eather conditions are frequently quite 

as contrary Therefore your planting 
nethods must be changed accordingly. 
Little is gained by putting in the tender 
crops tomatoes, peppers, 

plants melons, and the better 

variet before the ground 

is ready for them and the weather settled. 
The secret of success with these things is 

have everything ready—ground, fer- 

tilizer, and the plants—where they can be 
started in the best possible shape; so that 
when the weather conditions are right 

they can be given every opportunity to 
make the greatest possible growth 

were 

such as ege- 

and beans. 

ies of sweet corn 

to 

The depth at which the various tender 
vegetables should be planted will vary 

greatly from season to season. Of course, 

in lighter soils they should always be cov- 

ered a little deeper than in heavy soils, 
particularly where drainage happens to be 

poor. Sometimes, as a result of dry 

weather following the opening of spring, 

it happens that even early in May the 
ground is quite drv and the weather hot. 
Under such conditions planting should be 
relatively deep. Where a long, cold, wet 
spring is encountered, the planting. on the 

other hand, should be shallow. The ex- 

tremes of dryness and heat and wet and 

cold should both be avoided. The first 

will either cause the seed to fail to ger- 

minate or to die as soon as it does; the 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

DUTCH 
BULBS 

Hyacinths Tulips, Narcissi 
From Crocus, give, for a small out 
Now lay of time and money. an 
Until abundance of flowers in the 
July Ist house from December until 
—Not Easter, and in the garden, from 
Later earliest spring until the mid 

dle of May Bulbs are 

grown almost exclusively 

in Holland, in enormous 
quantities, and sold at very low prices Usually 
they cost double before reaching you 

By ordering from us now instead of waiting until Fall, 
you make a large saving, get a superior quality of Bulbs 

not usually to be obtained at any price in this country, 
and have a much larger list of varieties to select from 

Our orders are selected and packed in Holland, and 
are hipped to our customers immediately upon their 

arrival in the best possible condition 
If you wish to take advantage of our very low prices, 

we must have your order not later than July Ist, as 
we import Bulbs to order only They need not be paid 
for until after delivery, nor taken if not satisfactory 

References required from new customers.) For prices 
on smaller quantities see our import price list, the 
most comprehensive catalogue of Bulbs published: 
may be had for the asking. 

A PEW PRICES Per 100 Per 500 
Fine Mixed Hyacinths $2 90 $14 00 
Fine Mixed Tulips 70 3 25 
Narcissus Poeticus Ornatus 75 3 50 
Double Daffodils. . , 1 90 8 75 
Narcissus Empress (Monsters 3 00 13 50 
Narcissus Golden Spur 230 10 00 
Spanish Iris, Splendid Mixture 55 2 00 

ELLIOTT NURSERY, 339 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa 

LOOK OUT 
FOR SPARKS 
No more danger or damage from fiying 
sparks. No more i fitted, , Sey fire- 
place screens. free booklet 
“Sparks from the Fire-side."’ It tells about 
the best kind of a spark ee for your in- 
dividual fireplace. Write to-day for free 
booklet and make your plans early. 

The Syracuse Wire Works 
108 U autnatend Avenue, - ayrermen, ng. Y. 

Steinway Piano 
The ideal of music lovers of every country. 

STEINWAY a SONS, New York 

“BILLIARDS — The Home Magnet’’— FREE! 
\ handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick Home 
Carom and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual colors, giving eas: 
terms, prices, etc Sent Free! Write for it todav. 

The Brunswick-Balke Collender Co., Dept. I5W, Chicago 

Building? 
Get This Free Book 

It tells all about the proper method 
of finishing floors and interior wood- 
work, and improving furniture. A big 
help in beautifying the home—new or 
old. 

Johnson’s Wood Dye | 
Comes in 17 harmonious and natural shades. Makes 

cheap, soft woods as artistic as woods. 
If you are interested in butldi we will mail you free 

a Dollar Portfolio of Wood Panels, showing all popular 
woods finished with Johnson's Wood Finishes. Remember 
—the Panels and the 25c book Edition HG5, are Free 
and Postpatd. 

Take this ad to your dealer—or write. 

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. 
“* The Wood Finishing Authorities” 

——_—— 
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second, rots it before it has a chance to. 
These late crops may be separated into 

three groups. The first group includes 
tomatoes, peppers and okra, all of 
which must be started under glass to make 

Tene) 
CSS, 

sure of a crop; the second, beans, sweet 

corn and oles from seed: the third, the 

various vine crops. For all of these 
things, except dwarf beans, it pays well 
to make especially prepared hills, enriched 
with manure or compost or fertilizer, so 
that an abundance of available food will 
be on hand for the immediate use of the 

plant. All things grow naturally 

where the seasons are longer and warmer. 

And in all northern this 
should, to some extent, be made up by a 

these 

le sS sections 

little extra stimulation. For the first 

group and for all pole beans, the hills, 
after being marked out carefully, should 
be dug out with a hoe and half a handful 

of the same mixture of fertilizer, as ad- 
vised for cabbages and other early plants, 
or some hen manure and mixed 
thoroughly with the soil at the bottom of 
each before planting, should be put in. 
For the third group and for pole beans 
the little hills are made much larger and 
require more thorough preparation. They 
should be dug out to a depth of several 
inches and from 18 to 20 inches across. 
Where manure is to be used, they should 
be made deeper than with compost or 
fertilizer. Two or three forkfuls of the 
former or handfuls of the latter should be 
mixed thoroughly with the soil over the 

whole area, and the soil that has been hoed 

should be replaced, covering the manure 

or fertilizer three inches or so deep. The 
hills may be raised very slightly above the 
surrounding surface, but ‘they should 
never be “hill shaped,” so that the water 

will run off. They should be either flat 
or slightly concave on top. With the vine 

ashes, 

crops the number of seeds planted varies 

from six to twenty—the larger the seed, 
the fewer are planted. The pole beans 

so that 

in the 

soon as 

should be planted in a small circle, 
there will be room to set the pole 
middle. This should be done as 
they are planted or shortly afterwards. 

Limas should always be planted with the 

down, because the ah itself must be 
pushed up through the soil in germinating. 

Do not plant them just before or after a 
rain, as they rot very quickly. 

eye 

The Honest House 

\ book for 

create a house 

and at the 

Honest 

wishes to 

the 

consistent is 

House,” by Ruby Ross Goodnew 
and \dams, The Century Com- 

pany. It presents examples of the usual 
problems that face the home-builder, to- 

gether with an exposition of the simple 
architectural principles underlying them. 
It is arranged especially with 

small house designs. 

who 

xpressiv e of 

same time 

everyone 

owner 

“The 

Ravne 

reference to 

~- Neglect did this! 
Have your trees examined now. 

but be sure to get real tree surgery 
Last Spring Davey Tree Surgeons were engaged to save the trees of the magnificent 

P. A. B. Widener estate at Ogontz, Pa. The following letter, called forth by the devastating 
ice storm of last December, proves how well they did this: 

“Your work on our trees is very satis 
factory. The trees were put to a most 
thorough test recently in a severe ice storm 
and, thanks to your excellent reinforce- 
ments you gave them, were only very 
slightly damaged. Your cavity work is 
especially fine and will prolong the life of 
the old trees for many years.” 

—Wwa. KLEINHEINT;, Sufi. 

hundreds 
The U. 

In our files are 
enthusiastic letters. 

of similarly 
S. Govern 

ment has officially chosen Davey experts 
as best. Could you ask for more con- 
vincing proof that real tree surgery is Davey 
Tree Surgery? Don’t wait until it is too 
late to save your trees. Write today for 

free examination and booklet illustrating 
Davey Tree Surgery. 

The Davey Tree Expert Company 
1524 Elm St., Kent, Ohio 

(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery) 
Branches in Principal Cities. 

Accredited Representatives Everyu here. 

ae — Tree Surgeons 

WELL ROTTED HORSE MANURE 

Dried 
A natural 

for General Farmi 
It is largely HI MU Ss 

ately available. It als 
It?is sure to please the 

and prices 

273 Washington St., 

mant ae ae use ot Gardeners. Tru 

o stim utes bacteriele 

N. Y. STABLE MANURE CO. 

—Ground—Odorless 

h are in ‘ 

nin the soil 

ilar “B” 

and rich in Plant Foods, whi 
gical act 
* Write fi rCir most critical grower 

Jersey City, N. J. 

Of Underground Refuse Disposal 

Keeps your garbage out of 
the* ground, 
typhoid fly. 

Opens with foot. 

sight in 
away from the cat, dog and 

Hands never touch 

\) 

ARAGE. waste in house or G 

Look for our Trade 

In use 12 years 

Sold direct. 

Underground Garbage onan 

Sa Z7unye es and Refuse Receivers 
A Fireproof Receiver for ashes, sweepings and oily 

Our Underground Earth Closet 
means freedom from polluted water. 

Marks 

It pays to look us up 

Send for Catalogue. 

Cc. H. STEPHENSON, 

\, 20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass. 

Mir. 

indestructible. All sizes and colors. 
cover Standard 4 inch 
3 for $1.00 postpaid. 

*“BOMBAYREED” JARDINIERES 

FOR THE HOME 
Woven by hand from the celebrated East India reeds. 

SPECIAL OFFER—Size to 
ot, style 7, or 5inch pot. style 1, 35c. each; 

nd for our booklet, 
taining 24 pages of practical artistic suggestions in Wicker Ware 

*“*BOMBAYREED” MFG. CO., ‘“‘Dept. D,”” ATLANTA, GA. 
In answering mention House & GARDEN 

Practically 

“For the Home,” con- 

In writing to 

Affords a 

A Terra Cotta 
TILE ROOF 

protection which is absolutely 
leak-proof—takes up no moisture on the un- 
der side to cause decay and lasts forever 
the only roof which is absolutely fire-proof, 

-is 

Write for our illustrated booklet ‘The Roof Beautiful,”’ 
printed in colors, referring to the origin and use of 

It contains views of many beautiful homes with 
rcofs of Terra CottaTiles,and is sent free upon request. 
Tiles. 

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO. 
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles 

Gen’! Offices: 1107-1117 Monroe Bidg., Chicago, Ill. 

advertisers please mention House & GARDEN, 
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Choose with Care 
the doors for your building— 
they deserve as much thought 

fine furniture. 

Have 
pecily 

and furnish them Every genuine 

Morgan Door is stamped MORGAN” 

on the top rail as a guarantee of a 

perfect door and for identification at 
the building 

are the highe ‘st grade doors made 

your architect and contractor 

} Send for our handsome Suggestion Book of 
} Interiors, “The Door Beautiful,” full of artistic 

ideas for decorating, furnishing, woodwork 
and doors” a help in building or remodeling. 

Morgan Sash & Door Co. 
Dept. A-19 CHICAGO 

Factory: Morgan Co., Oshkosh, Wis. 

Kastern Warehouse and Display: Mor- 

gan Millwork Co., Baltimore. 

Displays: 6 FE. 39th Street, New York 

9 Palmer Building, Detroit 

Building Exhibit, Ins. Ex., Chicago 

Sold by 

adeaivrs ho 

do not Hage iS , a 

‘ 
substitute 

for the Modest Home 
or Mansion 

The Wile Rirds Are Our 
and Neighbors; Be Good To Them. 

“ed \ A few bird houses erected on pom place 
\ will invite the birde to gp ae — 
premises. Proper food will keep ¢ 

e all the oy round tg please ves you with oe 
tify. uence the ehikdren for gue 

ALL- iN-ONE \MPROVED 
ate La) USE 

4 Te ee " ehh —y od = 1 Kicarvel spot 
. ~—N Relf at , Staines ie gore Rangs anyw 

7 be Goat Gechet, 78s, Ry maf poetpa We 

he, \ by’ ngs cone oct apne we Unde oft vee “round fowe s 

bie . 
beck if not satiated 

MARES € 

Grale oper « She. Order with . 

white 
. Who befleves in befriending the Wild Rirde 

ROBIN oR PHOESE SHE 

var friends and netg hbore 

anywhere. Order direct from adv oney 
j= Tay — oe 8) ’ ) oo oy ene one 

Box 45-4 Renitworth, Hl. 

The Use of Woodwork in 

Decoration 
Continued from page 349) 

four-panel pine of the old type 

lhe reproduction of 

Interior 

antiques is making 

Replicas ol the old, 

arvea, W oden can lelabra are made In a 

fibre composition, the noulds taken 

1 lirectly from the old examples. Beautiful 

handeliers and sidelights made of this 
} 

iterial can be bou; cht for the price of the 

ial stock brass ones They make cast 

to trom old Carve d par ls or beam 

nds or brackets and grain them so per 

to tell 

original wood Some of 

fectly that one has to touch them 

they are not the 

e cruder carvings could be used with 

dvantage such a room as we illustrated 

in the Ox Ate number, and would accord 

erfect with its rough stone chimney 
wainscoting The 

] - . andelabra we show in our Italian room 

each ide the hreplac might well be such 

reproductions; wired ready for use, they 

vould cost from $30 to $75 each, depend 

breast and battened 

ing on their elaboration 

Let us about to 

‘ that vou had decided on this 

Italian stvle, but that the cost must be 

possible. The 
stone you 

vould buy a 

one of the 

uppose that you were 
finish a room 

mantel 

You 

stock casting directly from 

mantel manufacturers You 

vould tell them, of course. that you in 

kept as low as 

concret must retain 

tended to use the entire opening, that your 

flue was big enough: they would bevel 

back the lintel for you, as our 

hows. The back, 

section 

hearth you 

vellow brick, 

laving them flat for the 

edge for the back and 

jambs as tiles would be laid, perhaps in 

pattern somewhat as we 

howed in last October issue, or perhaps 

in alternating bands, first a flat, then a 

You would omit the costly 

jambs and 

would lay in gra\ Pea or 
rough o1 smooth, 

hearth and on 

a herring-bon 

row on end 

iron fireback 

leave out 

plastered, 

The wainscoting you would 

altogether. The walls would be 

of course, with perhaps a small plaster 
cornice next the plastered ceiling. The 

single-panel stock veneered door is as 
cheap as any, and the only 

would be in the 

other wood 

“trim” around it 

and at the windows and in the base around 
the floor. unless there 

, 

WOTK 

plaster 

close to 

minate the 
but perhaps 

choose to retain the beamed 

were no 

cornice and a picture rail were set 

the ceiling to crown and ter 
color treatment of the 
vou might 

walls; 

ceiling 

Now a beamed ceiling is more expensive 

than plaster, unless the real beams are 

exposed their 

the double 

felt between. to 

walking in the 

planed and whole depth, 
wood floor and the 

deaden the sounds of 

room above: but modern 

beams are so deep in proportion to their 
thickness that the recesses left between 

disagreeably narrow In former 
beamed ceilings were well nigh 

universal, floor beams were hardly square, 

+} 1 
With) OTN 

sec 

davs, when 

writing t jvertisers please mer n House & GARDEN 

Iron Fences 
The Kind We Make 
Wea ake the kind that la t, sil 

ise the materials are rig 

ces are made the right way 
SKi mping. No cutting ol 

W-gr ade materials. 

lh n spite of 
] * moderate, 

Send for the catalogue and see. 

ENTERPRISE 
Iron WorxKsS 

2420 Yandes St., Indianapolis, Ind. 

their high grade 

wee 2 £) f) 7 GD CO) GD &. POO OOOO = 

Expert Service in Country Life Problems 
Landscape Designs for large and small estates in town or 

country; orchard development and care; planting and care of 
shade trees and forests; thorough treatment against insects 
and tree diseases; farm engineering and agricultural blasting 
Trained experts with years of practical experience at your 
service in solving the spring problems of every land owner. 
For prompt attention write nearest office. 

THE COUNTRY IMPROVEMENT SPECIALISTS 
246 Centre St. 721 Main Street, Brookfield Center 
Auburndale, Mass. Hartford, Conn. Conn. 

Protect the Wren 
A durable and attractive con- 
crete box with removable lid. 

$1.50 ea. 6 for $7.50 F. O. B. 

THE BIRD BOX 
West Chester, Pa. 

Packed for Expressage, 7 lbs 

Pestroy that Cat and 
Save Your Birds 
Cats destroy millions of our native birds each yea Our new box cat trap 
solves the } blem. Catches and holds the at without the slightest injury 

liseom fort Easy to set, easy t ! f and dispose of the at 

Humane. sure and clean Can be opened at both ends fo eaning N 

imsy | truding parts Dimensions 9 in. by 11 in. by 2911 ng Th 

flice east of the Mississippi f $5.00, express pre 

mation and folde Department | 

DAVID T. ABERCROMBIE CO. 
311 Broadway New York City 

9 A. Entrance FoNmEt 

<=, 
. A 

C dytomarc Dror Thar 

" D-REMOWAL Cage 

The New Dedece Sparrow Trap 
Double funnel trap on left, automatic drop trap on right: catches 

sparrows at both ends. No other trap like this Made of strong 

electrically welded wire; lasts a life-time. Price, $6.00 f.0.b. Chicago 

The old-style Dodson Trap has been successful for two years 
thousands in use This trap is notably better 

Banish sparrows and native birds will return to your garden 
The sparrow is a quarrelsome pest. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Bulle- 
tin advocates destruction of English Sparrows 

Sparrows are good for one thing only they're good to eat Often 

served as Reed Birds. 
Write for Sparrow Trap booklet and for Dodson Bird Book 

which tells how to win native birds to live in your garden 
both free Mr. Dodson, a Director of the Illinois Audubon 
Society, has been building bird houses for 20 years. Dodson 

Write to 

Joseph H. Dodson, Giinse Yhinets. 
at , rf 

~ AR &£ =q&ZJ-* i. 

houses win birds 
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as wide as they were deep; floors were of 
heavy plank and the beams set well apart. 

Since then we have learned that such 
a proportioning was mechanically waste- 
ful, and with less material we get much 
stiffer floors. The strength of a beam is 
directly proportional to its thickness, but 
proportional also to the square of its 
depth; therefore a beam 2” x 8” is just 
twice as strong as a beam 4” x 4”, for 
29 128 and 4 x 4° 64, yet each 
contains the same amount of material and 
costs the same, twice the value for the 
same investment. Therefore we use deep, 
narrow beams, 2 x 8, 2 x IO or 2 x 12, 

which are kept from bending sideways by 
cross-bridging ot slender stick nailed di- 

agonally between them. A line of cross- 
bridging also acts as a truss, so that if a 

person stands directly over a beam his 
weight is passed in part to the beams 
each side, and from these to the next, and 
so on, a function once performed by the 
heavy plank floors. 

Now such a construction exposed on 
our ceiling would be most disagreeably 
complicated, but since we find the old 
ceilings decorative and pleasant to look at, 
we try to imitate them. We plane our 
beams, mould them at the edges, or even, 
perhaps, adze-cut them by hand; we make 
them a little thicker than necessary and 
place them as wide apart as we dare. Half 
way up we set our lath and plaster or long 
wood panels so an air space several inches 
deep lies between this and the floor above. 
Sometimes the exposed lower portion of 
the beams is cased with thin strips of 
wood and mouldings, as we showed in the 
detail of our last October’s room; some- 
times, with an utter disregard of con- 
struction, the entire ceiling is plastered 
and then flat planks laid across it to imi- 
tate the bottom of beams! 

In the style we are describing there is 
no conventional wall treatment. The 
plaster might be sanded and painted, or 
wallpaper might be used over the ordinary 
smooth plaster, paper rich in pattern and 
in color, or else of an even grayish or 
pale or golden brown, toning in with the 
pale gray-brown stain of the doors and 
trim and baseboard. Such a color-scheme 
silhouettes the fireplace in strong relief 
and is a perfect background for paintings 
or casts or any objects that find a place 

there. A white background, on the con- 
trary, or even white woodwork, renders 
the concrete fireplace rough and dingy and 
is therefore to be avoided. A pure white 
ceiling, though, is not offensive and the 

expense of a beam treatment you might 
discard. Recently I saw such a room, in 
which the walls were covered with a 
brown, almost dark - wrapping - paper - 
colored silky material, the woodwork 
stained to match it exactly, and where 
wall-hanging and woodwork joined, ran 
a narrow strip of black gimp, returning 
along the ceiling and against the base- 
board, which was painted a rather glossy 

black. The black gave a singular indi- 
viduality ; the room was virile and thor- 

The New 

@ALOWAY POTTERY 
5 DOUBLES “Ae GARDEN’S CHARM 

hough your Garden be small, a Sun-Dial, Bird Font or 
Gazing Globe adds the essential touch. Terraces.Porches, 

and Cozy Nooks will invite you to linger if Artistically 
Furnished with Terra Cotta Tables and Benches.while your 
Plants will have New Beauty in GALOWAY Pots Boxes and Vases 

We are the Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of 
Garden Pottery in America 3 
Embodied in a Comprehensive Catalogue containing 
aWealth of Suggestions for making Your Garden 
Attractive This Catalogue will be sent upon request 

GALLOWAY TERRA COTA CO. 
3218 WALNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA 

ur long Expenence 1s 

NEW YORK SHOWROOM 

CRAFTSMAN BUILDING 

bid 

" 

ei ——— Is it golf, tennis, photography, 
Pe PE PE PE! shooting? The ‘ hat : |» OS shooting en read wha 

bh = Harold Hilton, Raymond D. 
| Little and others say in the 

OUTING HANDBOOKS . Me. 

 @ | Modern Golf. Boxing. Tennis 
Tactics. Outdoor Photogra- 
vhy. Taxidermy. Pistol and 
evolver Shooting. ¥ | 

< Re RE RS Catalog describing thirty-eight other 
HANDBOOKS free on request. 

At your dealer or direct, Seventy Cents, postage five cents extra. 

OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY, 141 W. 36th St., New York 

He whose paint lasts, paints best. 
Your painter should know, and you 
should let him know that you know, 
that the ingredient which makes 
paint last longer and look better 
while it lasts is 

Zinc 
We have three books discussing Zinc from the three 

viewpoints of the parties most concerned. 
For House Owner: ‘‘ Your Move’’ 
For Architects: ‘‘One of Your Problems” 
For Painters: “‘Zine That Made a Painter Rich” 

Ask for yours. Sent free. 

Jersey Zinc Company 
Room 412, 55 Wall Street, New York 

For big contract jobs consult our Research Bureau 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarpeEn. 

RUGS WORTH 
LIVING WITH _____ 

Why not buy the kind of floor covering that 
gives lifetime satisfaction? Choice Oriental Rugs, 
which I buy and sell at reasonable prices, make 
the most economical floor covering. 
My aim is not to sell you one rug, but to make 

of you a friend and customer for life. For that 
reason I am careful in my selections of rugs and 
I am willing to send you a selection of rugs which 
you can look over carefully and return, at my 
expense, if you then so wish 

- I pay express both ways. Send today for a little 
brochure I have prepared on rugs. Jt is free. 

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR U. S. A., Retired 
3 LEITCH AVENUE, SKANEATELES, NEW YORK 

Don’t expose your fam- 
ily to draughts, cold and 

dampness. 
| —| cag |) (N)|\ 

(254 {\ 
= = \) Open or close 
= —/ \) your Shutters 
t= \/ from the In- 
=>) side 

The Mallory Shutter Worker enables 

you to open, close, bow or lock your 

shutters at any angle by turning a crank 

on the inside of the window sash. 

Simple and easy to install—you yourself, or 

any carpenter can put them in place on old or 
new houses, whether brick, frame or stone. 

Write today for further information. 

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO. 
255 Main Street 

FLEMINGTON, N. J. 
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RADIUM PERTILIZER COMPANY 
203 Vanadium Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa 

END OF SEASON SPECIAL 
To close out the few choice 

Irish Roses =". st va = teas 
Priced Low ler 
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12 Hybrid Perpetuals, Our Selection $2.50 

25 5.00 
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ROSEDALE NURSERIES 
Ss. G. HARRIS, BOX B, TARRYTOWN, N. Y. 

oughly successful. After all, it is the color- 
scheme that will make or mar a room. 

[here is nothing in the style that de- 

inds great expense, once granting a hun 
red dollars or so for the mantel and 

omething more for setting it. There is 

compulsion in any other direction, as 
there is toward plaster ornament in the 
\dam, for instance lhe style is formal, 
nquestionably, but not rigidly conven 

ional; the flooring may be oak laid at 12 

ents a loot, Composition at 25 or 30 cents 

tile at higher cost; the ceilings may be 

either plastered or with wooden beams; 

valls, plastered and painted or papered, 
r else wainscoted; woodwork painted or 

tained; it seems the most elastic style 

there is! Though essentially dignified, yet 
it might range anywhere in character from 

the simple Spanish Mission of the South 
west to the almost palace-museum type 

that the last few years have seen devel- 
oped here and there throughout the 
United States. 

But—the finish of the room must suit 
chairs and 

furniture 

* Mission” 

its furnishings. The Italian 
tables we see nowadays in all the 
hops are perfectly suited to it. 

wr “Craftsman” furniture | have seen in 
a somewhat similar room, and even the 
better types of wicker, avithout there being 

such a one might expect; but 

the old English mahogany, never; for the 
(Chippendales or Sheratons are too delicate 
for its strong and robust nature. 

\fter all, where furniture is delicate, 

decorations must be delicate; where fur- 

niture is crude and heavy, the architecture 

must be likewise. Harmony is more im- 
portant than period. There is nothing 
necessarily shocking in old chairs or tables 
standing against wallpaper, invented a 

hundred years after they were made. A 

eavy-beamed ceiling over a Hepplewhite 

discord as 

chair shocks us, not because the men of 

his age abhorred a beamed ceiling, but 
because chair and ceiling are intrinsically 
out of key. We have tried to emphasize 

this in these articles, and if we seem to 

have lavishly followed historic accessories 

it was because other combinations seemed 

not beca they innova discordant, use were 

tions. No, and more than that, for the 
only true advance seems in the successful 

combinations of elements never combined 

before 

Concerning Rugs 

Seated by the fireside, with your feet 
upon the hearth rug of silken sheen, did 
vou ever indulge in reveries as you gazed 
upon its glorious vista of color harmony ? 
Could it speak, what a story of romance, 
adventure, deprivation, it would tell! 

Grifhn Such stories are told in Dr. G. 

Lewis’ “The Mystery of the Oriental 

Rug,” from the press of J. B. Lippincott 
Company. The author has successfully 
endeavored to present in a concise form 
certain facts that will enable the novice to 
understand more fully and appreciate the 
characteristics of these Eastern treasures. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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“F,’’ Cincinnati, Ohio 

* The World’s Greatest Iron Fence Builders’ 
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Nothing goes further 
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parks, cemeteries, fac 

etc Book of design 
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roses and flowers in pots 

These 

There are 

or will be 

June 20th 

ods _*-— 2 
Helptul Hints for 

y May Planting 
If somebody (persists in telling you it is too late, 

send for list of trees and shrubs planted in boxes; and 

are bound to transplant su 
also a surprising number of trees, shrubs 

and flowers dug right from our nursery {that can be 
as well as April or March 

and put off further planting until 

Rhododendrons for one 

: planted in May 
think it's too late, 

next year. 
Our special Late Planting List shows y: 

things are 

greens for another 

1< Send for the list, 
4 you buy 

and remember that everything 
of Hicks is guaranteed to grow satisfactorily 

cheerfully 
Rhodoendrons in bloom May 10 to 

Come and 

number is 68 Westbury 

cessfully 

So don't 

uu what the 

thing Ever 

replaced 

see them Our phone 

~ “Isaac Hicks & Son 
Westbury _, Lon¢ Island 

(ioing to Build? 
Then write for our interest- 
ing book written just for 
prospective builders. 

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO. 
Makers of Yale Products. 9 E. 40th St., New York 

DANERSK 
NECORATIVE FURNITURE 

Inexpensive 
Painted 

Furniture 

for Suburb- 

an and Coun- 

try homes. 
Complete 

sets for any 
room. Your 

choice of 

color scheme 
Write for Lit 

ERSKINE- 

DANFORTH 

» Corporation 
2 West 47th Street, New York 

ature A 

| 

Danersk Peasant Chair 

Made by hand of Oak and 
Hickory Woven rush seat 
Charming for Nursery or as 
an “odd” chair to lend a note 

fcolor. Price, $6.50. 

a 
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Efficiency in the Flower Garden 

(Continued from page 351) 

nevertheless, remains that just as artistic 
and pleasing effects can be produced with 
them as with any others. In determining 
what you will plant in any particular bed 
try to visualize exactly as you would in 
planting a hardy border or a landscape 
group the general effect which you desire 
to obtain, and then pick out the plants 
accordingly. The way a great many peo- 

ple plan their beds is to go to the tlorist’s 
or sit down with a catalogue, make out a 

list of things they think are pretty, and 
then try to fit them into such beds as they 
may have at their disposal. They think 
it saves trouble. As a matter of fact, it 

does not. It makes a good deal more. 
You can arrange your various flower beds 
on paper in just one-tenth the time that 
you would give to arranging a lot of plants 
which have been bought without a definite 
place in mind for each one when it was 
purchased. Make a rough sketch of each 
bed or part of a bed in which you expect 
to set out bedding plants, decide just what 
is to go into each, and then you can make 
out your order intelligently, giving full 
attention to such things as color-schemes, 
covers for ugly walls, low plants for beds 
which would otherwise cut off part of 
your view, etc. ‘That is efficiency in gar- 
dening with bedding plants. 

But your efficiency should not stop 
there. If you order your plants by mail, 
you will, of course, have to buy “sight 
unseen,” with nothing but the reputation 
of the firm to guarantee that they will be 
satisfactory. On the other hand, if you 
buy of a local dealer, where you can pick 
your plants out personally, you are likely 
to have a very much less complete assort- 
ment, especially so far as the new varieties 
are concerned. In case you do select your 
own plants, do not be guided solely by 
size, 

The ideal plant for bedding purposes 1s 
a young, strong, rapidly growing one; 
its size is of comparatively little import- 
ance. An older plant, which may make 
two or three times as much show on a 
greenhouse bench, set out side by side with 
the former kind, although making a good 
deal more of a display for the first few 
weeks, or for the first few days, often 
will be far outstripped by the time the 
season is half over, and is likely to give 

much less satisfaction on account of lack 
of vigor of growth and of freedom of 
flowering. Of equal importance with get- 
ting vigorous, healthy plants, of course, 

is getting what you want—plants that are 
absolutely true to name. You should 
therefore procure them from some source 
upon which you can thoroughly rely. 
Even if bought from some local florist, 
where you can make a personal selection, 
it is not always possible to get every plant 
in flower. On the other hand, do not 

foolishly insist that every plant be loaded 

with bloom; no matter how carefully the 

short step. 

bench. The photograph above owes much of its attraction Po 
to the statuary and simple floral vases furnished by us. = 
Study the possibilities of your garden or estate. Our = 
catalogue illustrating many of our models executed in Pom- 2 

= peian Stone for use outdoors or in the hall or conservatory 2 
= will provide valuable suggestions. = 
= To those desiring marble ornaments, we offer special facilities, insuring reasonable prices and prompt deliveries 

E Factory THE ERKINS STUDIO 226 Lexington Ave. 

Astoria, L. I. New York q 
: The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone = 
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On the Estate of Mrs. Douglas Alexander, Stamford, Connecticut 

From the commonplace to the interesting is after all but a 
The ordinary garden can be given charm and 

grace often by the addition of a bit of statuary, a sundial or 

ryoverneranereryerennet TMI WHA tnt! ryenyee 

Tl ul 

Modern Farm Buildings By Alfred Hopkins 
Mr. Hopkins is known throughout this country 

and abroad as an architect who has specialized in 
stables and farm buildings of all kinds. 

Photographs and diagrams illustrate practically 
every detail, and it is astonishing to find to what 
extent modern scientific methods have revolu- 
tionized the art of building the hay barn, stable, 
sheep fold, ice house, dairy, garage, etc. 

Illustrated. 7 VY4x10 in, &3 net; postage 20c. 

May we visit 
your garden? 

Let us discuss the plants in which you 
are interested. Direct representatives 

of our nursery (expert plantsmen we 

have no “‘agents’’) travel widely each 
year; thus combining touch with your 
local conditions with our broad general 
knowledge of hardy plants which best 
meet those conditions. 

Advise as fully as possible regarding 
size and condition of your property. 
No obligation. We are glad to be of 
service. 

When preferred, our replies will be 
sent by mail. 

Thomas Meehan & Sons 
Pioneer Nurserymen of America 

Box 40, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Our Summer Catalog shows 
what hardy plants to use before 
October Ist, to get quick, pleasing 
results. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 

Roman af FREE 
Posie |; ( pur. photo- 

graphically 
Style | 
Bird 

illustrated 

catalogue, 

a valuable Fount 
art refer- 

—in— : ence vol- 
Imperishable ; ume, sent 

Concrete on request. 

Copies of Specia 

antique and designs to 

modern order in 

Masterpieces 4 marble or 

stone 

TOGNARELLI & VOIGHT CO. 
1745 North 12th Street PHILADELPHIA 
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Furniture was too expensive because you have lid before, with the result that there may The Receivers without a Fault. Constructed 
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**The New Way’’ 

When ready to plant, set the plants in 

their pots in the different positions in 

Old Hickory Furniture | which they are to go, and shift them ' s 

Book FREE round as necessary, until you are Satis- 

fied that you have got the best arrange 

10% larger bedroom 
50° larger ward- 

robe capacity Send 
50c for Plan Book 
showing 22 Designs 

JOHN THOMAS 
BATTS, GRAND 

Send $6.75 for the two-piece Por Set illustrated ment In beds of a single kind of plant, RAPIDS, MICH 
' inf bre | Cu tive our 4 4 | } VS, : ' ‘ ' M i River Keep the largest towards the middle The 

Money mcK Ql irantee 7 my % ohl 

ie Gallen f plants in the pots should be thoroughly 
~~ r oy mad ra | Hi watere | some hours halt a day Or sO 

Furniture for porch and garden, a before planting ; long enough so that they 

quaint rust niner houses, arbor will have dried out sufficiently, but moist 
re ‘ { lest ce . 

. , an y | : enough so that the ball of earth will hold 
Write today , pat 

: sat together in good shape 

S0MROR, [he more important of the bedding 
“CAMA? . : ' ‘ » brie ntioned below: nunc, | The Old Hickory Chair Co. | plants are bri fly mentioned below: 
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— MARTINSVILLE, INDIANA the most satisfactory of all plants tor gen- 

eral bedding, and many of the beautiful 

new sorts of the Bruant type are also ex- 

‘ellent for cutting, lasting a long time, with 

ong, stiff stems and with individual flow- 
P. SARTIL, ers as beautiful as the favorite kinds of 

. 7 a _< ] . ‘ a 
G. LUCCHESI rowers tor cutting We have issued a very inter- 66 99 

& CO. Begonias ora long time the bedding eating qutangee —— 3 Pergolas series of new designs in 

Plaster Reproductions sorts ot begonias have been extremely Lattice Fences, Garden-Houses and Arbors 
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Fro Antique, Medieval and . here ho ar mk ec Can be had free on request. 
Medeon Masterpieces of Att satistactory where light or dar k pink could Catalogue “P 28” for Pergolas and Garde n Accessorie 

Sheo! Ph AN Ly . INDO be used. and some oO! the newer sorts are a Rt ; ri xterior 

SE Smet D OE fons dazzling red, and literally covered with hNre ; and interior Wood Columns 
POSITION, BENCHES ANI ’ : FABLES FIRE-PLACES AND bloom throughout the season. They pro- HARTMANN - SANDERS CO. 

MANTEL : s 
Sales and Show Room pagate readily and from a single plant ol Main Office and Factory 

113 East 34th Street, NEW YORK ‘ ; : areal : ee onal . ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES. 
[Mustrated Catalog of Plaster one of the newer sorts you can easily get CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Stetuery 81-00, credited on order all the plants you could have need for next Eastern Office 

of 810.00 @ over 6 East 39th Street, New York 
spring 
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KEWANEE 
fe) SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS 

} and Water Supply Systems 
Give the Country Home Complete 

SANITARY EQUIPMENT 
and enable you to install in your home 
modern plumbing for bathroom, kitchen, 
sink and laundry. 
The construction of the Kewanee System 

is extremely simple and most of the material 
may be bought at home. The Kewanee Cast- 
ings are the most necessary and important 
parts and are adjusted to give the best 
results. Our Bulletin explains all. 

You can’t go wrong in the installation 
| of a Kewanee System when the simple 
4 instructions are followed, and the Kewanee 

Castings are used. 

PRIVATE “KEWANEE UTILITIES 
like Public Utilities, give every city comfort to the country 
household. We will furnish plan and work with you for best 
arrangement of the following: 

Water Supply Systems Sewage Disposal Plants 
Gasoline Storage Plants Electric Lighting Plants 

Home Power Plants Vacuum Cleaning Systems 

Send for Bulletins, mentioning the subject you are interested in. 

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO. 
Formerly Kewanee Water Supply Co.) 

122 S. Franklin Street, Kewanee, Illinois 
BRANCH Gossces: ot 50 Church Street, New York 

1212 Marquette Building, Chicago 
-—* Fk: * Fn 
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The Proper 
Private School 

for your children is perhaps 
the most important choice 
you have to make. You need 
the best guide in existence, 
and that undoubtedly you 
will find every month in the 

Educational Directory 
of 

Harper’s Magazine 

for it is in Harper's Mag- 
azine that you find the 
announcements of more 
private and _ preparatory 
schools and colleges than in 
any other publication — the 
widest, the best, and the 
most dependable selection. 

Would you not like to have your own 
child go to school with children whose 
parents read Harper's Magazine? 

Heliotrope-—These have been popular 
for a great many years, both on account 
of their beauty and their sweet fragrance. 
They should not be set out until settled 

weather, as they are more tender than 
geraniums and most of the other bedding 

plants. Severe check will cause them to 
drop their leaves. In good, rich ground 
they make a rank growth and should be 
given plenty of room. Being of shrubby 
growth, they may be trained to any de- 
sired shape or height. 

Salvias (Scarlet Sage)—These are 
without a rival wherever a dazzling mass 
of red is wanted throughout the season. 

There are several varieties which 

vary considerably in “height. Select a sort 
suited to the place in which you wish to 
use it. These are one of the tenderest of 

all the bedding plants. Do not set them 
out while the weather is still cold. 

good 

Asters.—W here a flower is wanted both 
for cutting and bedding and in a wide 

range of colors, nothing surpasses these 
universal favorites. The wonderful newer 
sorts might well be termed “the poor man’s 
chrysanthemums.” For a continuity of 
bloom select early, mid-season and _ late 
varieties. 

Verbenas.—brilliant red, whites and 
blues and intermediate shades. Unexcelled 
for low spreading masses of either brilliant 
or soft colors. They remain in full bloom 
until the last thing in the fall. 

Coleus.—V ariegated foliage in red and 
yellow hues. Very good for borders, par- 
ticularly where a full exposure to a hot 
stin must be given. 

Petunias——These are of semi-climbing 

habit and are very good for masses over 
stones, low walls, wire fences, and so 

forth. The single-flowered varieties par- 
ticularly are very profuse bloomers. 
Among the named double sorts there are 
some exquisite and very beautiful flowers. 
A healthy, rank grower, when once es- 
tablished. Very useful also in baskets and 
veranda boxes. 

universal, favorite white 
There is a new lilac-colored 

Alyssum.—A 
edging plant. 
variety. 

Ageratum.—Another good border plant 
universally used—in blue and white. More 
sturdy and upright in growth than the 
alyssum and therefore more desirable for 
some situations. 

Alternanthera.—Low-growing, shrubby 
little plants, making very deep and dis- 
tinctive borders. Variegated foliage. 

_ Vinca.—Trailing vine, especially good 
for vases and baskets. 

What kind of vacation home do you 
want? And where—on the seashore, in 
the country or in the mountains? The 
June House aANbd GARDEN will help you 
decide. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarRDEN. 

THE UPTOWN SEED STORE 

f 

wr 
THE RIGIT TIME TO SOW 
GRASS SEED IS IN APRIL 
and when you buy your seed, buy good seed. 

-BUNYARD’S INVINCIBLE 
GRASS SEED MIXTURE 

is made up of the finest re-cleaned seed 

BUNYARD’'S “BRITISH LAWNS’’ FORMULA 

This mixture is made from a famous British 
formula that produces the well known lawns 
so much admired 

Price: 35c lb.; 10 lbs 
$6.00; 10 bushels or more, 

$3.25; per bushel, 20 lbs. 

S5.50.per bushel 

BUNYARD’S CENTRAL PARK MIXTURE 

An excellent mixture for 

down and worn out lawn: 

Price: 25c lb.; 10 lbs. $2.25; bushel 84.00. 

All above, express or parcel post prepaid at 
prices mentioned 

re-seeding run 

Send for Our Unique Catalogue 
Mailed free on application 

Harry A. Bunyard Co., Inc. 
Grass Seed Specialists 

10 W. 28th St. (bet. B’way & 6th Av) N. Y 

NATCO 
A house built throughout of 

HOLLOW TI LE 
BUILDING BLOCKS 

is thoroughly fireproof, and is cooler in Summer and warmer in 
Winter than 1 of any other construction. 
stone or cemen 

Depart ment 

It is chea 

NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING COMPAN 

t than brick, 
Send for erature. 

Pittsburgh, Sicnestennte 
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Behind LIMBERT’S 
DUTCH ARTS AND 
Furniture is LIMBERT! 

LIMBERT is a name built up solidly 
and exclusively upon Furniture. 

Consistent adherence by LIMBERT 
to HOLLAND DUTCH ARTS 
AND CRAFTS Methods has made 

LIMBERT one of the most successful Furniture 
Manufacturers in America. 

LIMBERT’S strength grows stronger, 
day, as LIMBERT sales grow bigger 

Buy LIMBERT’S HOLLAND DUTCH ARTS & 
CRAFTS Furniture because so many others buy it. 
Begin by sending for LIMBERT Literature about LIMBERT'S 

HOLLAND DUTCH ARTS AND CRAFTS FURNITURE, 
Clip out and send this advertisement to 

“THE CHARLES P. LIMBERT COMPANY > 
Grand Rapids and Holland, Michigan —————— 

HOLLAND 
LABERTS CRAFTS 

day by 

% 

3 
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\ *Opalite Glass |}, | 
| Waterproof Paper 2" 

Linofelt 
| Paper 

Wood Sheathing 
Resin sized Paper 
Dead Air Space 
Deadening Felt Paper 
Dead Air Space 
Deadening Felt Paper 
Waterproof Paper 

>» Outside Oak Case 

Here is REAL 

Refrigerator 

Insulation 
The } ul ae ofa ref 

alnlity to maintain a steady circulation 

~~ rv eereFrree+#ese? 

rator lies in ws 

of dry air at 

YE illustrate above a corner 

cross section of a PRE 

MIER Refrigerator which 
shows conclusively why the Pre 

even temperature 

ier is so exceptionally efficient and 

This heat proof con 

air-tight 

doors, insures the unvarying low 

econom al 

struction, coupled with 

temperature that is necessary to 

ideal refrigeration 

Thelinings of the Premier are of smooth, heavy 

glass without cracks or ledges insuring 

absolute sanitation and cl inliness 

Premier Refrigerators come in 18 sizes to 

suit practically every requirement 

Qur line of refrigerators also includes the 

EDD) wn well-built 

zinc-lined box in 60 styles and sizes: and 

the SUPREME, with linings of porcelain 
enamel on steel, in five sizes 

famous unusually 

‘ ; ’ th ; 

nl w send gucat “ 
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EWIS& CONGER 
Home Furnishings 

45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York 

SUN DIALS 
Real Bronze Colonial Designs 

from $5.00 Up 

» Also of Bird Fountains 

ancl ot! arden requisites 

Mann tured by 

THE M. D. JONES CO. 
71 Pertland St., Boston, Mass. 

Send for ilustrated Price List 

SOUTHERN GARDEN 
DEPARTMENT 
Conducted by JULIA LESTER DILLON 

re ¢ promot 
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Making a Garden in May 

kK )R some unknown reason, the gar- 

dens of this section do not show 

lahlias in the profusion that flowers so 
orthy of culture should be shown. They 
loom at a time when flowers are begin 

ing to be scarce and the glowing richness 

of their color harmonies might well insure 

them a wider cultivation. Tubers may be 
planted this month. They should be put 
in very deep, according to the size, and it 

is well to place them in a pocket of sand, 

so that no manure will come in contact 
with them and cause them to decay. 

Select very carefully the place where 
your dahlias are to grow, tor once planted 

they become a permanent feature in your 
garden, and do not need to be touched for 
several years. This fact adds much to 

their ease of cultivation, for in the South, 

dahlias, cannas and gladioli do not have 

to be taken up each year and protected 
during the winter. The tubers and corms 
remain in the ground from year to year, 
and can be left until they have multiplied 
so much that separation is necessary. The 
plants must be staked when about a foot 
tall, and only three or four of the strongest 
stalks allowed to mature. This will give 
not only quantity, but quality, in the blos- 

For ease of cultivation, length of 
time of bloom and brilliancy of coloring, 
there is nothing better than dahlias. 

lf there is some sunny spot near a vine- 
covered wall where the colors will stand 

out in rich glory in the blooming season, 

and yet the space will not be barren and 
unsightly in winter, the situation will be 
ideal. They might be placed in the rows 
between the hollyhocks, as both plantings 
must have sun, the habit of growth is 
similar, and the hollyhocks have finished 
blooming long before the dahlias begin. 

\s for varieties, there can be no ques- 
tion but that the Cactus and peony kinds, 

that show irregularities in the outline, 
grouping and arrangement of the petals, 

are more artistic than the older-fashioned 
orts that lent themselves to reproduction 

in wax to the joy and admiration of an 
earlier generation Selection of colors is 

a matter for individual taste, but self 

colors will be found to give richer effects 

than the variegated kinds. Every garden, 
where space permits, should plant dahlias 
in the border backgrounds this month. 

Where there is not room for these 
flowers of larger growth there should be 

found a place for masses of chrysanthe- 
mums for fall bloom. The exhibition and 
standard varieties are all hardy in this sec- 
tion, and once planted continue to grow 
and multiply from year to year, as do 
most of the hardy perennials. However, 
these standard growths must be staked 

soms 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & GarpeEn. 

WE ANNOUNCE 
TO PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS 

THE SECOND OF A SERIES OF INEX- 

PENSIVE HOUSES WITH CASEMENT 

WINDOWS DESIGNED FOR US BY A 

NOTED AMERICAN ARCHITECT. 

FOR REPRODUCTIONS 

OF THE ARCHITECT'S BEAUTIFUL 

DRAWINGS, WITH FLOOR PLANS, 

FULL DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AND IN- 

FORMATION AS TO COMPLETE WORK- 

ING PLANS, SEND TEN CENTS TO 

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO. 
9 SO. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO 

COMMON SENSE 

GOLF 
By CHARLES CLARKE 

Instructor of Rotherham Golf Club 

C' )MMON sense method of teaching the 
game, to the novice, mainly by finding 

the right way to appeal to his peculiar phy- 
sical limitations. The book lays particular 
stress on points that puzzle the novice and 
which would be likely to put him “off his 
game.”’ Jilustrated. 12mo.75c. net; postage 8r. 

McBRIDE, NAST & CO. 
Publishers 

Union Square North, New York City 

For Your Garden’s Sake 
Look ahead and get this small, inexpensive green- 

house for use next Fall, Winter and Spring. 

It is ready-made, and is covered top and sides 
with Sunlight Double Glass Sash, and the sash are 
removable for use on cold frames and hot beds when 
so wanted 

These sash are double-glazed, so need no mats and 
shutters—they are complete and everlasting. 

Get our catalog. It is free. If Prof. Massey's 
booklet on hot-beds and cold frames, or the use of 
an inexpensive greenhouse, is wanted, send 4 cents 
in stamps 

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO. 

944 E. Broadway Louisville, Ky. 
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INSIDE THE HOUSE OF GOOD TASTE 
Edited by Richardson Wright, Editor of House and Garden . & : 

WU YHERE do you live in summer—seashore, country 
I he or mountains? In Our Vacation Home are scores 
Magazine of interesting pictures showing the type of house for each 

location, telling why that type should be chosen and how 
That Tells it can be built at moderate cost 

You How Did you ever furnish A Garden Living Room? Do so 
this year from the suggestions in the June House & 
GARDEN. 

Have you ever used wall-board in a summer cottage 
¢ Cut the cost and try it along the lines described in The 

The Case for Waill-Board 

S When you stoop to drink at a country brook have you 
ummer ever noticed 7he Master Masons and Builders at work on 

H their summer homes in the bed of the stream? Thi 
ome article tells you how they build 

Number If you use awnings around your country place, why 
not select them with a view to getting the best decorative 
value, as will be explained in the June House & GARDEN 

Are you a lover of color in the garden? Then Planting 
a Purple and Gold Garden will be a treasure trove of help 
ful suggestions for both the small and large property 

A layman’s book on interior decoration, lavishly illustrated with 
pictures that show the furnishing and arrangement of each room 

considered as a definite problem. 
Among the topics discussed are the essentials of making a living- 

room, livable, which plenty of living rooms are not; furnishing and 
equipping the kitchen, a study in space economy. Other chapters 
deal with hall, nursery, dining room and bedroom, also there are AAAS 

Have you a little country place that you want to make 
attractive? Read the treatment of one farmhouse yard 
in Landscape Gardening on a Small Place 

yy rrr’ 

clever suggestions for the beginning housekeeper who wants to deco- 
rate with the resources she has and with the least possible expense in . Gardening made so simple that if you have 
new furniture or fabrics. McBrid e, never soreant you will F , 

Svo. Illustrated with more than 200 pictures. Nast G Co. House building and furnishing made so 
$1.25 net; postage, 12 cents. 31 Union Square interesting that if you have never built and 

New York furnished a home you will want to. 
McBRIDE, NAST @ CO.,31 Union Sq. North, New York 

Townsend’s Triplex Lawn Mower 
(Patent Pending) 

The Greatest Grass Cutter on Earth 
Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide 

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the 
Triplex Mower will mow more lawn in a day than 
the best motor mower ever made, and cut it better 

and at a fraction of the cost. 
Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it 
will mow more lawn in a day than any three other 
horse-drawn mower with three horses and three men. 

(We guarantee this.) 
Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the 
waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, a second 
skimming the level and a third paring a hollow. 
Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in 

the mud in springtime, nor crush out its life between 
hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer, as does 

the motor mower. 
Write for catalogue illustrating all types of TOWN- 
SEND lawn mowers, with list of users. (Free.) 

| ) aitied ) 2 L Ave. 
| | S. P. Townsend & Co. Uoerr eS: 

2! )WNSENDS TRIPLEX 

Put a check mark opposite the subjects | 
in which you are interested and fill out{the ’ 
attached blank and mail to us. Interest- | Check ; , - , ° H 
ing information will follow by return mail. 7” 

Plant Shrubs and Trees 

Plant Walls and Hedges 

Plant a Home Vegetable Garden ry 
Make a Rock Garden 

Make a Perennial Garden 

Save Your Shade Trees 
Make a Rose Garden 

Make a Lawn.... i | 
Make a Tennis Court. : g-aig Let U/s oneal 
Make Paths and Driveways 
Make a Water Garden.... : . Help You Address 
Make a Garden of Annuals 
Make an Old-fashioned Garden... My 
Make a Garden Indoors and Under Glass. | Solve Them McBRIDE, NAST & CO., Union Sq., New York 
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Solid Porcelain 
Refrigerators 

ee — 

Are the only 
ones made 

I e having the Entire Cham- 
ber of one piece otf Genuine 

Solid Porcelain Ware over an ¥ 

inch thick without joints, : 
crate ks or troublesome drain ) 

pipe : ach tood 

ment s()ne 

porce lain notenamelon metal 

but ne al Pore ( lain Ware 

Guaranteed not to crack or break. 

Five inch thick w ills save 

ice. The circulation is 

rr BEAVER 
Lion REFRIGERATOR MFG. CO. 

NY f =e New Brighton, Pa. 

WA - dal ide ee oe een 

compart- 

too |} Piece of solid 
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THE KEY 
TO THE LAND 

by 

FREDERICK F. 

ROCKWELL 
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later on, kept closely pinched back to in- 
ure bushy, rather than scraggy plants, 

and satisfactory bloom, and are often 

nipped by the frost just at the blossoming 
time (On the other hand, the hardy va- 

rieties, of smaller size, both as to plant and 

tllower, need only to be planted, in colonies 

of worthy number, and practically left 
alone, for the garden to be filled for many 
weeks in the late summer and fall with 
the sunshine of the golden yellows, the 
rosiest of pinks, the deepest and richest of 

reds, and that rival in purity the 
clouds that sail overhead 

lor effects charm both as 

cut flowers that lighten up the chilly cor- 

wilites 

WW eeks these 

ners of the house and wherever they spill 
themselves over the canvas of the garden. 

(One of the most beautiful of these hardy 

varieties is that known as the Mar- 

guerite, with snowy petals ranged around 
center of purest yellow. This 

much like the hardy Michael- 
daisies, but is of larger size as to 

flower and of smaller growth as to plant. 

lf there corner of the garden 
that needs filling, use both of these hardy 
plantings for fall blossoms. The chrysan- 

a glow nye 

looks asters, 
mas 

Is a bare 

themums give one range of color tones, 

and to their effects the asters will bring 

the softest and clearest of blues and dain- 
tiest of lavenders, and also the whites and 
pinks. They require much more room 
than the chrysanthemums, but if space 

they are glorious—when planted 
as they grow along the bor- 

woodlands and sunshiny lanes 
and the ruthless hand of the de- 

stroyer has passed them by and left them 

to flourish and add their share of glory to 

the autumn world 

lf bloom is needed for the summer 

there is nothing available in the 

way of bedding plants at this late day ex- 
cept the salvias, and vineas. The 
two former grow equally well in sun and 
partial shade, and will grow often where 
nothing else will thrive. For this reason 

much used to lighten up the dark, 

permits 

in profusion 

cers ot our 

W her c 

months 

coleus 

they are 

north fronts of houses in close-crowded 

city streets hey serve this purpose ad- 

mirably. 

In a border where the dark leaves of 
oleanders or privets or other broad-leaved 
evergreens form the background the scar- 

let salvias are wonderfully effective. 
\gainst the rich green of the ivies the color 

is satisfying, whether in the borders or in 

window or porch boxes. Massed in 

groups where there is nothing to break 
the monotony of the fiery tints they are 
crude and tiresome. It is hardly neces- 

sary to tell the readers that a bed of sal- 

vias, coleus or vincas, in the midst of a 
clean-shaven lawn, has no excuse for be- 

ing, and is always a blot on the land- 
scape 

Not often seen, but all the more to be 

desired for this reason, are the blue sal- 

vias, the mountain sage, salvia azurea, 

pitcheri and uliginosa. Colonies of these 
are exquisitely dainty, and when planted 
among flowers of white and yellow tones 

In writing to 

Old English Garden Seats 
And other Artistic Garden Accessories, including 
Garden Houses, Arbors, Pergolas, Treillage, Gates, 
Rose Temples, in painted and rustic. 

For Catalog of many designs address 

North Shore Ferneries Co. 

BEVERLY. MASS. 

New York Showroom Craftsman Bidg., E. 39th St. 

advertisers please mention House & Garpen. 

EVERYTHING for the HOME GROUNDS 
Ornamental, Deciduous, Shade and Weeping Trees, Flowering 
Shrubs, Barberry, Privet, Evergreens, Conifers, Hardy Trailing 

Vines, Climbers, Fruit Trees, Berry Bushes, Hardy Garden 
Plants, et« The finest selection for lawn and garden 
planting in America. More than 600 acres of choicest 
nursery produce. We will make a planting plan of your place 
selecting trees, shrubs, etc., suitable to soil and situation, and 
give you the exact cost of planting and proper time to plant. 
Send for Catalog D. 

‘he Stephen Hoyt’s Sons Company 
Established 1848 New Canaan, Conn. Incorporated 1903 

KEWANEE Smokeless 
Firebox Boilers 
Cut Coal Costs 

A-B-C of 

GARDENING 
By 

EBEN E. REXFORD 

Here 
have 

is the manual for those who sigh to 

growing things about, but who are be- 

numberless directions of so 

This book 

necessary for 

Ww ildered by the 

many volumes on the subject. 

contains all the information 

Starting and keeping in order an outdoor 

flower-garden or indoor plants. 

Among the chapters are: Making the Gar- 

den; The Border; Annuals; Vines; Muid- 

summer in the Garden; Window-Boxes; 

Growing Plants for Table Decoration; Bulbs 

for Winter Flowering; Getting Ready for 

Winter; . Insect Enemies. 

50 cents net 

HARPER & BROTHERS 
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Do You Know 

VANITY FAIR 
Once, long ago, people had leisure 
enough to read separate maga- | 
zines of the Stage, and of Art,and | 
of Outdoor Sports, and of Humor | 
and of Literature. Nowadays, 
when nobody has time for any- | 
thing like that, you will find 
Vanity Fairis six magazines in one. | 

It is a review of everything new peo Se e the e Jo O If O do eS 
and good on the Stage and in 

apg = ana us *both)a litt a litle more I 
of all Amateur Sports—Golf, 
Tennis, Polo, Racing, Yacht- 

ing and Football; 

Also a timely review of the 
tendencies in Literature, and 

the Fiction of the day; 

It is a journal of the best in 
Art, giving much space to the 
work of our younger artists; 

A fashion magazine presenting 
the best Paris and New York 

styles ; 

Above all else, Vanity Fair is 
a cheerful magazine, presenting 
certain tendencies of American 
life good-naturedly and enter- 
tainingly. 

Even the Apollo Player 

Piano literature will make 
it plain. Write for details. 

MELVILLE CLARK PIANO CO. 

417 FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO 

\Y/ 

=~ oY a> 

Six numbers of Vanity Fair from 
May to October (regular price 25 
cents each) will be sent for $1 if 
= -_ this _—— now. As SRS Re ye a RS RG RG Re Te I RS I I RO RO RY 

mituhéia Imperial Quality Bulbs ; !°° Tulips*{ send the coupon at once. 
10 each of these 10 varie 

BR MBBS 

City tate 

- om am oo @& ow @ @® @ ow ow om ow om ow ow ow a G4 MY Imperial Quality Bulbs selected for filling the orders ct 00. and « colors, | 100 br bulbs 

VANITY FAIR | are the aristocrats of placed with m« before wpe oe aay Nl . 

| | Ga Bulbdom. For brilliance of July 15th intone 
449 Fourth Avenue, New York re color, size of bloom and My Bulb Book offers you Cramoisie Brilliant 

2 . . : —— as . artistic gracefulness they are the most complete assort Cottage Maid 
| 1 _ — $1 ‘ ne sy h nd me Vanity Fair for six unsurpassed. The reason ? ment of Peonies Tulips, Couleur eae eau 

| ne dj gy | ye a. “t 4 May number, as | Ga When the Holland bulb crop Narcissus, Hyacinths and Duchesse de Parma 

SOE SS NE Se TS ey Seay is harvested, the choicest Iris, at prices which wil] ye ome delin 

| | es) of the first size bulbs are please you. Send for it today ley pel So} 

| N White Swan 

aon | Yellow Prince 

| || ga A. B. VANDERBEEK My St grounds, at oy 
Arc ' J will be a | 

| Street.. ] ea 174 Broadway Paterson, N. J. beauty apot t during Ma a 
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In writing to advertisers please mention House & GARDEN. 
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GOLF 
FOR THE LATE BEGINNER 

By Henry Hughes 

HE author himself took up 
golf in middle age, and 

with his experience fresh upon 
him explains the correct prin 
ciples of golf in a way especially 
helpful to the late beginner. 
The illustrations are from actual 
photographs, showing correct 
and incorrect methods. Illus 
trated. 60c. net; postage 5c. 

McBRIDE, NAST & CO. 

Publishers 

Union Square North, N. Y.C. 
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eralding Lnew this cl writ 

MOTHERHOOD WITHOUT SUFFERING 

e Wildern 

Flow (,ardet et 

In the PFreibur Frauet K ¢ j thou 

n painlessly in Twilight Sleep Mr 
" ’ ; r 

hildbirth which ha tood the test 

now an accepted and pert ted i 

Jilustrat : , p 

THE TRUTH ABOUT TWILIGHT SLEEP 
By Hannah Rion (Mrs. Ver Beck 

Author o The (Cardes tl 

ind mothers have 

i scientihe method of pain 

of experimentation and 

titution in many countries 

McBRIDE, NAST @ CO., Union Square North, New York 

“Let’s Make a 

Ver Beck is not 

12 cents 

THE STORKS OF FREIBURG 

You will get valuable suggestions on attractive 
exteriors, convenient arrangement and appropriate 

furnishings, and be better posted when you consult your own architect. 

More than one hundred illustrations with explanatory text in every issue. 

In the business section are described the latest and best building specialties 

which add so much of comfort, convenience and value. 

Twelve attractive and valuable 

issues each year for $3. 

Subscribe now and secure 

FREE the 

Numbers of 

House 

1914. 

Country 

1913 and 

When planning to build— 
read The Architectural Record 

‘The National Architectural Magazine’”’ 

and benefit by the ideas of leading architects. 

The Architectural Record, | 15 W. 40th St., New York. 
Send me free the Country House Numbers of 1913 and 1914, 

and enter my subscription for one year from date for which | 
enclose $3.00. 

Sagned 

Address 
Add 60x for Canada and $1 for foreign postage 

In writing to advertisers please mention House & Garpen. 

Unlike the 

scarlet salvia, the blue varieties are true 

perennials, and come up year after year. 
The white panicles of the hardy phlox, 
the golden clusters of rudbeckia and 

masses of salvia azurea made a corner of 

the effect is very pleasing. 

one of my borders a place of loveliness for 
many, many weeks last summer. All three 
are getting ready to respond to an encore 
for this season. Now is an excellent time 

to make these plantings. If late varieties 
of the phlox are used, satisfaction is as 

sured in the case of all three. The long, 
blue spikes that stand well above the clus- 

ters of blue-green leaves, that seem always 

shining and wet with dew, make beautiful 

arrangements for the flower bowls, either 
when used. alone or with masses of the 

miniature sunflowers or coreopsis or other 
flowers of golden tints. Plant blue salvia 

for dainty color effects; plant the scarlet 

for bold and vivid color schemes. 

When the time to grow flowers from 

seed has passed, where nothing else will 
grow on account of shade, and where stil: 
some summer plantings are desired, the 
coleus is to be recommended. The florists 

always have them: they are very inex- 

pensive, and the varieties with deep, rich 

leaves of crimson and red give brightness 

and color to dark spots. The 

leaved sorts are also effective. They fill 

in from earlv summer until frost. will 

erow in either sun or shade, and that is all 

that can be said for them. 

The annual vineas, rosea, alba and alba 

hura, can be put out now to fill the bor- 

ders and porch boxes in the sun and for 
edgings of walks and driveways. The 

dainty, white flowers and the rich green of 

the leaves will bring light and color to the 
summer garden from month to month. 
The texture of these plants is rather 
heavy, but the flower masses are very 
good, and they are most reliable. 

It is too late to plant a garden from 
seed or to put in the early perennials, but 

the few plantings enumerated here will be 
beautiful and satisfactory this summer 

and fall. and will insure a start on the 

road to beauty for another vear. Trulv it 

is never too late to start a garden. 

vellow- 

WEALTH FROM THE Sort. By C. C. Bons- 
field. Forbes & Co. 

Those who will recall his very excellent 
volume, “Making the Farm Pay,” will 
welcome this second volume from the pen 
of Mr. Bonsfield. Written with the view 
to interesting citv folk in the advantages 

and profits from farming, it is also a prac- 

tical book for the rural community. Emi- 
nently practical, abundant with progres- 
sive suggestions, and yet sanely written 
with none of that self-deceiving rhapsody 
one often finds in the back-to-the-land 
propaganda, this work should find its way 
into many hands and make a place for it- 
self in the farmer’s working library. 
Space forbids quotation, but this must be 
said in passing, that it lacks the theorizing 
of many such books and gets down to 

“brass tacks” in an engaging fashion. 
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SOUTHERN: GARDEN 
DEPARTMENT 
Conducted by JULIA LESTER DILLON 

Inquiries and problems for this department willreceive promp 
attention. Please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope for reply 

Southern Lawns 

cy many of the estates in the South, 
which are used only as winter resi- 

cences, June is the regular time for making 

over the lawns. Fertilizers are freely used, 
and after being spread over the surface are 
ploughed in. The ploughing is ‘usually 
very deep and the sod is then disc-har- 

rowed in order to cut it very fine. This 
done, the surface is raked as fine and 
smooth as it is possible to get it and then 
is left to mellow until October. 

Deep raking and smoothing at this time 
is followed by thick seeding with an ever- 

green lawn grass seed, and, after rolling 
with a heavy roller and watering, the lawn 
is left to grow. 

In a few weeks the seed will have ger- 

minated and grown sufficiently to allow 

cutting. Alternate rolling and cutting, 
weekly, from this time until December 
will result in a sod that is springy and 
firm to walk on, soft and velvety to touch, 

and a picture of green loveliness on which 
to feast the eyes. 

This procedure is most expensive, and 
cnly those with expensive purses can af- 
ford to indulge. There is no doubt but 

that most of us have to live in our homes 
twelve months of the year, rather than 
five, and are more interested, therefore, in 
ihe making and care of an all-the-year 
iawn. than we are in one that is beautiful 

for less than half of that time. 
In this section of the South and farther 

there is but one grass that can be depended 
upon to give greenness throughout the hot, 

dry summer months: that is the bermuda, 
Capriola. (Cynodon) Dactylon. This 
grows anywhere, except under the trees 
where there is dense shade; is to be de- 
pended on for lush, rich turf in fertile 
soils, and for strong, good sod on even 
the poorest soil. The roots spread by an 
underground system and go down so deep 

that for planting on banks or where the 
soil is apt to wash nothing is better. 

The best way to plant Bermuda is to 
get the roots, cut them up fine, and plant 
out the sprigs into furrows in the drills 
twelve inches apart each way. Then the 
ground should be rolled. They are easily 
grown in the spring and can be planted at 
any time except in extremely dry weather 
in midsummer and in the midwinter sea- 
con. This planting will give an even turf 

that should be rolled regularly and cut 
often. This grass alone will give a beau- 
tiful, soft, blue-green summer sod _ that 
will stand the hardest wear. When Sep- 
tember comes the Bermuda begins to turn 

brown, and quick and hard work is neces- 
sary to keep the lawn in trim. The sod 
should be cut very closely, raked as 

F a stranger in your com- 
munity saw fit to conceal 

his identity you would look 
upon him with suspicion. 
You would insist upon 
knowing his name and ante- 
cedents before you con- 
sented to do business with 
him or receive him into your 
home. Yet some people 
still buy crackers out of a 
barrel, coffee or tea from a 
bin, prunes from a hogshead 
and unnumbered other 

= things without a name or a 
brand that identifies the 
goods and thereby protects 
the purchaser. 

It is safer and cheaper to 
buy the well-known, adver- 
tised article put up by the 
manufacturer with his name 

‘COVERS 
THE CONTINE 

You know this Trade-Mark through National Periodical Advertising 

and trade-mark on_ the 
package. Safer, because the 
manufacturer who puts his 
name on his goods puts his 
future into your hands. He 
must put quality into the 
goods or lose your trade, be- 
cause you can_ always 
identify his goods. Cheaper, 

because advertising re- 
duces the producing and 
selling costs of manufac- 
turers by enormously in- 
creasing their output. 

‘Trade-marks and national 
advertising are the two 
greatest public servants in 
business today. ‘Their whole 
tendency is to raise quali- 
ties and standardize them, 
while reducing prices and 
stabilizing them. 

Rlouse*Garden 
MEMBER — QUOIN CLUB 
THE NATIONAL PERIODICAL ASSOCIATION 
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mortgages, or other securities: 
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| McBride, Nast & Company, Publishers 

® 31 Union Square, North, New York 

mm I promise not to tell if you reduce the 

price and send me a 6 months’ trial sub 

scription to Lippincott’s Magazine tor 

$1.00. I have been told that under the 

tae new Editorial direction Lippincott’s has 
become the most brilliant, the most optim 

istic and altogether the most delightful 

magazine published. I particularly want 

to read R ilph Henry Barbour’s complete 

novel, “The Happy Man,” in the June 

If you can’t keep a secret, apply number. 

for LiPPINCOTT’S at any news- 
f" Nan 

stand, 25c a copy. 

Addrs 

For the Beginning Housekeeper and the Bachelor Girl 

i The Small Family Cook Book 
Ny \ . b By MARY D. PRETLOW 

; | . \, \ new cookery book for the beginning housekeeper and for 
W'S a everyone who has to cater to two or three persons. It solves 
\ f N a the difficulties imposed by the average cook book of reducing 

As ERS ao ~~ » the quantities prescribed, to the limits required and at the 
J \ ime time retaining the essential piquancy of the recipe 

\ This bock is fascinating in its suggestions and menus for 

ifternoon teas, informal breakfasts, luncheons and congenial 

foregatherings of bachelor girls 

WGA decorations by Rhoda Chase and Charles Guischard. 12mo. 75c. net. Postage Sc. 

or i McBRIDE, NAST & C0., Publishers, 31 Union Square, North, New York 

smooth and clean as is possible, and over 
it a seeding of winter grasses be made. 

The Italian Rye, Lolium Italicum, and 

the White Clover, Trifolium repens, used 
in the proportions of three to two, make a 
delightful winter combination. The rye 
is an annual and must be sown again each 

fall, but there is not a grass known to us 

that makes so fresh and green a lawn. 

Closely cut and regularly rolled, it is im- 
possible to describe its beauty. Clover is 

always lovely and does not have to be 

sown again each season. 

Pacey’s or English Rye, Lolium perenne, 
var. tenue, is not quite so desirable as the 
Italian Rye for fresh beauty in the winter 
months, but it is a perennial and will last 
about four or five vears. This is also 

about the length of time allowed by many 
good gardeners for the making over of the 
Bermuda lawns, so that if the Bermuda is 
used in the spring, the clover and ryes in 
ithe fall, the lawns should last for several 
years, with just enough reseeding of the 
bare spots to keep it even and neat. 

Cottonseed meal and bone meal used in 
the spring are also most valuable aids to 
strong and even sods. They should be 
used in preference to the stable manure, 
unless the latter can be ploughed in deeply, 
and, even then, this must always be fol- 
lowed by a warfare against weeds that 
inust be waged even more vigorously than 
is usual, and all of us who make lawns 
know that this is an endless battle. 

Where it is not possible to secure the 
Bermuda roots for summer growth, plant 
the seed. Many use the Bermuda roots 
in spring and disc harrow in the fall and 
plant the Georgia Burr Clover, Medicago 
arabic, and declare that one planting of 
this makes either pasture or lawn for a 
lifetime. For large areas, for parks and 
much-used lawns, these two grasses are 

unequaled. For the smaller places the 
ryes and clover for winter and the Ber- 
muda for the summer will give best results. 

Farther South, in Charleston and Sa- 

vannah, and on the warm, sandy, coast 
lands, St. Augustine grass, Stenotaphrum 

Dimitiatum, is much used. This is grown 

Irom cuttings set in summer, one foot 

apart, and every joint takes root and be- 

comes a new center. It makes a dense, 
carpet-like growth and is almost an ever- 
green. It is often planted inland but 
seems to need the tang of the salt air for 
best results. 

\n attested mixture of evergreen lawn 

grass, recleaned seed, that has been used 
this winter with excellent results and is 
now making a strong spring growth that 

bids fair to hold out through the summer, 
is composed of the following six grasses: 
Kentucky blue, Poa pratensis, good for 

the higher sections of the South; Red Top, 
Agrostis vulgaris, good for filling in with 

ihe Blue grass; English Rye, Lolium 

perenne, var. tenue; Italian Rye, Lolium 

italicum; Bermuda, Capriola Dactylon; 
and White Clover, Trifolium repens. 
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June Poultry Work 

HOUSANDS of dollars would be 
saved by the poultry keepers of 

this country if they would get rid of their 
superfluous male birds. In some States 
what has been termed a “swat the rooster” 
tu a , é rr : Dog Kennel No. 4 Poultry House—S5 units No. 3 Paultry House—I unit 
campaign has been inaugurated. The prin- seinen capitis ald iain dines 

. . . . - 7) LL" Ss -P eat, c ‘abie. & . 

“WD: b ct 1S ‘e » oa TS 10 H ad No. 4 POULTRY HOUSE—10x50 feet ; in 5 pens ; complete for 200 hens. Cedar, vermin-proof. First pen, 1] a byect 1s to induc € hag farme! . ‘ l oO son : £3.00 additional SR 1m foot s be cc e fe da rc ‘ 

‘ > TOS . Tcl: Te ve P ) No. 3 POULTRY HOUSE—8x10 feet ; complete for 30 hens. $60.00 ; additional pens, $50.00 each. Cedar, landle eggs commercially to get rid ol Portable pats enn dditic , c 

their cock birds, for the reason that non- eatly painted. Quickly bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue. 

fertile eggs keep better than those which Houses E. F. HODGSON CO. (caxtrsman bide. ¢ EAST sth ST NEW YORK) spondence to Boston 
are fertile. There is another side to this 

matter, because the very fact that fertile 
eggs go bad more quickly than infertile , 

eggs 1s really a protection to the customer Potter Redybilt Poultry Houses 

to acertain extent. Some physicians insist 
upon having fertile eggs on the ground .“— Pa -—+— | - 2+} — 1 

that if they are stale that fact is bound build. Easy to set up and take 
to become evident. It is certainly to the Plete’ Hennery, Outfits (roosts, 
advantage of the poultry keeper to get and lnxpegaive tp out te hs 
rid of his roosters as soon as the breeding 

season is over—and there should be none 
around later than June—unless, of course, 

and inexpensive to start in the 

they are good enough to carry over to the | 4. HOUSE BUILT THROUGHOUT OF 

G. D. TILLEY 
Naturalist 

‘*Everything in the Bird Line 

froma Canary toan Ostrich’”’ 

chicken business. Send 4 cents in : stampe fer our 160-page beck. Birds for the House and Porch 
POTTER & co. 37 Forest Avenue, Downers Grove, Ill. Birds for the Ornamental Waterway 

Birds for the Garden, Pool and Aviary 
Birds for the Game Preserve and Park 

: °1_. is thoroughly fireproof, and 1 am the oldest established and largest exclusive 
next season. It is a common practice to NATCO Hollow Tile i poctin Summer, and dealer in land and water birds in America and have 

° - . . y i f - ha oO ot a ro cons ctio ~ d ° . | RE. 

use two-year cocks with pullets at breeding | {i Ehck, stone or cement. "SEND FOR LITERATURE | | © hand the most extensive stock in the United States 
time, but the judgment of the best poultry National Fire Proofing Company, Department 0, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania G. D. TILLEY. Box H, Darien, Connecticut 
keepers seems to be that it is preferable to 
mate cockerels with two-year-old hens. 

Hens that have stopped laying and 
those which are persistent in getting 
broody should be sold now, too. It 1s ’ 

poor policy to carry over any pullets which The best place for rest or recreation 

have proven to be confirmed layers, for 

if they are used to breed from they are 
likely to transmit this broody tendency to 
their offspring. It is desirable to have set- 
ting hens sometimes, but in these days of A i LAN | IC (] { Y 

incubators and brooders they 

or recuperation is 

are less 

popular than in the old days, and poultry- 
men would like to breed out the broody 

an 

traits entirely. Any amateur can make a CHAI FON ip 

start in this direction by selecting for 
breeders those hens which are the least 

stubborn in their desire to set. 

If early chickens have been raised for is especially well adapted to accom- 
roasters, June and July are the months d h h 

to sell those not needed for home con- modate those who come to secure them. 

sumption, prices being at the highest point. 
Many men and women with small flocks 
of hens belonging to the American breeds Write for Illustrated Folder and Rates to 
add considerable money to their regular 

incomes by growing roaster chickens, THE LEEDS COMPANY 
hatching them in January or the first week 
in February. 

June is not too late to hatch chickens 
for winter laying, although they probably 

On the Beach Always Open 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN. 
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Hotel Aspinwall, Lenox, Mass. ¢ of the far Berkshire | One of the ” t 

e and ractiv esorts in this Country ‘ 

| e Hors Driving, Motoring, dancing, et Ope June 

) Wr I W. W. Brow Hotel 

| \ | it, I M 

r i i ( ‘ White M er ne Management 

e Let Town & Country Hotel and Travel Bureau supply you 
1, with transportation schedules, hotel rates and complet 

information covering your ttimary whether here or abroad. 

\LL-YOUR ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE 
HERE WITHOUT CHARGE AND WITHOUT 

rIRESOME DETAILS OR DELAY 
ry. “~ 
| R AV EK l This Bureau does not represent and is not affiliated 

with any railroad or steamship company, or company 
engaged in private business promotion : : : 

Besides the leading Summer and Winter Pleasure Resorts, we have at hand complete informa- 

tion about Tlealth Resorts in all sections of the country—their climate, advantages offered by 
the treatment of their waters, and the cost of transportation and accommodation. Either 
correspondence or a personal visit will receive prompt and satisfactory service. 

rOWN & COUNTRY » AP . rRAVEL BUREAU 
Eat, 1846 S89 Fifth Avenue, New York ae Pn 

Gr lid H t ] Lake Sunapee, At the Gateway to the White Mountains. On the 

anidcen ote 9 New Hampshire. Ideal Tour Fine Golf Course; Saddle Horses; 

I i Bathing, Boating, Cano Fishing, as good, if not the best in New England Fine Motoring kk 

: ate * est Chix ] ‘ t es October 1st Furnished cottages to rent for the season Write 

rcit ur \ ess W. W. Brown, Hotel Manhattan, 42nd St., New York City, until June rst, after that Granliden 
Hiotel, Lak Sul «rt N. i 

Hotel Aspinwall, Lenox, Ma the heart of the famoys Berkshire inder same management 

ment wm be Sse & GARDEN. 

will not produce many eggs until after 
New Year's, and they must be kept grow- 
ing rapidly. It is perhaps the best month 
to bring out bantams, which are hard to 
raise before the weather gets warm. Ban- 

tams are becoming highly popular with 
professional men, as well as with boys and 
girls, and many flocks are kept as a source 
of recreation. Some breeds are very 
handsome, all have engaging ways, and a 
few kinds lay eggs which are large enough 

to use in the kitchen. 

\s hot weather comes on it is important 
to provide shade for the growing chickens, 

the ducks and the young turkeys. It is 
needed for the hens, too, but the turkey 
poults and the ducklings are almost certain 

to succumb to the heat unless they are 
sheltered from the rays of the sun. One 
plan, when there is no natural shade, is 
to grow sunflowers, Jerusalem 
artichokes. The last-named will come up 

vear after year when started and the fowls 
have so little fondness for the leaves that 
they will let the plants grow undisturbed 
in the poultry vard. Many people grow 
fruit trees in their chicken runs. and the 

plan has much to commend it. The trees 

provide needed shade and the fertilization 
received by the roots of the trees induces 

heavy fruiting. Probably plums and 

apples are the best fruits to choose for 

such a location. 
in the soil is likely to make the peach trees 

too soft. 

corn or 

The excess of fertilizer 

Chickens often develop an unpleasant 
fondness for the tender bark of young 

fruit trees and will strip it from the trunks 
unless protection of some kind be given. 
\ little tube of wire netting around the 
trunk of each tree looks well, but a wrap 
ping of bur'ap will serve the purpose. 

It is also necessary to give the growing 

youngsters, as well as the ‘aying hens, all 

the water they need to drink. When pos- 
sible, the water dishes should be filled at 

least twice a day, as warm water 1s not 
very palatable, even to a hen. It is a fact, 
though not often realized, that the egg 
production is augmented by keeping the 
layers supplied with fresh, cool, water. 
here are several reservoir fountains on 

the market which make it easy 

plenty of water before the birds, 
though the attendant is obliged to be away 

all day. 

7 

to Keep 

evel 

The manufacturers of poultry foods 
sometimes advocate substituting growing 

feed for laying feed at this season, and it 

is quite possible that the change may 
stimulate the egg yield, which is inclined 

to fall off in June. Probably the amateur 

with a few hens will find it much to his 
advantage to feed one of the commercial 

dry mashes rather than to buy the various 
kinds of ground grains and mix them him- 

self. It is important, however, that green 

food be given, whatever feeding plan ma) 
be followed. It may take the forni of 

vegetables from the garden or it may be 
simply lawn clippings. The latter are 
excellent and may be dried for winter. 
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For the Unmannerly 

T HEORETICALLY, a 
dog has no bad habits. He should 

be a sort of four-footed angel, mints 
wings, of course, but otherwise quite capa- 

ble of maintaining a dignified place in the 
company of saints. That is the theory, but 
we must deal with the facts. 

dog 

not despair. 

Dog 

well-trained 

lf your is a confirmed fighter, do 
Keep him at heel when other 

dogs are around, and if he shows any in- 
clination to break away and mix things, 
switch him soundly. A few sessions with 
a dog whip will teach him to restrain him 
self, at least when you are about. 

\nother too habit is chasing 

and barking at wagons, automobiles and 
pretty much everything that runs, 
rolls, walks or trots along the ground. 

The sovereign remedy, if | may be per- 
initted a “bull,” is not to let the habit take 
hold. Failing in that, resort to the switch 

in the event of the failing to heed 

frequent 

else 

log qiOs 

SAFETY FIRST 

J. a» 

in dogs. 
Address ‘ 

? 

‘Kennel Department” 

4 A Police Dog insures your children’s 
safety, your house and property, and 
reduces the high cost of insuring your 
property from burglars, tramps, etc. 
The “German Shepherd Dog” is your 
best friend and companion. He 
anything that any other dog can do, 
and then beats theotherdog. His in- 
telligence is of the highest order, 
therefore, he will learn readily and obey 
implicitly his master’s slightest order. 
4 A Police Dog is not a big brute; his 
wolfish looks do not prevent him from 
being the most gentle and affectionate 
protector. 

§ We specialize in breeding and training 
strains of the “German Shepherd,” who 

KENNEL DEPARTMENT 
The purpose of this department ts to give advice to those interested 

The manager will gladly answer any troublesome questions. 
and enclose a self-addressed envelope. 

' — 

Midkiff Kennels 
W. T. PAYNE, Owner 

For the past twenty-eight years we have becn the 
largest breeder and exhibitor of Cocker Spaniels 

During that time we have won more prizes than 
any other exhibitor in the United States or Canada 

Our entire breeding stock including both stud dogs 
and matrons are the very best obtainable 

Our dogs are all farm raised insuring strong con- 
stitutions and rugged health, and the development 
of their intelligence and house manners receives the 
same careful attention as the maintenance of their 
health. 

We always have a large number on hand, both 
sexes, all ages and in all the various standard colors 
for sale 

Also several your command to stop. If he is an in- 
chaser, the kind that whipping 
cure, try the following method: 

- > 

are known to be perfect in character. broken and unbroken. Pointers, 
Dae wn aleeet Glan Setters and Irish Water Spaniels. 

For full particulars, description and prices, address 

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR POLICE DOGS THE MIDKIFF KENNELS, Dallas, Penna. 
veterate 

will not 
: st / East Killingly, near Danielson, Cona. 

Get a Ie -ather ““torce CC lar, W hich The first and ont ceenetien of its kind 

tightens and pinches the dog’s neck when 
he pulls against it, or else a stout, ordinary Boston Terriers ; P . | F 1 att: | Dogs for sale, all breeds, aud 
leather one. ut it on him and attach fer all purposes; Cattle, Sheep The finest little companion possible. I have some 

‘ eT - - | a ¢ F , oe F 4 J al puppies (be: Illy marked all pedi , et } ( s _ . : exceptional puppt vutifu | 
about wenty Teet of he avy — wet a Swine, Ferrets, Rabbits, Pig- greed stock from $25.00 up Also some excellent 

eood, firm grip on the end of the ce rd, eons; 15c. for new handsome mature dogs for sale \ guarantee goes with every s gry 
_ o-s ; te ~atalocue wi 90 i ati . dog, and if animal is not entirely approved he may be 

gather the rest of it in coils held lo sely a mt nsec a nag hie returned and money will befrefunded 
. < sreeds; c s J. . . . in one hand, so that the dog will kept : : ; C. A. DUNKEL, 2010 E. 55th St., Cleveland, Ohio. 

ef . “4 us, " . as close to you as if he were on an ordi- Sus, Valley Kennels, Dept. X, Tunkhannock, Pa 

nary and take him out where he 
vill be apt to see something to chase. 

When 

Car OFT 

, 1 
i@asil, 

AIREDALE TERRIERS 
If you want a real pal, guard, or 
companion for your children get an 
Airedale. I usually have husky, 
country raised puppies and grown 
terriers for sale at $20.00 and up- 
wards. 

Neshonshon Farm Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., R F.D. 52 

he makes a break after a 
wagon, let the 

go and brace your feet. Just as he reaches 
the end of his tether order him sharply 
to “Stop!” or whatever command 

to convey your meaning. Coineid- 

ing with the word the dog will reach the 
limit of the cord, turn several more o 

complete and totally unexpected 
-aults, and learn a valuable lesson. 

Many especially those which are 

kenneled outdoors at night, contract the 

habit of barking disturbingly at their own 

imaginations. This can 

passing 
coils of cord 

Airedale Terriers 
From the greatest living sires 

Ch. Soudan Swiveller, Ch. King Oorang and Gold 
Heels. Farm-raised, very keen, alert and full of 
vigor, with true terrier characteristics. Prices reason- 
able. Shipped on approval to responsible parties. 

THOMAS K. BRAY. 232 Clark Street, Westfield, New Jersey 
Phone 424 M Westfield 

le ose 

you 

chi Ose 

r less 
somer- 

IDEAL PETS 
A Fluffy Persian cat has equal in 

telligence with any breed of dog and 
the added advantage of being a thor 
ough house pet, good for city or 
country A goodly collection of 
Spring Kittens in «il colors. 

THE BLACK Sate Reo 

The Proper 
Private School 

generally be for 

dogs, 

your children is perhaps the “ Reig, ieieas CATTERY KENN 
broken up by teaching the offender the most important choice you have Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 

. . a "66 : ” a to make. You need the best guide Address all communications to- New ve Oo the order Be still! and, if 
: : 

meaning ot he « det re still: ( os chain” Melita -aiienaaae York Office, 112-0 Carnegie Hall 
he does not obey after learning it, switch- you will find every month in the 

ing him. Some dogs are very stubborn 

about this barking trick, and require rather , ° 
harsh treatment. Not long ago I had a Educational Directory 
barker case which required my going out of 
to the kennel, fifty yards from the house, Harper's Magazine 
half a dozen times in a couple of hours. 

AMERICAN KENNELS 
Largest and most up-to-date establishment 
of its kind. Importers and breeders of Eng- 
lish Bulls, Puppies, $15.00 to $25.00; grown 

Stock for Companions, Stud Dogs and 
brood Bitches, $35.00 up; Great Danes, 
Newfoundlands, St. Bernards. Puppies, 
$15.00 up; grown Dogs, $35.00 up, Scotch 

Collies, Airedales, Irish, Fox Terriers, $10.00 & 
up, Toy Dogs, $20.00 up. Pomeranians, 

e : . . s all colors ; Toy Silk Poodles, fro \fter the last trip, which included a really A TM | Ge 
‘i ‘ ° a _ : , Terriers, $5.00 up Every variety. State 

sound thrashing, the dog decided to vield. a? pt adits ge you wantewe ship anywhere ' 
- : i ind the announcements of more AMERICA! CENNELS 

Now, on the few occasions when he barks private and preparatory schools and Dept.H, 233 Third Ave., NewYork City. 

colleges than in any other publica- 

tion—the widest, the best, and the 

most dependable selection. 

at all, a word from the house silences him. 

Apropos of barking as a bad habit, it 
may be said that it is usually possible to 
tell from the tone of the 

whether he is barking at some real dis- 

turber or just because he has nothing else 

to do or is thirsty or hungry. 

DO YOU WANT TO BUY A DOG? 
If you do, and want any advice on the best breed 
for your purpose, write to us. 

dog ~ voice 

Would 

child go to school 

parents read 

you not like to have your own 
H with age en mens If you don’t see what you want in these column :, 

arpers Magazine we will be glad to give you the name of a reliable 

Kennel that breeds your kind of dog. 

zm Manager, Kennel Department, House & Garden 
PP S Ie “MON 31 East 17th Street, New York City 

In writing to advertisers, please mention House & GARDEN. 



She NEW LOCOMOBILE 
Ihe Fine Vehicle has always distinguished the Fine Family. ‘The New Loco- 
mobile, w ith its beautiful low lines and Over One Hundred Refinements, has an 
ur of distinction that makes it the car of cars to express family standing. 

Wiss Elsie de Wolfe, the leading authority in design and decoration, famous for her 
unerring good taste, has become associated with the Locomobile Company, and 

her influence will extend to the decorative treatment of Closed Car interiors. 

l'o tho ec who wish by dies built to order our (‘ustom Body Department, a unique 

} feature, has special facilities for executing exceptionally beautiful designs. 

lhe New Locomobile exhibits Over One Hundred Refinements. ‘The Body is 
lower and the Running Boards are lower. ‘The extra wide rear doors, combined 

with the low step, atiord great ease ot entrance and exit. A closed motor bonnet 

with increased slope. New cowl. New Windshield with movable upper glass 
and movable lower curved glass. Electric refinements. Carbureter refinements. 
[-nclosed motor valves. New Multiple Dry Disc Clutch. More complete noise- 
lessness. More luxurious upholstering than ever. 

No other high grade car combines all the following points of excellence: Four 
Speeds; Multiple Dry Disc Clutch; Low Easy Step; Left Drive with Center 
Control; ‘Tires at the Rear; Clear Running Boards; Closed Motor Bonnet; One- 
Piece Mudguards; ‘Touch the Button to start”; Full Floating Rear Axle; Dis- 
tance Rods; Rear Springs Shackled at Both ends; a car that is mechanically and 
electrically locked; Brakes that will stop the car in an emergency instead of simply 
slowing it down 

Th e 

LOCOMOBILE COMPANY 
of America 

MAKERS OF FINE MOTOR CARS 
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